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Executive Summary
In early 2011, Mayor Frank G. Jackson initiated, and Cleveland City Council authorized, a Customer
Service Turnaround Project for Cleveland Water in the City of Cleveland’s Department of Public Utilities
(DPU). The Turnaround Project began June 1, 2011, directed by the City’s Oversight Committee,
appointed by Mayor Jackson.
The Turnaround Project was completed June 30, 2012. As a direct result of the Turnaround Project,
Cleveland Water’s customer service operations and performance are significantly improved. After 13
months of work:


The customer billing and information system, CC&B, implemented September 2009 is sound and
operating effectively. There are no material system issues remaining to be fixed, a Turnaround
Project priority.



The Collections operation is performing as well as any in the country – it has implemented
strong collections processes and operations, which are yielding consistent reductions in the
balances of old delinquent accounts each month. It is implementing new processes every
month that will ultimately make this a model operation.



Call Center responsiveness is generally meeting or exceeding the new industry standard metrics
(i.e., 80% of calls answered within 30 seconds; less than 5% abandoned calls). Customers’ calls
are often satisfactorily addressed on the 1st call, another improvement over a year ago.
However, this operation requires continual daily monitoring to meet its performance
expectations, and much work remains to be done before the positive improvements seen in the
Call Center are sustainable.



The backlogs of pended and suppressed bills that existed in June 2011 have been eliminated
(1,496 pended bills that were added to the backlog since June 2011 remain, and are on track to
be eliminated within three months). Over 13,600 additional accounts are now being billed.



Billing operations are beginning to see improvement in daily processes. A major reorganization
of daily work processes, begun a few months ago, is yielding consistent improvements in
performance. These new work processes must be fully implemented and well managed every
day to sustain this improved operation.



Meter Reading and Meter Operations are improved, but important work remains. Meter
readings are more accurate, though still somewhat inconsistent. Implementation of the AMR
program is the key to the success of this operation, as 60,000 or more meters are unreliable and
must be replaced. Once this program is substantially completed, and if the organizational
structure changes begun last year are fully implemented, this operation will function well.



The AMR program is undoubtedly capable of delivering significant customer service
improvements and benefits if properly implemented. While the program is still in the early
implementation phase, once it is fully deployed it will:
o

Yield virtually 100% actual, accurate, and timely reads;
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o

Allow for monthly billings on a schedule desired by each customer;

o

Allow online access to meter readings which can virtually eliminate customer billing
complaints if used by the Call Center;

o

Allow implementation of a proactive leak detection notice to customers based on unusually
high usage patterns; and

o

Allow immediate detection of tampering to resolve a chronic historical revenue assurance
issue.



Financial reporting of customer billings and payments and related financial information is
accurate.



IT operations are improved compared to June 2011. However, significant work must be done to
ensure more routine and reliable support of Customer Service operations’ reliance on
sophisticated and highly complex IT systems.



The Customer Service and DPU support organization structures were completely revamped,
eliminating counterproductive layers of management. Customer Service operations are almost
entirely within one organization under the new Assistant Director; and about one-third of key
leadership roles needed to sustain customer service operations are in place. This has yielded
significant new and stronger management direction of customer service and IT operations.

In summary, overall customer operations are improved. Performance is on a range of acceptable to
outstanding depending on the specific operation. There is still high reliance on consultants and
contractors to direct and maintain daily focus on the performance requirements needed to meet the
City’s and customers’ expectations. It is critical that the additional work identified below in this Report,
and other projects that will undoubtedly surface over the next few years, are completed promptly while
maintaining the improvements that have been made.
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Background
After the implementation of Cleveland Water’s new billing and customer service system, Oracle
Customer Care and Billing (CC&B) in September 2009, the Division experienced multiple operational and
technical issues that it was unable to resolve, causing customer service to deteriorate significantly.
While Cleveland Water took internal steps to resolve these problems, the scope and magnitude of the
issues required additional resources and expertise beyond what was internally available. In order to
address the increasing billing issues, escalating numbers of delinquent and uncollected accounts, and a
decline in general customer service levels, Mayor Frank G. Jackson initiated, and Cleveland City Council
authorized, a ‘Customer Service Turnaround Project’ within Cleveland Water and the Department of
Public Utilities to provide the additional resources and expertise necessary to stabilize and improve
customer services operations, and established an Oversight Committee to direct the Project. In June
2011, Black and Veatch (B&V) was hired by the City to fix the root causes of issues with the CC&B system
and speed the pace of customer service improvements. Paul Bender, an independent consultant with
successful ‘turnaround’ management and experience implementing customer billings systems like CC&B,
was separately hired by the City as Project Manager for the Turnaround Project. Jason Wood was hired
as Deputy Project Manager and various City, DPU and Cleveland Water employees and consultants
were dedicated to the Project. Together, these resources comprised the Turnaround Team.
Based on its understanding of the challenges faced by Cleveland Water, the City of Cleveland established
the following goals for the ‘Turnaround Project’:
Overall Goals / Objectives
Various technologies and systems must interface accurately and in a timely manner
Meters must be installed, repaired, replaced or removed, and read correctly within the billing cycle
Customer bills must be accurate and must be sent to the correct addresses
Collections must be timely and accurate
Customer Service must be best-in-class
Relevant, accurate and timely financial and management reports must be produced
Table 1: Overall Goals / Objectives

Customer service issues were pervasive - all business units in Cleveland Water’s customer service
operations were facing challenges in June 2011:


Call Center – Call Center responsiveness had improved significantly over the reported 1+ hour
wait times experienced by many customers in the months after implementation of CC&B, but
was still far below industry standard performance levels. Many customers still experienced very
long wait times; routinely 10 minutes or more on most days and over 30 minutes or longer on
high call volume days. Over 20%, sometimes over 30% on peak days, of customers consistently
hung up before their call was answered.
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Collections – A lack of collections activity resulted in Accounts Receivable (A/R) balances
growing by approximately $1 million a month, roughly doubling since implementation of the
CC&B system in September 2009.



Billing backlog – Daily exceptions and other billing errors were not addressed on a timely basis,
creating increasingly large backlogs of customer bills.



Pended bills – Bills are pended automatically by CC&B when all the elements required to create
a bill are not available (e.g., useable start reads), or the bill fails validation (e.g., unexpectedly
high water usage). The 60,000 pended bill backlog created soon after implementation had been
reduced. However a 5,476 pended bill backlog remained in August 2011 and it was growing,
largely due to too many consecutive estimates, even for accounts where actual reads were
available but were not processed. Many of these pended bills dated back to, and customers had
not received bills since, before ‘go-live’ in September 2009.



Suppressed bills –2,067 bills were stopped through manual intervention by Cleveland Water
employees from being mailed to customers, typically because the bill was for an implausibly
high dollar value. In addition to customers not receiving their bill, this caused additional
misstatement of A/R.



Estimated bills – The number of accounts billed on an estimate was over 15%, or more than
60,000 bills, each quarter, a total much higher than in a normal customer billing environment.



Mail room – Customer notifications of address changes, and returned mail, were not being
processed.



Meter reading – Field meter read data entry validation did not work, so manually keyed errors
by meter readers flowed into the billing system without detection and remediation.



Unprocessed meter exchanges – Meter exchanges processed in the field were not completed in
the system, resulting in billing errors and customer service confusion.

Under the direction of the City’s Oversight Committee, the Customer Service Turnaround Team
developed a 13-month, two-phased approach to address Cleveland Water’s customer service issues.
Phase 1 focused on system stabilization by isolating and remediating the most significant issues. Several
key focus areas were Call Center responsiveness, reinstituting Collections operations, improving the
effectiveness and accuracy of meter reading operations, and beginning to eliminate billing backlogs and
their root causes. Phase 2 was designed to entrench normal operations, optimize the CC&B system and
new business processes, and help improve Cleveland Water’s systems and work processes to the level
needed to consistently meet Cleveland Water’s customer service objectives. It was always recognized
by the City’s Oversight Committee, and confirmed early in the Turnaround Project, that due to the
magnitude of the system, process and organizational issues, work would be needed after completion of
the Turnaround Project to sustain Cleveland Water’s system and business improvements. Therefore,
another key element of Phase 2 was the development of a plan of activities needed after June 30, 2012
to consistently achieve and sustain outstanding customer service performance from all customer service
operations.
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Project Approach
Approach Overview
The Turnaround Team began work June 1, 2011 and, working with the Oversight Committee, established
the following approach to guide the Project:


Comprehensively review and analyze customer service and related IT operations. Identify the
critical customer service issues facing Cleveland Water (See Section “Status of Customer Service
Operations – June 2011” starting on Page 8, for a detailed explanation of these issues).



Establish and execute B&V’s ‘12-Step Approach’, and other actions required to address the
Turnaround Project work. These steps are explained in this Section.



Develop a comprehensive Project Work Plan of the activities and issues to be resolved during
the Turnaround Project (See Section “Turnaround Project – Work Performed”, starting on Page
21 for an explanation of work performed. The detailed Project Work Plan, consisting of 251
Work Items, is in “Appendix A – Turnaround Work Item Detail”, starting on page 50).



Develop a high-level listing of activities and projects needed after completion of the Turnaround
Project to ensure the sustainability of improvements and completion of remaining high priority
projects (see Section “Future Work Required”, starting on page 37).

Based on initial reviews of business operations and interviews with key stakeholders and business
representatives, the Turnaround Team determined that the following strategy offered the City the best
approach for addressing the multitude of issues facing its customer service operations:


Focus on Call Center responsiveness;



Re-institute collections activity starting with active accounts first;



Focus customer service managers on key metrics and business solutions, with weekly meetings
to track performance and enforce the application of improvements;



Develop a comprehensive, prioritized set of activities and projects to fix the material root causes
of customer service issues and ensure billing accuracy and timeliness;



Prioritize and coordinate all customer service activities and projects; most notably, defer AMR
implementation until customer service operations were stabilized;



Train Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) on highest priority activities and on new formal,
documented policies; and



Restructure operations to implement a simplified, less bureaucratic structure with all customer
service operations ‘under one roof’, reporting to one high level manager.
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12-Step Approach
The first phase of the Turnaround Project was designed to leverage Black & Veatch’s 12-step end-to-end
approach to solving complex meter-to-cash problems and to put in place a set of processes and controls
to accelerate customer service improvements. Following 12 steps in a structured fashion, this approach:


Isolates the root cause for each identified issue;



Determines the cause and effort required to fix each issue; and



Measures the impact of implemented improvements.

Sub Activities for Detailed Work Items

Outcome

Repair

Definition

Id
1

Define Data Isolation Approach

2

Design/Develop Isolation Technique

3

Establish Baseline and Trend

4

Confirm Recommendation and Obtain Approval (high-level design)

5

Design the Solution/Fix including Short or Long-term Control (detailed design)

6

Review/Document the Planned Customer/Organization/Technical Impact

7

Develop the Solution/Fix (identify owners of the corrective actions)

8

Test the Solution

9

Develop Implementation Plan and Update Work Plan

10

Conduct Necessary Training/ Knowledge Transfer

11

Implement Solution (Fix + Control)

12

Track Progress/Impacts
Table 2: The Black & Veatch 12-Step Approach

Teams were organized around each of the core customer service business areas (Customer Care/Call
Center, Billing/Rates, Collections, Meter Reading/Meter Operations/AMR, and Financial Accounting).
Each team looked at root causes from three perspectives:


Data Integrity – to correct anomalies in CC&B data leading to incorrect business operations and
billing;



Process Controls – to integrate monitoring for completeness of operational processes into
routine work; and
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Operational Metrics – to provide daily, weekly, and monthly views of the state of business
operations and proactively identify conditions requiring attention.

To streamline issue resolution and measure success, the Turnaround Team established the following
groups to manage the prioritization and completion of work efforts:


Turnaround and AMR Management Meeting – to provide project oversight;



Work Control, Review and Approval Committee – to provide CC&B change control, and to
maintain alignment between business priorities, planned work, and predictability of work
schedule;



Architecture Review Board – to review all system and process changes to ensure, when
possible, use of ‘out of the box’ CC&B functionality, due diligence for risk mitigation,
consistency of solutions across all work units, and coordination of implementation planning;



Business Impact Management Team – to ensure communication and adoption of consistent
business practices across all work units;



Operational Metrics Review Panel – to establish and review performance levels in all work
units, identify root causes of deficient performance, specific actions needed to resolve, and
management responsibility; and



Single Point of Contact for External Parties – to establish a formal process for jurisdictional
partners to implement their new rates and other services, ensure responsive delivery of
solutions to them, prioritized with Cleveland Water’s customer service operational needs.

Additionally, the Turnaround Team utilized other tools and reports to measure the breadth and depth of
issues, to identify action required on each issue, and to report on the impact the team was having on
customer service operations. These included:


Work Item Control (WIC) Documents (CC&B change control) – consolidated documentation of
the rationale for prioritization of a Work Item, solution proposed, intended and actual business
impacts, and documentation of completion of each item; and



CIS Operational Dashboard (operational excellence) – metric-based snapshot of key
performance indicators of both the CIS application and related business operations, used in the
weekly Operational Metrics Review Panel meeting.
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Status of Customer Service Operations – June 2011
The initial work of the Turnaround Team included rigorous reviews and analyses of the issues faced by
Cleveland Water’s customer service and support operations. Soon after the project began, the
Turnaround Team determined that the CC&B system, the technology itself, was not the primary
impediment to meeting the City’s customer service expectations. CC&B is a leading customer billing and
information system, used by many water and other utilities across the country, and incorporates best
utility billing system practices as part of its design. As a result, attention focused on the numerous work
processes required satisfactorily use CC&B.
The Turnaround Team found that the CC&B application had been improperly implemented, resulting in
numerous work process and operations issues. The most severe issues resulted from improper
implementation policy and design decisions, incorrectly converted data, lack of controls, and lack of
formal and consistent procedures for new work processes required to effectively use CC&B. Most of the
key customer service management and other employees with the best knowledge of customer service
business processes were not actively involved with CC&B implementation design and implementation
decisions. These conclusions are more thoroughly documented in the “Turnaround Project Closeout
Report – System Fixes” report issued on April 18, 2012.
Below are the key issues identified, organized by major work unit of key areas, either as causes or
results of deficient customer service and related operations.

Complexity of Business Operations
Cleveland Water is one of the largest water providers in the country with 427,000 accounts. It serves
1.5 million people in 72 separate municipal jurisdictions, covering a 625 square mile service area. A
significant complicating, and relatively unique issue for the customer service operations, is that
Cleveland Water serves as billing agent not only for the regional sewer district, but for five other local
wastewater providers, and for many other types of charges for other jurisdictions, such as waste
collection fees for 3 cities, service line protection for a third party vendor, and city administration fees.
Cleveland Water has 1,100 employees, over 300 of whom are in direct customer service functions.
The meter reading and billing service is provided in many different combinations. While no surveys
were done, it is hard to imagine a more complex billing environment for a municipal water utility. The
following are some indicators of the complexities involved:
Types of metering arrangements:


“Simple” metered service, including compound and main/deduct meters for a single premise,
where the meter is read and bills are produced by Cleveland Water;



Master meters, where reads for a set of meters are collected by another entity and sent to
Cleveland Water for billing under a single ‘virtual’ master meter;
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Areas where Cleveland Water reads the meter and sends the reads to a local community for
them to bill for their local wastewater, e.g., North Royalton;



Waste-water only accounts where reads are provided by the local community; e.g., rural Lorain
county, which provides reads to NEORSD, which in turn forwards them to Cleveland Water

The structures of these rates vary as well:


Water rates have fixed fees and tiered per-MCF components;



Wastewater rates and structures vary by jurisdiction. These include fixed fees and flat per-MCF
rates, a summer sprinkling discount, and in some communities a minimum usage charge. Local
service rates may be flat or per unit;



Service line protection fees never go into arrears – the service is canceled if payment is not
received – while all others do.

The jurisdictional structure for wastewater is further complicated by combinations where premises
in a single community are treated by different sewerage service providers; e.g., premises in
Strongsville may be treated by NEORSD, by Strongsville, or by North Royalton; and the rates are
different in each case.
Cleveland Water charges each jurisdiction a billing fee for the services it provides. Some
communities display this as a separate line item on the bill, others embed it in their rate, while
others pay it from their general fund.
These issues, in combination, produce a complex system and operational environment. This large and
complex customer service operation means Cleveland Water must maintain and operate highly
systematic and well controlled processes. This requires strong leadership to continually engage each of
the various jurisdictions to ensure the annual and special rate changes and new rate structures are
effectively and promptly implemented.
The organizational structure required to operate in such an environment was not in place. The
Turnaround Team found that virtually no proactive work or planning was being done to prepare for
annual and special rate changes for Cleveland Water or other jurisdictions, or to inform Cleveland
Water’s jurisdictional partners of CC&B capabilities so as to better plan for and more smoothly
implement rate changes. This often resulted in implementation errors for new rates and special
customizations of the base CC&B system to implement the jurisdictions’ special requirements. In turn,
this placed even more pressure on the customer service operations to effectively administer such
complex arrangements. Cleveland Water’s Call Center and Billing operations had very little
understanding of these complex billing arrangements, leading to confused customer interactions, often
resulting in repetitive billing errors.
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Organization and Management Controls
There were significant issues with the Cleveland Water and DPU organizational structure. Customer
Service operated too far down in the DPU and Cleveland Water organizational structure – generally two
or more managers removed from the Director of DPU. Additionally, direct customer services were
delivered by at least four separately managed organizations:


Customer Account Services – led by an Assistant Commissioner who reported to the
Commissioner of Water. Responsible for meter reading, billing, customer care/call center,
collections and some meter operations.



Meter Operations – located under a separate Assistant Commissioner (Distribution and
Maintenance) who reported to the Commissioner of Water. Responsible for most meter
operations.



Permits and Sales – located under a third Assistant Commissioner (Engineering), who reported
to the Commissioner of Water. Responsible for establishment of new services and their
abolishment after demolitions, in CC&B.



Water Review Board – located under the Director of DPU.

The complexity and lack of clarity of these reporting relationships resulted in essentially no coherent
responsibility or accountability. Each group generally followed their own separate practices and
processes with inconsistency both within and across groups.
For example, billing operations were split into two areas with about half the functions under the Billing
Manager and the other half under the Meter Reading Manager. Similarly, six different work units, under
various Assistant Commissioners, and under the Director, performed meter investigations and meter
change outs. It was not unheard of for more than one meter investigator to be dispatched to a property
at the same time, working on the same customer issue. This invariably led to multiple billing errors,
which in turn led to even more investigations, new billing errors, and customer confusion and
inconvenience.
A significant contributing factor for multiple meter investigations and change outs was the lack of a
standard process for scheduling this type of work. CSRs in the Call Center and throughout Cleveland
Water, DPU, and external operations, were scheduling a meter investigation, meter test, and/or meter
change out for customer billing inquiries and complaints without research or question. Often, an
accurate meter reading was available in CC&B but was not used for billing. Call Center and other
managers were not enforcing standard industry practices of resolving customer billing inquiries and
complaints using available valid information, instead of sending out an investigator.
Additionally, the CC&B implementation itself had been undertaken with minimal Customer Service
operations involvement. Configuration policy decisions were made without policy-maker consultation
and approvals. Virtually no organizational or work process changes had been implemented. Cleveland
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Water had, essentially, attempted to use the CC&B system without adequately adapting work processes
to the new system, a requirement to properly operate any new system.

Multiple High-Priority, Uncoordinated Projects
A by-product of the organizational issues was many well-intentioned projects being implemented under
different managers, each with the same priority, each competing for the same resources, with no
coordination. Multiple contractors were working on these issues, also without coordination and with
little supervision by DPU or Cleveland Water managers. The following are a few high-profile examples:


July 16, 2011 new Fixed Charge rate structure to be implemented



January 1, 2012 new rate structure for Cleveland Water



AMR project – scheduled to ‘go-live’ August 1, 2011



DPU Academy for training was being rolled out, with attendance expected by all Cleveland
Water managers and staff



NEORSD – Jan 1, 2012 rate change

The Turnaround Project also utilized the same resources of these projects. As a result, prioritization and
coordination of all competing projects was imperative to overall project success.

Key Observations for Each Customer Service Area
Customer Care/Call Center


Call Center metrics indicated low daily performance. Average speed of answer (ASA) was
unacceptably high (over 3 minutes on average; over 30 minutes on certain days). As a result, the
rate of ‘abandoned calls’, customers hanging up before having their call answered by a CSR, was
also unacceptably high, over 30% on many days.



Call Center work queues were managed by three separate managers and not consolidated as is
the industry norm.



Call Center did not track or report the most important metric for call center responsiveness - %
answered within 30 seconds.



There was no formal reporting of information from the Call Center, and no monitoring of daily
results and performance by individual CSRs.



There were no standard processes for handling specific call types (e.g., CSRs routinely requested
meter investigations for accounts where accurate meter readings clearly were available in
CC&B). This compounded customer billing issues by creating new billing adjustments, often in
error, and customer confusion and inconvenience.
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The process for account set-up was broken, requiring multiple hand-offs between Customer
Service and Permit and Sales for account setup. As a result, many new accounts were not being
properly set-up in CC&B. This ultimately resulted in very large ‘catch-up’ billings when the
account was finally established. Many CSRs did not have authorization to make corrections so
these were routed to Billing, and added to the ‘To-Do’ backlog.

Billing


There was no rational organization of work in the Billing area. Work was undertaken without
prioritization or order, leading both to operational inefficiency and to customer service issues as
customers’ issues aged without being addressed.



All work was not assigned on a daily basis. New work was assigned only when previous tasks
were completed, creating larger backlogs.



There was no formal process for how suburban jurisdictions’ requests were received and
implemented. These requirements were acted upon by different people within Cleveland Water,
depending on their historical relationships, with no proactive management of rate change
requests and other needs. As a result, there were too many implementation errors.



Billing work often was re-queued rather than completed, requiring account resolution to involve
several employees instead of just one.



The refund process was cumbersome, based on overly paper and labor intensive methods.



Hi/Lo exceptions were not being worked in a timely manner. Therefore, the billing window
constantly needed to be extended, continually changing Billing operations workload and the
billing dates for customers.



Many accounts did not bill because of missing account information or missing service
agreements.



Large volumes of bills were pended (5,476 as of August 2011). Many of these dated back to
CC&B ‘go-live’. This number had peaked at 60,000 in 2010, but, after improvement to around
5,000 by the end of 2010, again was increasing.



There were a large number of suppressed bills (2,067 as of June 2011). Some of these had been
suppressed since CC&B ‘go-live’.



A higher than normal rate of bills had to be corrected, iteratively – which was accomplished
either through manually entered adjustments or through CC&B’s cancel/rebill process. This was
occurring at a rate of 10% of bills generated, vs. a normal expectation of less than 2% for stable
operations



Adjustments were not applied consistently by CSRs. There were no formal adjustment policies in
place – many policies were ‘word of mouth’, and based on ‘that’s the way we have always done
it’ (though usually different groups stated they had always done it differently than other
groups).
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The large amount of other Billing backlogs not being consistently monitored and/or worked.
Standard practice was to add to the backlog and depend on large back billings to catch up
‘whenever it may happen down the road’.



For ‘non-progressing’ meters (i.e., zero reading more than two quarters), the billing was
suspended until an ‘actual’ read was obtained. If no read was obtained timely, which was often
the case due to other larger backlogs, there was no billing. This practice effectively stopped
billings even if the reason for the ‘non-progression’ was tampering (e.g., a cut wire, which
eliminated transmission of an actual read to the remote reading register).



Neither customer-requested changes of address nor other corrections based on returned mail
were being processed.



When a customer’s bills were cancelled and rebilled for multiple periods, multiple bills would be
created and mailed to that customer on the same day, which confused and irritated customers.
In addition, this was a highly inefficient, manual process, rather than using CC&B’s automated
process which would generate one bill for all periods combined.

Rates


Jurisdictions were establishing rates without understanding Cleveland Water’s (CC&B’s)
capabilities. Consequently, many rate structures, including Cleveland Water’s own rates, were
hard to implement due to lack of communication between Cleveland Water and their regional
partners/customers. In most cases, the jurisdictions were open to simpler alternatives, but
were not made aware of these options.



Jurisdictional rates were initially configured with a proration customization that inaccurately
calculated non-consumption-based charges for bills that covered other than a three month
period.

Collections


Accounts Receivable (A/R) had grown at an overall rate of $1 million/month from September
2009, ‘go-live’, until June 2011 (start of Turnaround Project).



Virtually no collections activity was occurring in the Collections business area. There was no
routine daily disconnection process.



‘Active’ accounts (i.e., with existing service) were referred to the City’s collection agency.
Cleveland Water was paying a large commission for collections that could be better addressed
through its own collections efforts.



There were no metrics on daily performance and no A/R monitoring.



All Collections backlogs were increasing, including change of ownership (causing significant
problems with completing property transfers), and bankruptcies.



Many non-collections activities were occurring in the Collections Work Unit, including:
13

o

Meter investigations, meter change outs;

o

One ‘call center queue’ was managed by Collections;

o

Lobby customer service was managed by Collections; and

o

Delivery services for various City and DPU work units.



There was no effective tampering enforcement function within Collections. Turn-ons after
disconnection are less than 50% of disconnections, indicating a substantial number of ‘tampers’
with no follow-up.



There was little understanding of CC&B by CSRs in the Collections area resulting in inconsistent
performance.



All accounts had to be manually reviewed and balances verified before Collections action was
taken.



Incorrect balances were printed on disconnection notices causing customer confusion as to how
much was owed.



Credit Scores and Credit Review Dates were used in CC&B as a criterion for disconnection. As a
result, customers with high scores were not being disconnected even with very large and very
old delinquencies.

Meter Reading


Meter reading suffered under large backlogs. Years of incorrect billing from system estimates
resulted in an unusually high volume of daily exceptions that could not be completed by
assigned staff.



The quality of meter reading inputs by meter readers was compromised do to Hi/Low interface
issue. All reads failed on meter readers’ handheld devices, so they did not have the benefit of
appropriate Hi/Low edits before inputting.



Hi/Lo parameters within CC&B were too stringent on the low end. This resulted in the rejection
of actual reads and caused CC&B to estimate instead of using a valid low usage read.



Hi/Lo parameters configured in CC&B were too loose on the upper end, allowing bills to be
released with six times historical usage without triggering a review.



Estimates were overused, even when an accurate meter reading existed, because it was easier
and simpler to clear exceptions by estimating than to correct bills based on the actual read.



The consecutive estimate configuration was too aggressive for CC&B initial implementation (i.e.,
after two estimates, CC&B required an actual read in order to bill, an impossible task for Meter
Reading to obtain due to too many bad meters).



Exceptions were not being handled correctly. The focus was on getting them cleared rather than
on doing them right.
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Meter Operations


Orders completed in the field and on paper were not updated into CC&B, causing errors when
the billing system attempted to calculate bills based on old meter, and confusion about what
field work still actually needed to be completed.



Dispatch groups were not set up for all service areas. Some field activities would fail to dispatch
and customers would not receive field service.



A “WOMO” (Water Off, Meter Out) group initiated field investigations when demolition permits
were issued, but there was no process to follow up on field work and process the changes into
CC&B once demolished in field.

AMR


AMR deployment was scheduled to begin August 2011 on top of too many other priority
activities. This would have created CC&B-type implementation issues (e.g., increasing backlogs,
billing delays, inaccurate bills, and long waits in the Call Center) if implemented in 2011 as
planned.



Customer Account Services was minimally involved in developing AMR implementation plans,
and little consideration was given to interdependency with billing error resolution.



There was a lack of understanding of the complex interfaces being developed between the new
AMR system and CC&B. If not addressed, this issue was destined to cause ‘CC&B-type’
implementation issues for the City and customers.

Information Technology (IT)


IT planned and maintained all changes required to operate and improve CC&B, including
changes originated by the business as well as technical changes initiated by IT. There was
minimal customer service staff involvement in prioritizing work, and none in directing fixes and
improvements.



No consistent business-driven process was followed for testing changes before they were
implemented.



Work was not prioritized and controlled, leading to a lack of predictability of when any change
would actually be accomplished or that the work being done was aligned with a business
priority.



The AS400 billing system, used before implementation of CC&B in September 2009, continued
to be accessed frequently, with four IT resources allocated to supporting it.



There was inadequate source code management, causing occasional software errors due to
incorrect versions of software source code, incorrect testing results, and risk of errors being
introduced into production after changes were successfully passing in the test environment.
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Service Level Agreements (SLA) of external vendors/service providers were poorly managed.
SLAs for key processes and vendors were not consistently defined and enforced.



Oversight of core system resources and contracts was poor. There was no ‘master plan’ to
manage IT software/hardware resources.



There was limited competitive procurement of professional services contract work.
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Turnaround Project – Work Performed
Through collaboration with Cleveland Water’s key staff, the Turnaround Team identified root causes of
issues and the corrective measures/fixes required to improve customer service to the levels expected by
the City, its water and related customers, and its jurisdictional customers and stakeholders.
In August 2011, a list of 189 specific Work Items, broken into Phases 1 and 2, were developed for review
by the Oversight Committee. Over the course of the project, these were adjusted based on changes in
conditions and City priorities. Ultimately the Turnaround Project comprised 251 Work Items. 240 of
these were completed, and work was begun on an additional 11 to be completed after June 30, 2012.
The following table summarizes the 251 Work Items that comprised the Turnaround Project, categorized
by type. See “Appendix A – Completed Work Item Detail” beginning on page 50, for the detailed listing
of each of the Work Items. The eleven to be completed are listed starting on page 112.
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Change/Fix Type
Completed Work Items
Application

Change Reason

AMR Enablement
Enhancement
Fix
Backlog
Fix
Configuration
Enhancement
Fix
Data
AMR Enablement
Fix
Interface
Enhancement
Fix
Management Support
N/A
Organization
Enhancement
Fix
Policy
AMR Enablement
Enhancement
N/A
Process
AMR Enablement
Enhancement
Fix
Reporting
Enhancement
Fix
Subtotal - Completed Work Items
Work Items begun, to be completed later
Application
AMR Enablement
Enhancement
Data
Fix
Organization
Enhancement
Policy
Enhancement
Process
Enhancement
Subtotal - Completed Work Items
Grand Total

Work Category

Count

AMR Enablement
Application Enhancement
Application Fix
Org / Process / Policy
Application Enhancement
Application Fix
AMR Enablement
Data Fix
Application Enhancement
Interface Fix
Management Support
Org / Process / Policy
Org / Process / Policy
AMR Enablement
Org / Process / Policy
Org / Process / Policy
AMR Enablement
Org / Process / Policy
Org / Process / Policy
Application Enhancement
Application Fix

9
15
6
7
21
12
1
17
4
15
29
20
3
1
7
1
17
36
6
8
5
240

AMR Enablement
Application Enhancement
Data Fix
Org / Process / Policy
Org / Process / Policy
Org / Process / Policy

2
3
1
3
1
1
11
251

Table 3: Work Items Summarized by Category

A separate report focused solely on ‘CC&B System Fixes’, which comprised 40 of the total 251-item
Work Plan, was completed March 31, 2012, and is included as “Appendix B – System Fix Report, March
31, 2012”, beginning on page 116.
Following are highlights of the work performed in completing the Work Plan, organized by major work
unit and other issues.
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Organizational Work


Assisted Director of DPU with departmental organization restructuring, focusing on customer
service and key support functions, primarily IT.
o

Identified key leadership requirements for Customer Service and IT.

o

Assisted DPU with classifying additional key business support functions. Helped create four
new Business Analyst roles and worked with DPU management to identify internal
candidates and begin training them in the new roles.

o

Identified additional management and business-support consulting resources needed to
support various customer service and IT functions, until all senior management roles are
filled, and the AMR project is into a routine implementation phase



Consolidated all Call Center work queues, previously under three different managers, under one
manager. This improved the efficiency of workflows, and enabled a consistent application of
work processes and procedures and performance management.



Consolidated meter investigations staff into one area by bringing meter investigators from six
different work units under the Meter Operations Manager.



Consolidated all billing functions, previously in Meter Reading and in Billing, under the Billing
Manager.
o

Restructured daily work flows for accountability – specific daily billing cycles assigned to
specific CSRs, with clear responsibility assigned daily, and management follow-up



Transferred Meter Operations from Distribution and Maintenance to Customer Service.



Created a Customer Accounts Management (CAM) Group for high-level and difficult-to-resolve
complaints and for more complex commercial billing issues.



Created a Backlog Team to work off backlogs in all areas.

Customer Care/Call Center


Established basic daily performance requirements, based on industry standards (80% of calls
answered within 30 seconds; less than 5% abandoned calls).



Created new reports and instituted daily meetings to track key metrics developed.



Consolidated all the call center queues under one manager, with all calls available to all CSRs.



Began measuring individual CSRs for performance.



Revised SOPs, created job aids (call scripts), and conducted focused training for primary types of
calls (i.e., billing inquiries/high bill complaints; payments; establishment of new service, etc.) to
begin meeting ‘first call resolution’ expectations.
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Focused Call Center CSRs on more routine, higher volume transactions to improve
responsiveness (time to answer the phones) and effectiveness; transferred back office and more
complex customer issues to Billing and Collections.



Added ability for CSRs to accept payments over the phone.



Corrected/documented and reinstituted process with Permit and Sales for account setup.

Billing






Reorganized billing operations to ensure daily working of all billing assignments (exceptions,
etc.) so there is no accumulation of billing backlogs after June 30, 2012.
o

Work is now prioritized by billing cycle

o

Assignments of billing cycles to each CSR

o

Accountability and ownership for each cycle by CSR

o

Hi/Los worked every day by entire Meter Reading/Billing group – no more extended bill
cycles

o

All work is assigned daily and not held back – no more backlogs

o

One touch resolution

o

Streamlined Refund Process

o

Developing consistent and timely reporting to suburban entities.

Established dashboard and process to work billing related backlogs in a prioritized manner (first
by category/amount to take advantage of focused training, then by age/amount) to clear oldest
accounts with no bills, some more than three years old.
o

Clarified distinction between billing ‘To-Dos’ that needed to be worked to improve billing
effectiveness, and those that didn’t, in order to reduce wasted effort

o

Designed and executed data cleanup computer jobs to automatically close ‘stale’ or
redundant exceptions to eliminate manual effort

o

Designed efficient processes to resolve high-volume ‘To-Dos’ in the backlogs

o

Established a dedicated team with training on the new processes to work exception
backlogs and release pended bills

Resolved accounts that were failing to bill, and resumed sending bills to affected customers:
o

Identified and established 2,089 service agreements for services missing on accounts (i.e.,
wastewater, local charges, etc.)

o

Eliminated the backlog of 2,067 suppressed bills
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o

Eliminated the backlog of over 5,000 pended bills that existed in June 2011

o

Identified and established 2,572 accounts and service agreements for active meters that
were not setup for billing after ‘go-live’.



Processed the backlog of adjustment ‘To-Dos’ generated from customer inquiries or other
account analysis – 11,982 as of January 1, 2012.



Established process to identify bad bills and pull them, including follow-up and resolution (e.g.,
prompt correction and release of suppressed bills)



Created a formal Adjustment Policy for consistent and fair treatment of customers and to
address historical data problems such as invalid/unused meter reads or old unprocessed
changes-of-ownership. All CSRs were trained on the Adjustment Policy.



Established goals for billing accuracy and timeliness (e.g., complete all high/low exceptions on
the day they occur, resolve all pended bills within 30 days).



Revised Consecutive Estimate Policy to be in line with metering conditions and workload
capacity.



Revised Hi/Low exception criteria to be in-line with normal quarterly usage.
o

Relaxed Low criteria to allow bills to be generated for very low or zero consumption, rather
than rejecting that actual read and replacing it with an estimate for billing.

o

Tightened High parameters – based on analysis of suppressed bills, changed tolerance upper
limit from 6 times to 3.7 times historical use, without triggering a review.



Established dashboard and process to work billing related backlogs in a prioritized manner,
making data available in alignment with reorganization of the billing department to support
giving users visibility into the status of their assigned work and accountability for completing it
on a timely basis.



Implemented new bill design, for improved customer understanding of each entity’s billings.



Stopped confusing and highly inefficient process of issuing separate bills for each quarter, for
multi-period/quarter Cancel/Rebills. Began using CC&B’s automated process for multi-period
Cancel/Rebills.



Initiated process and team to handle returned mail, using it as a source of data for correcting
addresses, for taking notification of demolished properties, and of changes of ownership.



Cleared up old data and made policy decisions to eliminate the need to access the AS400 legacy
billing system.

Rates


Implemented Water Fixed Fee Rate Change on July 16, 2011
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Implemented rate change for NEORSD and Cleveland Water on January 1, 2012, including a
redesign of the CC&B configuration to allow for proration to calculate rates accurately for bills
that do not cover exactly one billing period (3 months). The changes implemented also allow for
effective-dated rate versions to be applied.



Implemented new rates for Euclid, Strongsville, North Olmsted, Fairview Park, Bedford Heights,
and Newburgh Heights.



NEORSD Stormwater rate implementation work begun (to be completed by January 1, 2013).



Established process and designated CFO as the single point of contact to handle requests from
other jurisdictions.
o

Began meeting with jurisdictions on their billing needs – e.g., Euclid wastewater collections,
North Olmsted on billing accuracy, etc.

o

Formalized process under the CFO for managing jurisdictional needs, well in advance, and
ensuring accurate implementation into CC&B of future rate changes and new services

Collections


Defined collections priorities and objectives. Disconnection for non-payment is, by far, the
highest value utility collections activity available. Therefore, focused most Collections resources
on consistent disconnections for non-payment of active service over 180 days.



Restarted active collections efforts and eliminated non-collections activities from Collections
department.
o

Focused on daily disconnection process - 100% of field crews’ work (v. previous minor % of
daily workload)

o

Restarted collections efforts by focusing on active accounts over 180 days, over $5,000
delinquent

o

Implemented ‘outbound’ collections efforts

o

Established individual and regular contact with high $ delinquent commercial accounts

o

Preempted issues that could have resulted from re-enabling collections after a long freeze;
e.g., accounts that had an overall $0 balance, but large imbalances between water and
wastewater going into severance

o

Established specialized collections letter to residential owner-occupied properties

o

Redesigned high profile door hangers for prominent display and better recognition by
customers

o

Training, coaching of staff to improve performance - began holding staff accountable for
daily performance
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o

Daily monitoring of work completed - disconnections, door hangers, etc.

o

Developed reports to track ‘active’ accounts for first time

o

Eliminated use of internal Credit Score for delinquency actions – all customers now treated
the same, based on amount of time and dollar value owed



Implemented process with Cleveland Water, Distribution and Maintenance to fix inoperable
shutoff valves. Currently, Cleveland Water cannot complete about 30% of daily disconnection
attempts.



Stopped sending ‘active’ accounts to collections agency. These accounts are almost always
collectible if the normal notice and disconnection process is followed. This is a more effective
collections technique and saves the commission for Cleveland Water collections actions.



Implemented standard payment plans - 50% upfront, up to 4 months to pay - and trained all
CSR’s on the new plan.



Implemented new process to ensure payment before reconnection and eliminated
administrative delays for reconnection after payment.



Implemented multi-family disconnections process in line with City Code
o





Worked with the Law Department to ensure proper notice process

Implemented enabling CC&B (system) fixes
o

Implemented correct ‘amount due’ on bills

o

Corrected credit review date and related system flaws preventing 40,000 accounts from
legitimately entering collections process

o

Changed $ threshold for disconnections to balance daily workload with resources available

o

Eliminated ‘credit score’ as a disconnection criterion, to prioritizing activity on highest
balance due / oldest aging accounts, which prevented many accounts from entering the
collections process

o

Fixed the Notice Amount for Door Hangers

Eliminated chronic backlogs
o

Change of ownership – 3,350 Aug 2011 backlog eliminated

o

Bankruptcies – 1,092 backlog eliminated

o

Reinstituted regular filing of property liens


Sept 2011 – 411 liens filed, $400,000



March 2012 – 549 liens filed, $1.6 million
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Implemented Tenant Deposit policy in accordance with City Code, to allow tenants to continue
to receive service when the landlord stops payment for services
o

Established specialized collections letter to residential tenants

Meter Reading


Redefined and analyzed “Out of Order” meter conditions. Fixed reporting for better reliability of
“out of order” reports, allowing for Cleveland Water to prioritize investigating true failures while
preventing unnecessary field investigations related to working meters.



Fixed handheld “Beep” issue, for 8% improvement in manual meter reading accuracy.
Previously, Meter Readers in the field had no reliable edit of meter readings entered.



Revised the consecutive estimate configuration to allow multiple estimates until AMR is fully
implemented. With 60,000 or more bad meters, there is no way to get accurate meter readings
until all these meters are replaced. Until then, these accounts should be estimated, which had
been stopped on CC&B implementation, serving as the single largest cause of pended bills.



Integrated property information into CC&B, from multiple sources, to improve vacant property
accuracy, billings to properties that are not vacant, and the elimination of billings for truly
vacant lots where water service has been abolished.

Meter Operations


Analyzed and fixed incomplete field orders (e.g., meter replacement, meter sets) to update
CC&B with work actually completed in the field. This eliminates confusion between past and
current work orders.



Eliminated over 10,000 unresolved field activity records in CC&B that were obsolete, not
processed, and only served to confuse users trying to work on valid field activities.



Eliminated meter investigation and meter change out work in five work units, consolidating all
meter investigations under the new Meter Operations Manager.

AMR


Reviewed AMR Project status and issues, and reset ‘go-live’ expectation from August 2011 to
June 2012. This allowed for proper alignment of resources and efforts on competing projects,
adoption of new Turnaround processes, and the integration of Customer Service employees into
the planning process.



Added new Project Manager to AMR team with extensive AMR experience



Reviewed the development plan for the AMR system to CC&B interface. Stopped all work and
competitively procured new contract to redesign and complete AMR interface work on a fixedprice. Completed AMR integration to CC&B on the revised schedule
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Refocused AMR project on network deployment in the interim, to improve operational
efficiency of the AMR system once meter deployment was to restart in June 2012.



Established comprehensive meter change out policy to address all AMR meter change out
scenarios and attempt to eliminate, as much as possible, billing issues generated by AMR
installations.



Implemented controlled methodologies for implementing AMR functionality and customer
billing, with processes to review each individual bill during the ‘test phase’ to ensure customer
meter data and billing calculations are correct.

IT Operations & Infrastructure


Implemented Architecture Review Board to review all system and process changes to ensure,
when possible, use of ‘out of the box’ CC&B functionality, due diligence for risk mitigation,
consistency of solutions across all work units, and coordination of implementation planning.



Implemented Work Item control process to prioritize work: assessing costs and benefits of each
work request and validate its alignment with business priorities before sanctioning work.



Created dedicated test team with business and consultant participation to improve quality of
testing.



Competitively procured all IT and related professional services work including completion of the
AMR interfaces, and a new hosting contract.



Discontinued use of AS400, eliminating the need for 4 support positions and setting the stage
for its final decommissioning.



Adopted use of Itron’s work management system (i.e., FDM; required for AMR meter
deployment), as the single field order management system; allowing for decommissioning use of
Cleveland Water’s obsolete Datamatic and Ellipse work management systems for field order
management. This reduced complexity for end users, simplified application maintenance going
forward, and cost-effectively resolved several issues with the decommissioned systems.

Other


Resolved financial reporting inconsistencies in 12 financial reports. Resolved inconsistency
among data and eliminated the need to combine partial data from multiple reports for regular
operations.



Created report to allow Water Pollution Control to analyze unbilled revenue data.



Corrected five reports to calculate billing fees to eliminate need to issue multiple separate bills
for a cancel/rebill spanning multiple quarters.



Provided extracts of sewerage data to NEORSD for their own data analysis.
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Results/Outcomes
Within the first month of the Turnaround Project, Cleveland Water experienced tangible progress, which
has continued as fixes and improvements were progressively implemented and adopted by Cleveland
Water’s users. The following are some of the more significant results and outcomes directly related to
the Turnaround Project.

Customer Care/Call Center
Perhaps the most high-profile outcome of the Turnaround Project occurred almost immediately, as a
result of the immediate focus on Call Center responsiveness to customer service inquiries. The two
charts below show the improvement in Call Center responsiveness.
The first chart shows the on-going improvement in average time to answer a call. Before January 2011,
the Cleveland Water Call Center did not utilize regularly collected performance metrics to evaluate
effectiveness. While reports placed the average wait time at over an hour in 2009 and 2010, by January
3, 2011 (the first day Cleveland Water was open in 2011) the average speed to answer was
approximately 16 minutes. This means a customer who called that day had to wait, on average, 16
minutes before speaking with a live person with many waiting much longer. By the beginning of the
Turnaround Project in June 2011, efforts of Cleveland Water employees had already reduced this wait
time to, on average, approximately 3 minutes. As of the end of the Turnaround Project, this wait time
was reduced to less than 30 seconds (26 second average for May and June 2012).
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Cleveland Water Call Center Average Speed to Answer
(How long a customer was on hold before reaching a live person)
17:00

January 3, 2011 - June 30, 2012
No metrics in place in 2010, but
reported average wait times in
excess of an hour

14:07

Minutes

11:14

08:21

Ave wait time:
May 24 seconds
June 27 seconds

05:28

02:36

6/22/12

6/2/12

5/13/12

4/23/12

4/3/12

3/14/12

2/23/12

1/14/12

2/3/12

12/25/11

12/5/11

11/15/11

10/6/11

10/26/11

9/16/11

8/27/11

8/7/11

7/18/11

6/28/11

6/8/11

5/19/11

4/29/11

3/20/11

4/9/11

2/28/11

2/8/11

1/19/11

12/30/10

Figure 1: Call Center Average Speed to Answer

While multiple steps were taken (as outlined earlier in this report) to improve Call Center performance,
simply realigning the metrics used to evaluate effectiveness with industry standards has played a critical
role. The chart below shows performance for the new metrics established by the Turnaround Project,
percentage of calls answered in 30 seconds or less and the percentage of calls abandoned. Except for
certain Mondays and days after holidays, which are always high volume call days for any call center
nationally, calls are now routinely answered on the first ring.
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Cleveland Water Call Center Metrics
July 1, 2011 - June 30, 2012
100%

New CWD Metric #1: Answer 80% of
calls in 30 seconds or less

90%
80%
70%
60%

January 3, 2011
-- 16 minute hold time
-- 31% abandoned call rate

50%
40%

30%
20%

New CWD Metric #2: Abandoned
Call Rate 5% or less

10%
0%

06/25/12

06/05/12

05/16/12

04/26/12

04/06/12

03/17/12

02/26/12

02/06/12

01/17/12

12/28/11

12/08/11

11/18/11

10/29/11

10/09/11

09/19/11

08/30/11

08/10/11

07/21/11

07/01/11

Figure 2: New Key Call Center Metric Results

Billing
While the list of improvements made in the Billing area is extensive, two outcomes capture the
integrated benefit derived from the Turnaround Project:


Remediation of accounts that were receiving service but were not being billed - many of these
customers had not received a bill since before implementation of CC&B in September 2009.



Elimination of all billing backlogs and most other backlogs - this is enabling the Billing
operation to focus on and keep current with daily incoming work.

New Accounts Billed
The Turnaround Project added over 13,600 new accounts that were receiving water and other services
in June 2011 but were not being billed. This includes accounts that were formerly not billed due to
either a pended or suppressed bill, or inaccurately set up accounts.
Conversely, some accounts were being billed when they should not have been, due to the billing of
vacant lots from demolished premises, when they had not been recorded as such in CC&B.
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The combined result of these
changes has been a net increase in
the number of premises for which
water is being billed on a quarterly
basis from an average of 406,186 in
the year before the Turnaround
project started, to 419,825 in the
most recent quarter. (Note, for this
comparison, the number of premises
being billed was used rather than
number of accounts being billed, to
account for changes in ownership
that can cause multiple accounts at
one premise in one billing period).

Cleveland Water Increase in Unique Premises
Billed Quarterly for Water Service
425,000

Net gain of nearly
14,000 new addresses
billed (removed
vacant properties;

420,000

419,825

415,000

410,000

406,186

405,000

400,000

395,000
Average premises billed Q310 to Q211

Premises billed Q212

(Most recent quarter)
The addition of these accounts
Figure 3: Premises Being Billed Quarterly for Water
will increase Cleveland Water’s
annual revenue by at least $5 million, with corresponding increases for NEORSD and the other
jurisdictions for which Cleveland Water provides billing services.

In addition, at a more granular level, specific service agreements on accounts have been added (e.g.,
wastewater, refuse removal fees, etc.) or removed where accounts were being billed for an incorrect set
of services. This has resulted in correction of services for an additional 2,089 accounts.
The Turnaround Project team has completed work on all areas where these accounts may exist and
believes that, materially, all such accounts have now been identified and are being billed as of June 30,
2012 (see Section “Future Work Required”, beginning on page 37, for some relatively minor outstanding
and related issues still to be worked).
Elimination of Backlogs
At the beginning of the Turnaround Project, there were 206,832 items in the CC&B backlogs, with some
items dating as far back as 2005. These backlogs included many different types of issues, from pended
bills to obsolete customer call-back requests. These had accumulated due to the excessive volume of
meter-related data exceptions, the lack of coherent policies to guide decision making, and lack of
effective management of resources dedicated to working these items on a timely basis. The business
did not have consistent direction on which type of backlogged issue needed to be worked, and
consequently spent time working on many unimportant items while other critical items remained
unaddressed for extended periods.
As of June 30, 2012, this backlog was reduced to only 4,706 items that still need to be completed (while
the June 2011 backlog was being worked, additional items accrued in the backlog after the beginning of
the Turnaround Project). The remaining items should be resolved within the next three to four months.
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250,000

Cleveland Water Historical Backlogs
June 2011 - June 2012
206,832

200,000

89,921
150,000

100,000

50,000

116,911

4,706
0
June 2011

June 2012

Technical and/or Manual Intervention Required

Systematic Resolution

Figure 4: Backlog Item Volumes

Backlogged items were resolved based on analysis of their impact on future billings. In many cases,
meter readings or other legitimate information were available to send the bill, but the backlogged items
were preventing billings. In other cases, especially many of the large backlog of ‘To-Dos’, not working
the backlogged item would have no impact on billing. These items were all carefully evaluated and
systematically addressed in a manner designed to ensure no negative impact on future billings and
Billing operations.
The backlogged items have been substantially eliminated, in two primary ways:




Based on detailed analyses, many backlog items were systematically eliminated:


Because of the large volume of meter issues, selected field meter issues were set aside
during the Turnaround Project, and deferred to the AMR meter deployment for
permanent resolution.



Some backlog items were of no material value to the business and were an
unproductive use of resources to complete, so were systematically eliminated.

The remaining items had to be worked, either through automated, technical fixes, or manually
worked by CSRs with consultant guidance. A small number of these remain, and are explained
in the Section “Future Work Required”, beginning on page 37.

Especially noteworthy are improvements in five categories of backlog items directly impacting customer
bills. These prevented bills from being sent, in some instances for years.
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Suppressed bills: 2,067 bills had been suppressed as of June 2011, dating as far back as ‘go-live’
September 2009; these have all been eliminated and suppressed bills are now current.



Pended bills: Over 5,000 bills were pended in June 2011; all have been worked. However, an
additional 1,496 bills pended since June 2011 and are still to be worked.



Adjustment requests: The total number of adjustment requests in June 2011 is unavailable, but
in January 2012 it was 11,982; as of June 30, 2012, a small backlog of 96 were more than 90 days
old.



Bankruptcy: 1,092 bankruptcy cases needed to be processed, and are now current.



Change of Ownership: 3,580 change of ownership records were backlogged and are now
current.

Collections
Even more dramatic progress occurred in the Collections area. This area progressed from virtually zero
collections on old, delinquent billings, into an operation that is comparable to the best municipal
collections operations in the country, based on its rapid adoption of industry best-practices and
performance. Highlights are documented below.
There has been much discussion of the large Water Accounts Receivable (A/R) balances - $72.6 million
as of August 31, 2011; now $71.9 million as of June 30, 2012.
As seen in the chart below, there are two general categories of A/R:


Active accounts – these are accounts where a customer is currently receiving water service at
the premise. These are highly responsive to a strong collections program, especially when
carrying an A/R balance over 180 days past due.



Inactive accounts – these are mostly finalled accounts, where the customer is no longer at the
billing or service address. These accounts do not respond to the routine disconnection process,
because they are no longer receiving service.
Categorized Collections
($ in Millions)
Active
accounts

Inactive
Accounts

Ageing

Jun 30, 2012

$23.1

$26.4

90 – 180 days old

7.8

6.6

Collectible with
disconnections

Over 180 days old

26.7

21.0

Uncollectible

All aging buckets

15.0

17.9

$72.6

$71.9

Collectible without
disconnections

0 – 90 days old

Aug 31, 2011

Total A/R
Table 4: Categorized Collections
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Active Accounts


Active, 0-180 days old - Most customers pay their bills even without an active collections
program, within the first two billing cycles, or within 6 months (180 days) of receiving a bill.
These bills are paid on either the customer’s initiative or as a result of Cleveland Water
reminders that the bills are delinquent.
As seen in the chart above, ‘active, 0-180 days old’ increased a total of $2.1 million (i.e., $3.3
million increase in 0-90 day balances; $1.2 million decrease in 90-180 day balances). The 0-90
day increase is mostly due to the higher level of billings in the third month of each quarter (i.e.,
March, June, Sept, and Dec). Another significant reason for the increase is the large cleanup of
the backlog of accounts that had not billed for many months, now included in June 2012 A/R, as
explained elsewhere in this Report. In both cases, these are positive reasons for the increase
and will be virtually 100% collected.



Active, over 180 days old - These delinquent balances are mostly collectible with a strong
collections program. Such a program was established as part of the Turnaround Project
effective August 1, 2011. It should be noted that all active accounts with balances over 180 days
old also have balances under 180 days old, so this is an added benefit of focusing on the older
delinquent balances.
As seen in the chart above, these balances have declined by $5.7 million since August 31, 2011,
a direct result of the collections program initiated August 1, 2011.

Inactive Accounts


A large part of the total A/R balances - $17.9 million as of June 30, 2012 – are old inactive
accounts. These are comprised almost entirely of customers who closed their accounts without
paying the entire balance. Unless work is done before the customer finals the account and/or
sells the property, these accounts are very difficult to collect. The only good solution for these
issues is to maintain a strong collections program, including regular filing of property liens
before property transfers occur. When the property transfers, Cleveland Water will be paid
before the transfer is completed. This process, as explained earlier in this Report, is now back in
place. Ultimately, if a customer finals their account with a delinquent balance and there is no
property lien in place, that account will be very difficult to collect and most likely be written off
as uncollectible. (This write-off process is still to be implemented - see Future Work Section of
this Report).



It should be noted that the Turnaround Project, very consciously, did not focus any effort on
addressing inactive accounts receivable. There is virtually no financial benefit in trying to collect
these amounts, as most of them are uncollectible. Normally, at least 1% of annual billings, and
for the past few years a higher percentage of billings, are never going to be collected. For
example, if the collections rate is 98% of billings, a very good collections rate, then
approximately $4.6 million of billings each year will never be collected. These accrue in ‘inactive
accounts receivable’ until they are written off.



There has not been any write-off of old uncollectible balances since before September 2009,
‘go-live’ for CC&B, 34 months ago. At $4.6 million each year, approximately $13 million of old
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inactive accounts would have been added to total A/R balances since September 2009. In fact,
the amount of bad debts that accrued over the past 3 years is probably higher than this,
because there has not been any routine collections program for the past three years. This is the
reason why the inactive accounts receivable balances have grown each month, and each year.
As seen in the following chart – ‘active accounts over 180 days old’ - balances which had been growing
since implementation of CC&B in September 2009, have declined dramatically since implementation of
the Collections Program on August 1, 2011:

Change in Active Water Accounts Receivable More than 180 Days Past Due
(in $ millions)
August 30, 2008 to June 30, 2012
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Figure 5 : Active Water A/R Over 180 Days Past Due

This significant progress is almost entirely due to implementation and strong management of daily
collections processes, described in the Work Performed Section of this Report. Highlights of the work
being done every day by the Collections group include:


Door hangers - 58,000 projected annual rate, based on 2012 performance to date. Door
hangers notify the customer that the first notice of collections activity sent in the bill is now
underway, and that if payment is not received within a specified period of time, water service
will be disconnected.



Disconnections – 2012 projected annual rates
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o

Attempted - 20,000

o

Completed - 14,000

As seen in the chart below, the level of disconnections declined regularly after 2007, bottoming out in
2010 when there were only 4,400 disconnections. The lack of formal processes to disconnect for nonpayment of delinquent billings, as this trend highlights, is the primary reason for the increase in A/R
balances since implementation of CC&B (the other being lack of a write-off process for inactive and
uncollectible accounts). Also as shown in the chart below, the collections rate (i.e., total cash collected
during the year divided by total billings for the year) is directly correlated with the level of
disconnections completed. For 2011, the collections rate of 98.7% has been restored to virtually the
same as the historical percentage experienced when annual disconnections were about 14,000 per year.
Cleveland Water Annual Cuts for Non-Payment and Collection Rate
2004 to 2011
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Figure 6 : Annual Collections Rates

The chart below shows total Water A/R balances, total A/R over 180 days old, and ‘active accounts over
180 days old’. All balances are stable or declining. However, total A/R and A/R over 180 days old are
not declining as rapidly, as would be expected because new inactive accounts are being added to A/R
balances every day, as explained above.
The area where an internal collections operation can be most impactful, ‘active accounts receivable
balances over 180 days old’, has declined dramatically, as explained above and as also seen in the chart
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below (see the lowest line in the chart, below – Cleveland Water did not track active balances before the
Turnaround Project began, so historical information before August 31, 2011 is not available).

Changes in Water Accounts Receivable (in $ millions)
December 31, 2008 to June 30, 2012
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Figure 7 : Changes in Water Accounts Receivable

As shown in the above charts, the collections program implemented on August 1, 2011 has been
successful. If maintained, the old active balances will continue to decline.

AMR


An experienced Project Manager and team were established – many team members are now
DPU employees who were not working on the project in June 2011. These team members will
form a core group of qualified experts who will help maintain the AMR implementation progress
begun during the Turnaround Project, and help to operate the AMR system after it is deployed,
significantly reducing the need for external consultants.



Detailed work plan implemented, agreed to by all key work groups, internal and external



Daily management and operations meetings to monitor and control the pace of work to ensure
quality installations and a controlled AMR rollout



Effective communication plans implemented, for customers, Cleveland Water’s jurisdictional
partners, and employees
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IT Operations


Change Management processes have been improved to control promotion of changes to the
production environment, reducing the probability of accidental technical errors occurring when
enhancements are developed



AS 400 is no longer in use in day-to-day business operations, and is ready to be
decommissioned.



New Itron applications are in place as part of the AMR deployment; overall architecture has
been simplified by decommissioning use of the two obsolete work management systems,
Datamatic and Ellipse, previously used for meter-related field orders.
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Future Work Required
Cleveland Water’s customer service operations are operating normally in many ways, as documented in
this Report. However, much work remains to be done. This work can be categorized as follows:


Organizational and Policy Improvements



Improvements in each of the primary business areas



o

Call Center

o

Billing

o

Collections

o

Meter Reading and Meter Operations, primarily AMR implementation

IT Operations and Infrastructure Improvements

Organizational and Policy Improvements
Complete the DPU and Customer Service Organizational Improvements
In November 2011, Mayor Jackson and DPU launched a new, more streamlined organization structure
with fewer management levels, and a focus on improvements in Customer Service and IT Operations
and customer service delivery. The reorganization also consolidated all Departmental support functions
– IT, HR, Finance and Public Affairs – at the Departmental level. Support functions previously were in
each of the three Divisions – Water, Public Power, and Water Pollution Control – with additional support
roles reporting directly to the Director.
The key leadership roles directly responsible for, and required to drive and sustain, customer service
improvements are in the Customer Service and IT areas, under the new Assistant Director and CIO.
Customer Service has five of these key leadership roles; IT has four. Of these nine key leadership roles,
approximately one-third have now been filled with experienced leaders. Because of the size and
complexity of the City’s water customer service operations, and to maintain and continue to improve its
customer services, the entire leadership team should be filled with the same quality of leadership
abilities,
Comprehensive Adoption and Daily Enforcement of Standard Work Processes
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) were developed for all work groups, but are still not consistently
followed due primarily to the lack of strong leadership in all areas. It is imperative that these work
processes become routine and that they adapt to changes and improvements in business operations
desired by management. This will require a cohesive senior management team to be in place, as noted
above.
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Water Review Board (WRB)
The Water Review Board is an internal DPU operation, established by Court order, to ensure customers
have access to a due process review before being disconnected for non-payment of billings. As of June
2011, this Board was operating independently from the rest of customer service and Departmental
policies, establishing their own bill adjustment procedures, meter investigation unit, and often making
adjustments to customer bills without appropriate justification. Also, CSRs were referring customers to
the WRB often on the first call about billing inquiries, without trying to resolve the issues. Most times,
these issues are easily resolved with existing information, an outcome most customers would prefer
rather than engaging in the additional time consuming WRB process. Generally, there is no need for the
costly and time consuming WRB hearing process for most issues referred to the WRB.
During the Turnaround Project, significant progress was made to address many of the customer issues
before sending the customers to the WRB. However, this progress has stagnated.
Any unresolved customer issues should be required to be sent to the Customer Account Management
(CAM) Group to attempt to address the issue to the customers’ satisfaction. Only if the CAM Group
cannot resolve the customer issue, should there be an avenue to establish a WRB hearing.
The WRB should operate under the same DPU billing adjustment policy as is used by all other CSRs and
managers. All discretionary adjustments should be recommended by the WRB, but with final
determination made by DPU’s Director or Assistant Director as is the requirement for all other such
adjustments.
Move Permits and Sales (P&S) Account Set-up Role to Customer Service Billing
The Permits and Sales department, under the Engineering operation within the Division of Water, has
always been responsible for first contact and permitting of brand new water connections. During the
Turnaround Project, a substantial amount of work was done with P&S and Customer Service Billing to
formally define the roles of each work group for promptly establishing permanent customer accounts so
customers would always be billed for all water used. This includes the initial usage of water through
temporary construction meters through the installation of a permanent meter for the ultimate buyer of
the properties. However, this process still does not work effectively. Many accounts are not promptly
established.
It is recommended to transfer the responsibility for account set-up to Customer Service Billing. All
information requirements have been defined and the Billing work unit is developing standard daily
processes, including account set-up, which can be better managed and controlled within the Customer
Service operation, rather than in P&S, where account set-up is not the primary objective.
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Customer Care/Call Center
Complete Call Center Consolidation
The DPU has begun work on consolidating the call center organization into a single location, from the
current three, in order to improve service efficiency and effectiveness. This should be completed as
quickly as possible, but in coordination with other priority projects underway.
Uniquely Identify Customers
Every time an account is set up in CC&B, a new customer is created – even if it is the same person.
Unique identifying data such as Social Security Number is not tracked. If core CC&B functionality was
used and a customer record was uniquely identified, multiple accounts could still be created for that one
customer, but DPU would be able to provide better customer service (by not asking for known
information when a customer moves), and improve its ability to collect (by tracking a customer’s debts
across accounts). This has not been a high priority during the Turnaround project but is an opportunity
for future customer service improvement.
Add Online/Website and IVR Enhancements to Improve Customer Services
Cleveland Water can take advantage of further web and IVR enhancements to improve self-service
options available to customers.
Web items include:


Enhance customer experience with online bill presentment



Delivery of ebills – reducing printing & mailing costs



Customer self-service – schedule start/stops, request account information, etc.



Accept Check payments through website



Also see web-related content described below under AMR customer service enhancement

For IVR, the Call Center’s phone system does not allow for automatic payment of customer bills without
CSR intervention. This is a standard offering by most modern customer service operations and should
be implemented by DPU. However, it is noted that DPU’s phone system as implemented is difficult to
change in a variety of ways. It may be prudent to explore implementation of a new phone system that
comes with this, and other standard features, without requiring such extensive work to implement.
Once that determination is made, the following enhancements should be implemented:


Allow customer to make ACH/ACC (check, debit, credit) through the IVR without speaking to a
CSR;



Allow customer to enter account # to have CSR receive the call with a CC&B Screen Pop for
accuracy & efficiency; and
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Develop/obtain internal resources for routine IVR operations, programming.

Billing
Billing Services to Jurisdictions
Significant progress was made during the Turnaround Project to begin to develop stronger working
relationships with the jurisdictions for which DPU provides water and related billing services (i.e.,
wastewater and other billings). This new proactive effort is being led by the Director, CFO and Chief of
Public Affairs. For the specific billing services, the CFO is designated as the single point of contact for
each jurisdiction to obtain changes in rates and add new billing services.
It is essential that this effort be fully entrenched to ensure strong communication up front, at least six
months before a jurisdiction takes action to implement changes in rates or new services. This upfront
work should include good communication on CC&B capabilities and level of effort needed by DPU to
implement the changes being considered. Most jurisdictions would prefer to implement changes in a
simpler and less risky method, if options are available to meet their objectives. These options can be
considered if this up front communication process is in place and working well.
Monthly Billing
It is standard practice nationally for most utility services to be billed monthly. With an average quarterly
residential bill of approximately $250 (for all services combined), monthly billing would also make
payment amounts more manageable for many households and businesses.
The AMR system will allow for monthly billing, without any additional meter reading costs. Monthly
billing can be implemented once the AMR program is substantially deployed, currently projected for the
end of 2013.
Resolve All Remaining Backlogs
Though the backlog that existed at the start of the Turnaround Project has been completed, 4,706
outstanding items remain. The team will remain focused on these for three to four months to bring
these to closure and be able to routinely stay current with inflow.


Resolve 96 backlogged adjustment requests (over 90 days old) as of July 1, 2012.



Resolve 1,496 pended bills outstanding as of July 1, 2012.



Investigate 941 accounts that may need to have service agreements added.



Resolve 1,316 backlogged CSR-created ‘To-Dos’ and small miscellaneous items.



Resolve 346 accounts with meter read cycles or bill cycles that will cause estimated or failed
billing, plus investigate an additional 511 that are suspected to have an incorrect read cycle/bill
cycle combination.
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Returned Mail Normality
Returned mail processing is an on-going operational task. Mail is still being returned at a higher than
normal rate but is declining due to the clean-up activities completed recently. It is too early to know
when it will stabilize at a new, lower, level. For now, the processing of returned mail is still identifying
back dated changes of ownership which need to be processed.
Review Workflow for Responsibility Hand-Offs
Billing receives large numbers of “To-Do” requests generated by CC&B users, and not all are first routed
to the right individual, especially as a result of the recently completed reorganization of the billing
department. During the Turnaround project, the most important uses of ‘To-Dos’ were targeted for
improvement; to fully leverage CC&B, To-Do policies and procedures for other ‘To-Dos’ should be
reviewed for improvements.
Permits & Sales Billing
Permits & Sales charges customers for a variety of one-off charges, such as contributions in aid of
construction for a main line extension capital project, or special water services such as refilling a
swimming pool. These charges are currently billed for and collected manually. It is recommended to
use current functionality in CC&B to bill for and collect on these charges.

Rates
Stormwater Billing
After being suspended due to legal challenges, the project to use CC&B to bill for NEORSD Stormwater
charges was resumed in April 2012. This is a significant project that will require disciplined development
through its targeted implementation date of January 1, 2013.
There are significant issues under discussion about which organization will provide customer service for
Stormwater billing questions. Because most stormwater customers are also City water customers, the
City should ensure that the decisions agreed upon be based on what is best for customers, including
minimal transfers of customer calls between the two organizations.
Implement Upcoming Rate Changes
Besides Stormwater, other rate changes will be implemented. At this time 14 other planned changes
are already known, most of which have been codified into ordinance and are low-risk price changes
only. However, four other changes are expected but have not yet been finalized, and may include
complex rate structures. DPU will need to work with each of the jurisdictions involved, allocating time
and resources first to agree the rate structures to mitigate risk, and then to design, test, and implement
the rate changes.
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Collections
Fix Water Shutoff Valves
There are outside water shutoff valves for most customers, usually located by the side of the street.
Many of these valves have not worked for many years. Before DPU implemented its new Collections
program in August 2011, these valves were not routinely used.
It is essential, for full implementation of the AMR program, for collections efforts, and for inside
maintenance of meters (when the customer’s inside shutoff valves do not work) that these outside
shutoff valves are operable. DPU began to address this issue during the Turnaround Project. This effort
should be given a high priority, and completed before the end of 2013.
Fully Implement Tampering Program
Tampering with water meters is illegal, but DPU has never had a formal and consistently applied
program for addressing tampering issues. With AMR, an automated notice will be generated for cut
wires, reverse flows and other tampering conditions. If tampering events are not investigated and
stopped, the investment in the AMR technology will have been wasted for these installations, and
delinquent billings will increase.
DPU is developing processes in collaboration with the Law Department to immediately follow up on
tampering. This process should be fully implemented by the end of the summer 2012.
Automate the Write-off Process
As explained above, Cleveland Water’s newly achieved 98+% collections rate is among the best in the
country, and current collections operations, if maintained, should yield an even higher rate. However,
this means 1 - 2% of billings, or $2.3 - $4.6 million annually, accumulate as uncollectible billings, as these
customers terminate their accounts without paying and leave the service area.
It is standard industry and accounting practice to regularly write-off accounts that are deemed
uncollectible. (If this process is not completed at the end of each fiscal year, these accounts are
deducted from net A/R by also including them in the ‘reserve for uncollectible accounts’, so there is no
financial statement impact whether they are actually written off or not). Cleveland Water has not had a
routine, automated process for writing off these ‘bad debts’; the last time a significant write-off of
uncollectible accounts occurred was before CC&B implementation in September 2009.
As explained above, automating this write-off process is a major project, with no real financial benefit,
so it was not undertaken as part of the Turnaround Project. There are now $18 million of inactive
accounts contained in the total A/R of $72 million, as of June 30, 2012, most of which will ultimately be
written off the books as uncollectible. Cleveland Water is currently undertaking, and should complete,
the project to automate the write-off of these uncollectible accounts receivable.
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Resolve Account Service Agreement Imbalances
During the restarting of collections activity, the Turnaround Project found accounts with credit and debit
balances on different service agreements though the customer is current with their account as a whole.
This has left receivables imbalanced among the water, wastewater, and local entities providing services
to that account. Though the Turnaround Project stopped prejudicial impacts on customers, these
accounts should still be researched by the fiscal department to address the imbalances, and a goforward solution implemented to correct these accounts.
Pursue Large Customers with Multiple Inactive Accounts
While the DPU is focusing most collections activity on active accounts, there are some large customers,
such as the Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD) and larger banks, which have many
inactive accounts with collectively large balances, and are known entities on which collections can be
pursued. Cleveland Water has started to identify these accounts and should continue to take action to
collect on these outstanding debts.

Meter Reading and Meter Operations - AMR
AMR-related Customer Service Improvements
The Itron AMR system being implemented gathers detailed data about water usage and can make that
data available to customers to better manage their usage. It can detect leaks in near real time, which
would allow customers to resolve these issues quickly, rather than waiting for and reacting to a spike in
billings much later. Also, the hourly meter reads, which will be made available to CSRs as each AMR
meter is installed, can also be made available to customers – this is especially valuable information for
many commercial customers to control their water usage.
As part of its Itron licensing, Cleveland Water licensed the software to manage making data available to
customers over the web, but has not yet integrated it, due to other higher priorities, This solution
should be implemented and made available as a substantial volume of AMR meters are installed.
Access to Meters
Mandatory access to inside water meters is standard in the industry, primarily because it is necessary for
maintenance of meters. The AMR program cannot be fully implemented without gaining access to the
inside meters.
Based on the experience of the AMR implementations over the next few months, DPU intends to
present to Cleveland City Council options for obtaining access to meters when customers refuse to allow
access. This could include disconnection of service and/or a manual meter reading fee if access is not
allowed.
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Customer Plumbing Assistance Program
Many customers have old plumbing that may break when any meter installation work, including AMR, is
performed. The City should explore establishment of plumbing assistance programs (e.g., zero or low
cost loans, repaid over time on the water bill, etc.) to facilitate completion of the AMR program.
Permits & Sales Inspections
In addition to core meter operations, field work is also performed by Permits & Sales when they inspect
for new permits. Inspections work is currently tracked manually through spreadsheets, etc.; it is
recommended to use current CC&B functionality to manage these inspections as well.

IT Operations and Infrastructure
CC&B Upgrade
The current version of CC&B used by Cleveland Water, Version 2.1, is nearing end-of-life and will no
longer be fully supported by Oracle at the end of this calendar year (2012). While the system will
continue to work as configured if nothing changes, it is strongly recommended that Cleveland Water
perform a Technical Upgrade to remain current for three primary reasons:


The CC&B application software is tied to the versions of other software it operates with:
database, operating system, middleware, etc. These will not be able to be upgraded until CC&B
is. Cleveland Water experienced this until the December 2011 implementation of a CC&B
Service Pack. Until that was applied, the IE 8 web browser standard at Cleveland Water did not
operate correctly with CC&B, causing on-going user delays. Cleveland Water’s instance of CC&B
continues to be susceptible to instability due to the stack of software required to operate it, all
of which is on aging versions.



As industry expectations evolve for new capabilities such as new payment options, customer
self-service, and advanced AMR capabilities, the software vendor Oracle continues to evolve
CC&B’s features. By remaining on a current version, Cleveland Water will be able to selectively
take advantage of these new capabilities when justified by a business case.



The ability to offer new services or to maintain existing services is generally made more
configurable (i.e. to rely less on customization) with each successive version.

The two primary alternatives for implementation can be characterized as either a “Technical Upgrade”
or a “Functional Upgrade”. There is a continuum between the two options, but in a simplified
characterization:


A Functional Upgrade is similar to a new implementation: the full business requirements of the
business are compared with the functionality available in the new version of CC&B, and
decisions are made as how to best meet the business requirement in light of the applications
functionality. The software is configured accordingly and the organization and users need to be
prepared for new and improved ways of conducting business.
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In a Technical Upgrade, the new version of the software is installed over current application
configuration and data. This requires extensive testing to ensure that the system continues to
work. This includes identifying any customizations done in Cleveland Water’s current
environment that would need to be re-implemented to work with the new version, and possibly
adopting new functionality to avoid any updates to those customizations. Impact on users is
minimized by minimizing changes to existing processes and procedures.

Our recommendation is that Cleveland Water pursue a Technical Upgrade to maintain technical support;
and, only after that is complete, subsequently take advantage of specific new features as driven by
business requirements and justified on a cost/benefit basis. As a result, CC&B will be fully supported by
Oracle, and new features and functionality that have been added to the newer versions of CC&B will be
available for adoption when appropriate. This approach is recommended primarily because it can be
accomplished much more quickly, with less impact on business operations that are only now beginning
to change to use the existing CC&B processes. It is also a less expensive alternative.
CC&B-Related Contract Renewals
Several contracts for services provided to Cleveland Water to operate its billing system expire over the
next two years. Most require a year of lead time, from vendor selection to implementation, if the
current vendor is not selected. Therefore, for a truly competitive procurement process, RFPs should be
advertised about 18 months before each contract expires. Significant contracts include:


CC&B Hosting - The current hosting contract with IBM – to remotely operate CC&B on its
computer systems - expires in July 2013. Hosting services will remain necessary, and a proposal
process for a new contract to replace the expiring agreement is underway.



CC&B Application Maintenance and Managed Services – Currently these services are split
across three different contractors which all expire during 2013. While it is desirable for DPU to
rely more on its own employees for more of this work, it is currently unrealistic to expect DPU IT
staff to take over all of the work, especially the more technical and highly competitive roles,
such as CC&B Functional or Technical Architects. These technical skills will still be needed from
a third party for the foreseeable future, and a competitive procurement process is underway for
one contract expiring July 2013. Competitive procurements will be initiated in 2013 for the
other two contracts expiring later in the year, to put in place new contracts as the existing
contracts expire.



Bill Print Services – SourceLink is Cleveland Water’s current bill print service provider, and its
current contract expires on July 1, 2013; there is one more 1-year renewal option after this
contract expires. To avoid conflict with other current high priorities and allow adequate time for
a smooth transition if another vendor is chosen through a competitive process, it is
recommended that the one year extension allowed for in the current contract be used and the
contract be put up for competitive bid in Q2 2013 for implementation by July 1, 2014.



Electronic Bill Presentment & Payment – Cleveland Water currently uses Kubra to provide
limited access to bill images and on-line payments for its customers and CSRs. This contract
should be reviewed to establish adequate SLA’s and take advantage of probable improvements
in cost and efficiency if implemented by the Bill Print vendor.
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NEORSD - CC&B Access
NEORSD has read-only access to CC&B. They have requested update authorization to CC&B in order to
make adjustments to the wastewater portion of the bill. Until the new version of CC&B is implemented
(estimated for 2014), this would be a very expensive project to undertake and require extensive
customization. Cleveland Water will need to work with NEORSD to resolve this issue.
NEORSD - Business Intelligence
Similar to CC&B access, NEORSD has requested access to a Business Intelligence solution enabling them
full access to data analytics on NEORSD-related data. An interim approach for selected data has been
delivered but future work, and a resource intensive project, will be required to fully satisfy NEORSD’s
request.
Work Management System
Cleveland Water’s current customer service business requirements for a work management system are
indefinitely resolved by Itron’s FDM work management system, licensed along with other systems
already in place at Cleveland Water. FDM will be required at a minimum through 2014 while the AMR
deployment is carried out; and can be extended thereafter indefinitely by contract with Itron at
relatively minimal cost.
However, there is a Citywide work management system initiative lead by DPU’s CIO. It is understood
that DPU would be expected to participate in this project. This will require significant changes in DPU
work processes and will be a major project in its own right. This is a high risk project if not well
managed and driven by business requirements.
Improve Overall Network and Production Stability
The Cleveland Water network was experiencing issues that would intermittently disconnect users from
the CC&B application. To remediate this, develop and implement a monitoring plan that proactively
monitors critical network devices and reports whenever connectively issues occur between Cleveland
Water and the hosted IBM data center. This would allow connectivity problems between Cleveland
Water and the IBM hosting center to be monitored and addressed; the problem would be identified,
addressed and fixed before wide scale impacts occurred to CC&B users.
Similarly, the production CC&B application has experienced different system issues (low on memory,
excessive threads, and long running reports) that could have been addressed before they became an
impact to the users. It is recommended to implement scripts that parse the CC&B system log files for
any errors or warnings and send a message to the system administrators. Problems or potential
problems with the CC&B application can be addressed before they impact the CC&B users.
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CC&B Disaster Recovery (DR) plan
The CC&B application Service Level Agreement (SLA) calls for a 24 hour recovery time. This implies the
potential of losing an entire days work in CC&B. Based on the current CC&B configuration, recovery
time could take several hours to switch from the primary data center to the secondary data center.
Working in conjunction with the CC&B hosting vendor (IBM), a new DR plan has been created and
implementation of the plan is underway. The new plan outlines the creation of physical and logical
CC&B databases across multiple physical data centers.
Under the new DR plan, the SLA for recovery of the CC&B application will be reduced from 24 hours to 4
hours. The time needed to switch between the production and secondary data centers is greatly
reduced as well.
Improved CC&B Reporting Architecture
CC&B reporting uses the active production database for almost all Business Objects reports. This
reporting activity puts additional stress on the CC&B system, to the point of adversely impacting online
CC&B users. Additionally, the current version of Business Objects is out of support, and a single server
supports all reporting (production, test and development). A new server in the production that will
support only production reporting has been provisioned and a newer version of Business Objects is
being installed. This new server will use a logical standby database that is provided as part of the new
DR plan. This will remove all reporting system load from the production CC&B database.

High Level Schedule
The following chart highlights selected mandatory and resource intensive projects with high potential
impact on operations, to show probable schedule requirements over the next two years. Each item on
the chart is a significant project. Several of the projects below will require more resources than are
currently available or budgeted. This chart is shown to help understand existing project commitments,
to help avoid project conflicts when other priority projects are considered.
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2012/Q3

2012/Q4

2013/Q1

2013/Q2

2013/Q3

2013/Q4

2014/Q1

2014/Q2

AMR Meter Deployment
Write Off
Bad Debt
Implement
Stormwater Billing
Rates
CC&B Hosting – Current IBM Contract
Procure & transition
to next hosting contract

CC&B Hosting – Next Contract

Plan & Implement CC&B Technical
Upgrade
Implement Post-AMR
Work Management System

Plan & Transition to Next Bill Print Contract
IT Stability: Network, Storage, & Application

Figure 8 : High Level Schedule of Upcoming Projects

Note, other projects not shown above should be able to be accomplished within existing budgets and
staffing (Cleveland Water and consulting resources).
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Conclusion
After a comprehensive analysis of Cleveland Water's organization, processes, and systems, the
Turnaround Project Team, including significant collaboration with City, DPU and Cleveland Water staff,
implemented substantial changes that have resulted in significant improvements in all areas of
Cleveland Water’s customer services. These results are summarized in the Executive Summary.
Much work remains to be done to maintain and improve services. The City can achieve its stated
objective of 'best in class performance' if it maintains and builds on the momentum that has been
established. At least two challenging years of work lie ahead to fully implement the organizational,
process, and system changes undertaken by the Turnaround Project, as described under 'Future Work
Required'.
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Appendix A – Turnaround Work Item Detail
This table lists the work items completed in the Turnaround Project. It is organized in the same sequence as the summary table in “Turnaround Project – Work
Performed” above starting on page 17.
Some technical CC&B terms and acronyms appear in this table. Some of these terms are:


Account - Financial responsibility for service agreements



AMR – the Itron Automated Meter Reading system being implemented to replace need for manually reading meters.



CC&B - the Oracle Customer Care and Billing application



Customer - Individual or corporate entity responsible for an account



Datamatic – Cleveland Water’s work management system used to manage most pre-AMR meter reading and meter-related field activities



FA - Field Activity. Assignment for field-related work, usually (but not always) in the field rather than in the office.



FDM - Field Deployment Management – Itron’s AMR work management application, also being used to manage other Cleveland Water field activities



FO - Field Order. Corresponding entity to a CC&B Field Activity, for the field work management system.



Premise - The property where service points are located



SA - Service Agreement(s) - A specific service (e.g., water, wastewater, waste collection, etc.) provided to an account, which should be billed for. One
account can have one or more service agreements.



SP - Service Point - The location where service is provided – either one meter or unmetered service, e.g., waste collection. There may be multiple service
points at one premise, e.g., multiple meters; main and deduct meters, etc.



To-Do - a CC&B work item assigned to an individual for resolution
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Completed Work Items
Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Application / AMR Enablement / AMR Enablement; Meter
1

Configure proper
routing of AMR Brick
Vault & Sewer Pipe Field
Activities (FAs)

Previous Dispatch Logic in CC&B evaluates the meter
location when dispatching FAs to the field. For meters
in brick vault or a sewer pipe, the dispatch group was
overwritten to use an Ellipse dispatch group. With AMR
deployment, orders need to bypass this logic so that all
orders are sent to FDM system correctly and dispatched
from there.

Meter dispatch configuration within CC&B was updated
to route brick vault and sewer pipe field activities to
AMR's FDM system rather than Ellipse.

Enables AMR related work to be performed
for Brick Vault & Sewer Pipe Fast

Jun 2012

2

Routing of 'Final' orders
to Back Office

Final' FAs (used for title transfers) are dispatched to the
field, but the vast majority of these orders can be
completed by CSRs with no need for a visit to the field.
As AMR deployment progresses the number of instances
when a Final order can be completed without sending a
technician to visit the meter will continue to increase.

Change the dispatch group for Final FAs, overriding it
for office rather than field completion. Eliminate the
requirement for an appointment. When the FA in
completed, no longer assess the $19 charge, and no
longer allow remark to credit $19 charge.
Create a new BI Report to track Final FAs that were
created but not completed.

1. This work will reduce unnecessary field visit
to receive meter reads.
2. Improve accuracy of billing by eliminating
manual intervention to create bill and credit
adjustments.

Jun 2012

To prevent the field orders from being created, if the
“reading source” of a meter reading indicates that it
came from an AMR device then the “Reread” button on
the meter reading window will be disabled so that it
cannot be selected. In addition to the “Reread” button,
logic will also be added to the 'FA+' window to not
allow the manual creation of a Reread field activity if
the premise is determined to have an AMR device.

This work will reduce unnecessary field visit to
obtain meter reads. As AMR deployment
progresses there will be an increasing number
of instances when technicians will no longer
need to visit the meter.

Jun 2012

Created a new meter reading source specific for online
users entering reads that they obtain through the NWA
or Customer Care Systems labeled “AMR, NWA/CC”.
This will allow for the distinction between an AMR read
that was automatically system populated via interface
files and online reads entered by users

This will allow for the accurate recording of
whether an AMR read that was automatically
system populated via interface files and online
reads entered by users, to assist with trouble
investigation if necessary in the future.

Jun 2012

The field FA automatically creates a $19 trip charge for a
field visit. When the FA is completed in the office, this
$19 charge must be reversed with a credit. The
customer then sees both a $19 charge and a $19 credit
on their bill.
3

Disable Reread Button
for AMR Meter Reads

On the meter reading window in CC&B there is a
"Reread" button that can be used if there is a question
about the reading that was entered. This button creates
an FA for a field technical to be dispatched to verify the
reading at the premise.
For AMR meters there will be no need for a meter
reading to need a "reread." If there is a question about
the reading a CSR will be able to reference the NWA or
Customer Care systems. If the readings are not available
in these systems, an investigation order needs to be
created.

4

Create new AMR Read
Source for online users

Currently there is no way for a user to distinguish
between AMR meter readings that were obtained from
one of the online systems that AMR readings feed in to
and reads entered manually into CC&B. The only meter
reading sources specific to AMR reads available are AMR
FDM (Field Deployment) and AMR BGW (Billing
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Gateway); but for manual research, users will also
access the Itron NWA and Customer Care Systems.
5

ITRON dispatch group
Override

Logic in the system overrides the dispatch group Brick
Vault FAs, so that they are dispatched to Cleveland
Water commercial dispatch group. That’s appropriate
for normal orders; however, for Itron AMR deployment,
this is causing FA’s intended for Itron to go be routed to
Cleveland Water instead. Currently a data repair is run
to reassign these orders to Itron after they’ve been
wrongly assigned to Cleveland Water; this fix will
eliminate that work around.

For AMR Stage 1b and Stage 2 deployment when FA’s
are created they will be initially set with a dispatch
group of ITRON. This indicates in FDM that Itron owns
the FA and it is their responsibility.
This work item will update the current dispatch
configuration logic to check if the original dispatch
group of an FA is ITRON, and if so bypass the override
logic which would change the dispatch group to
Cleveland Water Commercial installers. The dispatch
group will remain ITRON and flow down to FDM as
such.

Eliminate source of manual error and need for
work-around in dispatch of Brick Vault AMR
meter replacement orders

Jun 2012

6

Recommend long term
plan for work
management strategy

This item will explore the options and recommendations
for work management at Cleveland Water. This includes
a mapping of current system use and proposed use
during AMR deployment.
Three sets of gaps exist in meter-related work
management systems that need to be addressed:
1. Problems with meter-related field work systems prior
for Non-AMR meters
2. Gaps in functionality for AMR meters once deployed
3. Roadmap for solution required for after AMR
deployment

Key components of the recommendation are:
Limit use of Ellipse to manually tracking materials
immediately, until replacing Ellipse.
Modify Datamatic interface to pass “no read” for CONP
orders instead of invalid value; record read in order
comments. (Read is currently not required since we
don’t final bill customers at CONP)
Continue current manual process to handle these in
Datamatic; most orders started to be routed to FDM
(which does not have this issue) as of April 2012.
Change CC&B / Back office processes to recognize
meter type & route accordingly to back office using
Itron Customer Care vs. field order using Datamatic (
WIC # 4400 )
Approach to enhance FDM and interface to handle
additional work order types being evaluated, allowing
decommissioning of Datamatic for field activities in Q3
2012.

By consolidating on FDM as the single, costeffective, field activity system, expense to fix
multiple Datamatic integration issues and to
automate integration of Ellipse with CC&B will
be avoided.

Jun 2012

7

Create AMI Alert in
Dashboard

Currently there is no way for a user to easily and quickly
identify if an AMR device has been deployed to a
premise. This information is vital to handling the
customer/account in the appropriate manner.

This WIC will be used to create a user alert on the CC&B
Dashboard. The alert will be triggered when the meter
of an account have moved to an AMR meter reading
route which indicates that the AMR device has been
installed.

1. This alert will allow users to identify when a
meter has been changed to an AMR meter.
2. Knowing that the meter is an AMR meter
will better allow CSRs answer any questions or
issues the customer has.
3. Knowing that the meter is an AMR meter
will allow back office personnel to use
additional tools (such as the Itron Customer
Care system) to diagnose and solve account
issues.

Mar 2012
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

8

Lock down End Point ID
in CC&B GUI

End Point ID is currently an editable field in CC&B. This
work item will be to change this field from editable to
read only to maintain the integrity of the End Point /
Meter relationship.

Change configuration of the End Point ID field so that it
is a read only field within CC&B

Prevention of a break in end point relationship
(i.e., a failure of data accuracy) that would
result in billing exceptions.

Mar 2012

9

Create Single Sign On
(SSO) link from CC&B to
Itron Customer Care and
NWA applications

This WIC will be used to create the option for one click
sign on to the Itron Customer Care system and NWA
system from CC&B. The sign on will use the user's
network ID and Password that were entered upon log in
to the system as verification for sign on to Customer
Care or NWA. This will save users the time of manually
opening and logging in to each system separately.

Created two “Favorites” links for all users in CC&B for
one click sign on to the Itron Customer Care and NWA
systems. The sign on will use the user's network ID and
Password that were entered upon log in to the system
as credentials.
Along with a onetime creation of favorites links for all
current users, instructions for creating the links for an
individual user were created for the addition of future
users.

1. The SSO option will decrease user confusion
with new systems (no need to remember new
user ID and Password)
2. Improve ease of use of new Customer Care
and NWA systems

Jun 2012

This required a two part solution:
1) to research and remediate the root causes behind
the inflow of the issue.
2) to put in place processes and manage resolution of
the backlog of pended bills;

Resolve backlog of 2390 pended bill segments
(as of 9/23/2011), and subsequent inflow, to
resume timely billing. Fix abnormal root
causes so that Inflow of exceptions per billing
cycle will be manageable so that bills are
mailed to the customer on schedule. Will
result in improved cash flow and reduction of
customer inquiries and complaints.

Mar 2012

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Billing
10

Resolve backlog for
Exception 14626: Too
Many Consecutive
Estimates

This exception was one of the top four causing the
backlog of pended bills:
Based on configuration parameters, CC&B automatically
estimates readings for billing when actual readings are
not available, or when readings fail validation. In the
legacy AS400 system there was no limit on the number
of estimates, but at implementation of CC&B, this
setting was set to allow a maximum of two consecutive
estimates. After this occurs CC&B cannot estimate again
and generates Exception 14626 – Too Many Consecutive
Estimates.

The root cause of 14626 was found to be that, although
the system was configured to only allow two
consecutive estimates, the organization was not set up
to manage to that. Bills were estimated at an average
rate of 17% at the beginning of the true-up project, and
the billing organization was not able to keep up with
them. Compounding the problem, to get through daily
volumes, rather than obtain and use an accurate read
to resolve this exception, CSRs would often just enter a
manual estimate; this would by-pass the exception but
resulted in ever greater variance between the meter
and amount billed.
After completing analysis, the solution elected was to
leverage the AMR implementation to truly catch up on
estimated accounts. The backlog of pended bills was
worked, and for the interim period until the completion
of AMR meter deployment, the limit on the number of
consecutive estimates was lifted so that new bills would
not pend, thus eliminating the inflow.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

11

Redesign bill layout to
make water, sewerage,
and local charges
distinct

Currently, a single customer can receive Water, Waste
Water and other Bill Segment Types (Local, Deposit,
Admin, etc.) on a single bill, all tied to a single CC&B
Account. The bill layout needs to be redesigned to more
clearly differentiate the charges a customer is being
charged.

After analyzing different alternatives, a new bill layout
was designed that better differentiates the separate
sources of charges. In addition, a pie chart showing
subtotals by service type was added, to help customers
understand the where their money is going.

Bill design displays sewer charges on a
separate page and clearly displays the billing
information so that the customer knows who
the charges are from including the contact
information in the event a customer inquiry is
made.

Jun 2012

12

Implement No-Bill
monitoring & resolution
process

Billing needs to improved tools to identify accounts that
are not billed on a timely basis. Existing exceptions are
used to handle pended bills on an account-by-account
basis, but do not provide a holistic view of accounts that
are failing to bill.

Implement a "portal zone" in CC&B that the billing
manager can use to view all accounts which are on
cycle and not billing on a timely basis, from which their
resolution can be managed.

Billing issues identified and resolved when
they occur. Potential revenue loss identified
for remediation in a timely manner. Customer
receives bill on schedule. Will result in
improved customer service and reduced
customer complaints.

Jun 2012

Configure a portal within CC&B to view billing activities
by the way is organized -- by bill cycle and aging -- in
order to recognize and address areas that need
attention, whether areas falling behind for
performance issues, or areas that are experiencing
unusual inflows.
This portal shows a summary, by bill cycle, of:
- estimated vs. actual
- hi/lo to-dos
- pended bills & date of oldest pended bill
- number of suppressed bills
- custom to-dos

Cleveland Water billing manager and CSRs will
have visibility into performance in line with
how work is being managed and be able to
address potential issues proactively. This will
improve timeliness of billing and thus
customer satisfaction.

Jun 2012

In addition, implement a view in BI of all accounts that
have an incomplete setup such that they would fail to
be on cycle for billing: primarily due to missing data,
e.g. accounts that do not have a bill cycle.
13

Billing Manager
Operational Dashboard

In order to manage billing operational activities on a
daily basis, the billing manager needed a mechanism to
monitor areas that need attention at a granular level.
Work is being executed by bill cycle, and so the manager
and supervisors need a quick way to view key
operational data by bill cycle.

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Credit & Collections
14

Automate the creation
of Collection's
Disconnect Field
Activities

Current system configuration stops the "Severance
Process" at the completion of the Door Hanger field
activity. All customers that are disconnected for
nonpayment must have the disconnect field activity
manually generated by Collection CSR's 3 days prior to
being dispatched to the field staff. This also necessitates
the need for each account to be manually checked for
payments before the FA is dispatched.

Implement an automated process that allow CC&B to
generate the disconnect field activity on the day the
customer eligible for disconnection.

Automating the generation of disconnection
field activities will increase CSR efficiency by
eliminating the manual effort of creating field
activities and checking each account for
payments prior to dispatching the work to the
Field Staff.

Jun 2012

15

Update CC&B to add
Customer Contact Types
for the Collections and
Commercial Accounts

Credit & Collections does not have enough customer
contacts configured in CC&B to efficiently detail the
work that has been performed on accounts by CSR's.

Configure new Customer Contact Types in CC&B for
both the Collections department and the Commercial
Accounts Management Group.

Configuring additional Customer Contact
Types will enable CSR’s to more accurately
summarize the work that has been performed
on the account. This information will also

Jun 2012
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Category / Work Item Title
Management Groups

Issues

Solution

Benefits

The Commercial Accounts Management Group (CAMG)
is a newly organized group that need customer contacts
configured in CC&B to accurately reflect the type of
work that has been performed by these CSR's.

Completion
Timeframe

allow CSRs to quickly determine the type of
work that has previously been taken on the
account.

Because appropriate contact types are not available,
CSRs need to read through comment details to find
relevant interaction history with customers.
Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Customer
16

Provide CSRs access to
online bill images

Customers can access copies of their bills over the web,
but CSRs do not access to view these images, making it
difficult for CSRs to understand and respond to
customer inquiries about details on the bill.

Provided the CSR's with the access to the online
customer bills. This included training for Cleveland
Water's security access management team to manage
access authorization to the Kubra web bill presentment
side, and setting up those IDs for all appropriate CSRs.

Allow CSRs to ‘see’ what the customer is
seeing in reference to their bill which will
allow them to do their job more effectively
and with quicker reactions and responses,
improving customer satisfaction.

Jun 2012

17

Update security to allow
conditional NEORSD
update access

NEORSD users need the ability to view and update
NEORSD-related data within CC&B, while preventing
access to other data within CC&B.

Alternatives to provide NEORSD users access to view
and update NEORSD-related data within CC&B, while
preventing access to other data, were assessed. At the
current time, no acceptable technical solution has been
selected as onerous customization of CC&B would be
required to meet NEORSD's expectations; so NEORSD
users continue to not have access to the system, and
data requests from NEORSD are served by DPU's IT
department on request.

Access to Cleveland Water CC&B data
continues to be limited in accordance with City
policy. Future enhancements to CC&B or
policy decisions by the City in negotiation with
NEORSD may be made to further develop this
capability.

Jun 2012

18

Consistently Set Up
Non-Consumption
Based SAs during
Start/Stop Process

Non-Consumption service agreements, e.g. for city
administration fees or waste collection fees, have to be
manually added by CSRs during start of service and
removed at stoppage of service. The specific service
agreements required vary by jurisdiction. Many times
this is a missed step during the process, which
negatively impacts customer service and billing the
account correctly. This eventually leads to more account
servicing needs and potential issue escalations if not
handled smoothly.

The relationship between types of service agreement
required for each customer, based on their location, is
dynamic as billing agreements evolve between the City
of Cleveland DPU and other jurisdictions. In order to
maintain flexibility for future contracts, a hybrid
solution was implemented to meet this business need:
1. Standard Operating Procedures were developed and
trained on, for CSRs to create service agreements
appropriately based on jurisdiction.
2. A CC&B dashboard was created so that, if human
error caused service agreements to be created
inappropriately, it would be identified immediately and
both the account could be fixed and the CSR involved
could receive appropriate coaching before a billing
error happened.

1. Ensure accuracy around the selection of the
required service agreements (while leaving the
system flexibility to support evolving billing
agreements among jurisdictions)
2. Timely resolution of human errors in service
agreement set-up.
3. Elimination of a source of billing errors.

Jun 2012

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Fiscal
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Category / Work Item Title
19

Change calculation of
bill fee calculation to
improve customer
service

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

The way billing fees for municipalities was being charged
was by counting the number of segments created,
rather than the number of quarters being billed. In
order to keep calculating this accurately, when
customers' bills were corrected over a long period - e.g.,
to correct a change of ownership that occurred two
years ago - a separate bill would be calculated for each
quarter. This required extensive manual effort for each
bill, rather than simply using CC&B's automated
cancel/rebill; and resulted in customers being billed
multiple bills, one for each period, on the same day.

Establish policy to begin billing municipalities by
number of quarters billed rather than number of bill
segments generated. This will require updating
multiple reports to calculate municipality fees based on
number of quarters billed.

Customer service will be improved by
generating only one bill print for customer
exceptions that cover multiple bill periods.
Cleveland Water will realize a reduction in
printing costs and potentially reduce the
amount of return mail if customer addresses
are incorrect.

Jun 2012

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Meter
20

Decommission field
activity types that are
no longer required

With the implementation of AMR, there will be several
Field Activity (FA) types that should no longer be used,
in favor of AMR-specific FA types. There are other FA
types (e.g., M-VERIFY) that are available for CSRs to
select but that already are no longer supported, and if
selected will not get completed.

To eliminate the creation of new FA's with the obsolete
types, the identified FA types were decommissioned, by
updating CC&B to prevent FA types that are no longer
required from being selectable.

Removal of unnecessary FA type in selection
will save dropped field work by eliminating the
options which should not be used. This will
improve customer service by avoiding creation
of FA's that fail to get worked.

Jun 2012

21

Review and confirm
High/Low mass
completion options

This work item will be to review the current
configuration for the completion of high/low meter read
exceptions. High/Low configuration limits were updated
during Phase 1. This will ensure that the limits and
completion options are still appropriate based on review
of empirical results since phase 1.

The Turn Around Team worked with the parties
responsible for clearing Meter Reading High/Low
exception To Dos to observe daily volumes and
processes for reviewing and closing the To Dos. Any
meter reading that causes a consumption volume to be
very low, low, high, or very high will create a To Do to
be cleared. If the consumption falls into either the low
or high category, the reading should be reviewed but
the system will use it for billing if no action is taken.
For the very low and very high categories, if no action is
taken then a system estimate will be generated and
used for billing.

Ensure appropriate processes are followed,
correct system exception limits are set, and
exceptions generated are manageable.

Jun 2012

The high and very high To Do buckets are set to limits
that appropriately stop inconsistent usages from being
passed to billing. For most cases if a high or very high To
Do is created there is either a problem with the current
meter reading or with the previously billed reading.
These exceptions are resolved by the billing group.
If the parameters are set too tight, the will not allow for
an appropriate level of possible variability in consumer
behavior and usage. At the same time if the parameters
are set too loose, then readings too far outside of
expectations could be billed without review by a user.

Upon review of meter reading which are causing Hi/Lo
To Dos it was decided to make no further changes to
the parameters. The volume of very low and low To
Dos is at a manageable level. The high and very high To
Do buckets are set to limits that appropriately stop
inconsistent usages from being passed to billing. If the
parameters are set tighter the will not allow for an
appropriate level of possible variability in consumer
behavior and usage. At the same time if the
parameters are set looser then readings too far outside
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

1) Short-Term
a. Load available data from existing GIS Analysis and
creating alerts.
b. Build ability to repeat this load periodically
c. Develop SOP/procedures for removing the alert
when appropriate.
2) Medium Term
a. Work with Datamatic to define new interface file
layout that will support meter reader comments.
b. Change our upload process to support comments.
i. Possibly load skip codes 06, 07, 08 (and
develop/confirm procedures for working any resulting
To Dos – possibly automatically)
c. Test internally, and with Datamatic.

1) Having the Vacant Property information
incorporated into CC&B will enable
appropriate decisions to be made regarding
the handling of accounts within Billing and
Meter Operations.

Phase 1

Implement a new rate version for all waste water rates
that are impacted by the new NEORSD rate structure.

NEORSD has eliminated the minimum charge
for waste water – this will benefit low usage
customers. NEORSD has also added a ‘fixed’
fee, which will provide them with a
predictable revenue source.

of expectations could be billed without first being
reviewed and confirmed by a user.
22

Integrate vacant
property data

Available data is not being used by CC&B; there is a
need to develop and implement process to upload
vacant property from GIS, with supporting SOPs.

2) Having the meter reading comments
available in CC&B will allow the information to
be available to users accessing the system.
This means the information can be used to
help make decisions in regards to the account,
for example if the comment states that the
premise is vacant then a decision can be made
that a non-progressing meter at the location
may not actually be defective but rather it is
correctly displaying no usage.

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Rates
23

NEORSD Rate Change &
affordability/crisis
voucher programs January 1, 2012

The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (NEORSD)
requires a wastewater fee rate structure change
beginning January 1, 2012. The proposed new rate
structure will require implementation into the Cleveland
Water billing systems.

Implement the Affordability Program based on NEORSD
requirements and within the parameters of the existing
Water Program.
Implement the Crisis Voucher Program based on
NEORSD requirements.

Jun 2012

NEORSD customers will be able to utilize the
Affordability/Homestead programs similar to
what Water customers are able to use,
assuming they are eligible.
NEORSD customers will also be able to utilize
the Crisis Voucher Program, in addition to the
Affordability/Homestead programs to assist in
situation where an economic hardship has
occurred.

24

Cleveland Water Rate
Change - January 1,
2012

Cleveland City Council passed Ordinance 462-11 in the
Spring of 2011 which includes water rate changes that
are effective January 1, 2012. The rate change includes
a structural change to the rate – the size of the ‘steps’ in
the stepped water rate are changing.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
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Compliance with ordinance passed by City
Council.

Mar 2012

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.
Application / Fix / Application Fix; Billing
25

Improve configuration
for Waste Collection Fee
exemption

Errors occurred with how solid waste dwelling
exemptions were processed, leading to customers with
approved exemptions being charged the Solid Waste
collection fee.

Changed configuration to improve consistent treatment
of exemptions
Created queries to monitor that eligible accounts were
being maintained accurately.

Customers eligible for Waste Collection Fee
exemption will not be charged for service.
Reduction in customer complaints/inquiries
and manual billing corrections.

Dec 2011

26

Resolve incorrect “credit
review dates” for
accounts with
suppressed bills

Each day a job runs that is intended to set the trigger
dates for pending collection events out by 60 days for
accounts that have a suppressed bill. However, an error
caused many accounts to be exempted from collections
and severance treatment until as much as multiple
decades into the future. Additionally, these future
postponed credit review dates were not removed once a
bill is no longer suppressed.

1. Design and develop script to update postpone credit
review date for affected accounts
2. Design and develop script to cancel collection events
with future trigger dates greater than 100 days and to
cancel related severance events.
3. Remediate code that was incorrectly setting the
credit review date

About 17,000 accounts that have not been
subject to the collections process will enter
the Collections process on schedule if
payments are not received, resulting in
improved cash flow; at time of
implementation, about 6,000 of these
accounts are in a state that they will be
selected for active collections treatment.

Mar 2012

27

Resolve duplicate
charges issue for deduct
meters when final read
field activity is created

Accounts with deduct meters are double billed the "final
read charge" when final read field activity is created

Corrected the configuration to recognize deduct meters
and only levy this charge once.

Correctly bill customers for meter read charge
on Final Bills.
Will reduce customer inquiries and manual
billing corrections.

Dec 2011

28

To Dos not
automatically closed
when Cases are closed

To dos were not automatically closed when the case
with causing business issues are closed, so CSRs time
would be wasted re-opening and investigating to dos for
issues that had previously been resolved.

Reconfigure case management to close to dos when the
source cases is closed. Impacted case types:
• High Bill
• Low Bill
• Adjustment Dispute
• Summer Sprinkling Dispute
• Plumber’s Form
• Cancel Case.

To-dos automatically created by a case will no
longer be left open after the Case is closed.
Previously, 4,500 pending to-dos had been left
open after the case was closed.
Allows Cleveland Water CSRs to avoid
spending time on to-dos that are open in
error, and instead focus their efforts working
on valid to dos that need to be addressed.

Phase 1

Correct past due notices to show complete past due
totals

Print accurate delinquent balance amount on
letters to past due customers
Improve efficiency of collections processing
Reduce customer complaints

Phase 1

Update letter extract to include additional field
requirements by collection department; update letter
templates for final pay Statement and status request

Automated collections letters will be sent
accurately and on a timely basis. This will
speed collections as well as save the

Phase 1

Application / Fix / Application Fix; Credit & Collections
29

Correct Past Due Totals
on Notices

Totals on past due notices only printed water balances,
failing to include all other service types; so customers
paying the notified amount would not actually pay off
their complete overdue balance.

Application / Fix / Application Fix; Customer
30

Fix problems with final
pay statement and
status requests

Automated collections letters for final pay statement
and status requests statement were inaccurate; so CSRs
had to create and print these letters manually instead.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

statements

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

statement that uses the extract file as data.

collections department 13-16 hours a month
of time spent of producing manual letters.

Billing should review each suppressed bill. Investigate
and determine if the bill is correct. If correct, the bill
should be mailed. If not, corrective action should be
taken so that the bill can be Cancel/Rebilled.
a. For the backlog, use list of suppressed bills with total
A/R balance to prioritize accounts with large balances
and also use the monthly list of suppressed bills that
have been cancelled to review and determine if these
should be marked as resolved.
i. The Billing Department should focus on reducing the
backlog by:
1. Prioritize accounts with large balances (higher impact
on customer and A/R).
2. Review bills that have already been cancelled.
3. Work recently suppressed bills.
b. For new suppressed bills (bills suppressed after
8/15/11), begin manually cancel/rebilling bills or
regenerating and mailing in a timely manner after they
have been suppressed. Review the reasons for the
billing error and address root causes. Use the SQL in
the attached list of suppressed bills since Aug 15 to
monitor for any improvement in the process of catching
bills prior to bills getting generated (preventing the
need for suppression).

The existing backlog, as well as subsequent
inflow, have been resolved and impacted
customers have received their bills. Bills that
now are suppressed are released on a timely
basis. As an additional a result, accounts
receivable amounts are more accurate
because they do not include suppressed bills.

Phase 1

Backlog / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Billing
31

Resolve existing backlog
of suppressed bills

Suppressed bills are not always cancelled promptly and
corrections sometimes take several weeks or months to
complete, so accounts receivable amounts are incorrect
during that period.

Backlog / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
32

Reduce the backlog of
Unprocessed Change of
Ownership Accounts in
Collections

The Collections department has a backlog of
outstanding accounts with pending Change of
Ownership. These pending transactions make a direct
impact on Cleveland Water’s revenue.

Organize and prioritize the pending Change of
Ownership accounts among the Collections CSR's to
work the backlog.

Completing the pending Change of Ownership
accounts will reduce loss of revenue and
writes-offs due to unprocessed accounts. This
will also increase the accuracy of customer
information.

Phase 1

33

Reduce the backlog of
Unprocessed
Bankruptcy Cases in
Collections

There is a backlog of unprocessed work in the
Collections Department. Over 1300 accounts need to
have a bankruptcy transaction processed. The backlog
of work dates back to 2010.

Organize enough resources to work the backlog of
accounts linked to Bankruptcy.

Reported revenue will be more accurate and
will no longer reflect outstanding debt from
discharged bankruptcy cases.

Phase 1

Dismissed Bankruptcy cases will go back into
Collections allowing Cleveland Water to
pursue normal collection activity to collect
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Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
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outstanding balances.
34

Reduce the backlog of
Unprocessed Status
Requests in Collections

There is a backlog of over 600 Status Requests to be
processed. These outstanding requests can cause an
increase in call volume.

Form a team of skilled Cleveland Water employees that
will work the backlog in all areas of the Collections
Department.

Processing the outstanding status request will
decrease the potential of duplicate requests
and reduce the call volume

Phase 1

35

Reduce the backlog of
Collection Agency
accounts that need to
be manually checked for
payments

There is a backlog of over 600 accounts that have been
sent to the Collection Agency that need to be verified
for payments. This has to be done on a monthly basis
for all accounts sent to the collection agency.

Develop a query that can be run at any given moment
that will detail accounts sent to the Collection Agency
for a specified period that has had payments posted to
the account.

The new report will increased productivity of
the Collection CSR's and eliminate the need to
manually check each collection agency
account for payments.

Phase 1

The following changes were investigated to order to
reduce and resolve issues causing the large amount of
return mail for Cleveland Water. Some of these items
were large enough to spin off additional independent
work items.

1. Increase the ability to get bills and
notifications to customers
2. Increase the ability to collect on accounts
3. Reduce the amount of returned mail
4. Reduce the amount of postage paid on
accounts that will be returned

Phase 1

By working both the current backlog and
future To Do's the business will be able to bill
customers more accurately and in a timely
manner.

Phase 1

Backlog / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Fiscal
36

Resolve returned bills
backlog

The Cleveland Water team needs to review issues that
are contributing to return mail.

1. Implement the NCOA Address interface into
production and process the daily NCOA Address
Standardization file from Source Link
2. Have Source Link send a list of rejected/failed to
deliver addresses from Cleveland Water that can be
manually researched and resolved
3. Verify accounts have the correct name format on all
accounts
4. Allow Source Link to Suppress bills that are rejected
due to the following errors:
a. 11- Invalid/City/State/Zip
b. 12 – Invalid State
c. 13 – Invalid City
d. 17 – Insufficient Data
e. 21 – Address Not found
5. Develop a process that will address mail returned
from stamped Vacant.
Backlog / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Meter
37

Remediate pending
Start/Stop Service
Agreement for too long

The Meter Reading Team would like to address the
backlog of outstanding ‘Pending Start/Stop SA for too
long’ To Do’s assigned to meter reading.

Create a procedure / ‘Blitz’ document with instructions
of how to clear this To Do properly. The document will
be used by the business to work the existing backlog.
Once the backlog of outstanding To Do’s has been
worked the business can then use this procedure to
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

work the To Do’s as they are created in the future.

As of June 2012, this backlog has been
eliminated and inflow was worked on a
regular basis.

Note, several existing procedures exist for how to enter
and complete a Start or Stop order. These have been
reviewed and are accurate.

Completion
Timeframe

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Billing
38

Create new Adjustment
Types to accurately
track remediated bills

Adjustment Types in CC&B do not cover all of the
current categories and are not in alignment with the
new Adjustment policy and procedures

Reviewed Adjustment Types in existence, and added
new Adjustment Types for categories not covered.

Improved visibility into types of adjustment
issued.

Dec 2011

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Credit & Collections
39

Smooth out the daily
generation of collection
field activities

Collection Field Activities are being generated primarily
1 day of the week with minimal field activities the other
4 days of the week. In addition customers who became
eligible to enter collections exactly 40 days after their
billing period would not receive their first collection
notice. These issues cause a delay in generating daily
work for the Field Staff because the CSR's are working
based on old field activities which have to be checked
for payments before dispatching to the Collections Field
Staff.

Update CC&B configuration, including the Grace Day
parameter, and configuration of the "SED" batch job to
"working days" from "calendar days" to ensure orders
are generated evenly throughout the week. Update the
"Customer Class number of days until entering
Collections" configuration setting to ensure all past due
customer receive the proper notification.

Updating the configuration will ensure all past
due customers receive proper notification.
These changes will also allow Collection Field
Activities to be generated and scheduled
evenly throughout the week eliminating the
need for Collections CSR's to manually check
each account for payments before dispatching
work to the Collection's Field Staff. The Field
Staff will be able to receive their work sooner
and complete more disconnects throughout
the week. The configuration changes will also
reduce the potential of unprocessed field
activities.

Mar 2012

40

Add New Customer
Contact types and
Adjustment types for
Collections

There is a need to add additional Credit and Collections
Customer Contact Types and an additional Adjustment
Types specific to the Bankruptcy Process.

Configure the additional Customer Contact and
Adjustment types for the different types of bankruptcy
transactions that occur in the Collections department.

The new customer contact types will
accurately describe type of transaction taken
on bankruptcy case and increase accuracy of
information in CC&B. CSR’s will be able to
select more descriptive customer contact and
adjustment types that will accurately describe
the type of work completed.

Phase 1

41

Disable Credit Score
feature in CC&B

Disable/ Circumvent Credit Score feature in CC&B (once
pended bill backlog is resolved) (see work-around for
Phase 1 - Prioritize Cut-offs WIC 3928)

Cleveland Water has elected to not utilize the credit
score feature in CC&B in order to become more
aggressive with the Collections prioritization based on
balance outstanding as its strategy for reducing the
active A/R

1. All customers regardless of credit score will
enter into the Collections and Severance
processes at the same dollar limit.
2. All customers with a past due balance will
receive notification of their past due balance
and will be nominated for severance when
their balance exceeds the current threshold
limit.
3. The Collections Field Staff will have more

Dec 2011
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Solution
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customers to disconnect for non-payment.
4. Outstanding A/R will be reduced
5. There will be no differentiated treatment
between customers identified as “risky” or
“normal” in CC&B
42

Create Property Type
Alert to identify
different types of
property

The Collections Manager would like to add an alert in
CC&B to identify the type of property an account is residential, commercial, residential-rental, commercialrental

The solution chosen was to use data already displayed
on the Control Central page including:
a. SA type
b. Information from the “Current Context” portion of
the Dashboard

Using reliable information that currently exists
in CC&B increases information accuracy and
prevents the creation of a new alert in the
Dashboard

Jun 2012

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Customer
43

Formalize email
templates for online
inquiry responses

When customer inquiries are received by email, there is
no online form response back to the customer
systematically and no provision for CSRs to send a
manual response, so customers do not receive
acknowledgement that their inquiry has been received.

Implemented an on-line response capability using
Cleveland Water's existing technology. This includes:
- Development of templates for online inquiry
responses
- Set up of a customer service mail box, with automated
response to inbound email informing customers that
their inquiry has been received and will be responded
to
- Creation of templates for CSRs to send customer
responses.

This will provides an effective and efficient
means of providing customer responses online
efficiently and consistently.

Dec 2011

44

Fix ability to delete or
modify an online
payment prior to
completing the
transaction

Customer Service needs the ability for a customer or
CSR to delete or modify an online payment via Kubra
prior to completing the transaction (previous
functionality that is not currently working).

This was apparently a function the system used to
support. It was determined that this was a bug in the
service provider, Kubra, and was raised with them for
resolution.

This will allow CSRs to correct mistakes they
may have made if they are aware of the error
before submitting the transaction.

Phase 1

45

Add fields to Audit Table

Customer Service wants to address configuring
additional fields to track for audit purposes.

The top field(s) that can be updated by a user that will
impact their billing (such as readings, service
agreements, and other actions defined by the business)
should be captured in the audit table.

All interactions with customers will be
documented for future references and actions
performed on the account can be tracked to
specific users in order to facilitate
investigations, training, or disciplinary actions.

Jun 2012

See related work items.

Provides the ability to track KPI metrics

Phase 1

Enable configuration within CC&B to create/send
customer letters for when skip codes 12 and 13 are

Many customers have shown to be responsive
to the skip 11 letters requesting

Phase 1

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Fiscal
46

New report
requirements for CIS
Dashboard

This work item was replaced by four others, one for
each work stream / business area within the Customer
Account Services organization.

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Meter
47

Send letter to schedule
appointment for skip

Currently, meter read remark code 11 (Not Registering)
is creating customer contacts that cause letters to be
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48

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

codes 12 and 13

sent to the customer requesting an appointment be
made. There are also letter(s) for codes 12 (Meter
Missing) and 13 (No Meter), but the system is not
configured to create/send them. As a result the field
problems behind these exceptions are not fixed.

returned from Meter Reading.

appointments. If more appointments can be
scheduled for service locations with known
issues then the problems can be corrected,
ultimately reducing the need for estimated
bills.

Revise High-end
Parameters

Review Hi/Lo configuration to ensure that exceptions
that are created and auto completed are appropriate.

Based on the data analysis completed during the
creation of this work item the recommendation was to
change the system ‘Hi’ and ‘Very Hi’ parameters from
the current settings (6 times the previous year’s usage
for ‘Hi’ and 10.8 times previous year’s usage for ‘Very
Hi’) to new configuration of 3 times the previous year’s
usage for ‘Hi’ and 3.75 times previous year’s usage for
‘Very Hi’.

This change will potentially increase the
number of ‘very hi’ To Do’s at the same time
as reducing the potential of creating/sending
extremely high bills without business
knowledge. In turn this will allow exceptions
to be worked in advance and reduce the
number of manually suppressed bills or
cancel/rebills.

Phase 1

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.

Compliance with ordinance passed by City of
Euclid.

Mar 2012

Compliance with ordinance passed by City of
Euclid.

Mar 2012

Compliance with ordinance passed by North
Olmsted.

Mar 2012

Configuration / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Rates
49

Euclid Rate Change - 4Q
2011 (simple)

City of Euclid requested that Cleveland Water modify
their Sewer Rates based on Ordinance 231-2008.

Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.
50

Strongsville (simple)

City of Strongsville requested that Cleveland Water
modify their Sewer Rates based on Ordinance 2006-239.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.

51

N. Olmsted (simple)

North Olmsted desires to make rate changes in CC&B.
Analysis, design and testing of the changes should be
scheduled in view of other work item requirements.

Implement updated steps and BF Values, as
appropriate, to support documented changes.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
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Completion
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Compliance with ordinance passed by Fairview
Park.

Mar 2012

In Phase 1, a manual process to bill Portage
Count was implemented. This was automated
in phase 2 to bill using CC&B base
functionality.

Mar 2012

Compliance with ordinance passed by Bedford
Heights.

Mar 2012

Compliance with ordinance passed by
Newburgh Heights.

Mar 2012

ordinance.
52

Fairview Park (simple)

The City of Fairview Park suggests that Cleveland Water
modify their Sewer Rates based on Ordinance 09-78.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.

53

Portage County
Rate/master meter/bulk
billing agreement

Cleveland Water established a master meter / bulk
billing agreement with Portage County, and needs to be
able to bill for it.

In phase 1, a method was developed to temporarily bill
the usage outside of CC&B for approximately 6 to 8
months until necessary rate change testing can be
completed and billing within CC&B implemented.
Fiscal Control to manually generate a bill for this
account, outside of CC&B (before CC&B, all master
meter bills were generated manually like this).
In phase 2, the master meter service agreement was
set up for automated billing.

54

Bedford Heights (Bill
Factor Change)

North Olmsted desires to make rate changes in CC&B,
but details of the changes and implementation date are
unknown at this time. Analysis, design and testing of the
changes should be scheduled in view of other work item
requirements.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.

55

Newburgh Heights New
Trash Fee

Newburgh Heights is going to start charging a Trash
Collection Fee as of 1/1/2012. This will be a new Service
Agreement in CC&B for Residential Accounts with
Newburgh Heights premises, and active water service.
The fee will be $10/month, which includes the fee that
Newburgh Heights will pay to Cleveland for the billing
service.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and test
across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
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Compliance with ordinance passed by Euclid.

Jun 2012

ordinance.
56

Euclid Rate Change - 2Q
2012

Bill Factor change for Euclid waste water treatment

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates that
use rate steps. Also update all bill factor values for
water rates that have changed per the approved
ordinance.

57

Implement Fixed Charge
Based on Meter Size

On May 23, 2011 the City Council of Cleveland passed
Ordinance No. 462-11 which modified rates and charges
for water service offered by Cleveland Water (Cleveland
Water).

1. Store meter size as a characteristic on the Service
Point
2. Configure water rates to charge a Fixed Fee based on
meter size
3. Develop database triggers to update or insert meter
size characteristics on the Service Point based on the
same characteristic on the Meter.
4. Update the Affordability discount percentage to 40%
as of 7/16/2011 via configuration.
5. Develop a report that shows amount billed vs.
amount collected based on meter size.
6. Add a new Distribution Code for the Fixed Charge via
Configuration.
7. Add a new Adjustment Code for the Fixed Charge via
Configuration.
8. Add a bill message announcing the new fixed charge
will be included on the customer’s first bill that
contains the fixed charge.
9. Update default adjustment amounts for
miscellaneous charges as of 7/16/2011
a. Install/ Replace meters
b. Reading re-registering meters
c. Special service calls by customer request
d. Charge for appointment broken by customer
e. Returned checks
10. Develop a new report that compares values for
Meter Size on SP Characteristic table and Meter Size on
Meter Characteristic table. (Confirms that the trigger is
working)

Compliance with ordinance.
City benefits will include:
- Increase in revenue
- Larger portion of water revenue will fixed
and not based on usage

Phase 1

58

Stop Charging Missed
Appointment Fee

Cleveland Water would like to stop charging the Missed
Appt Fee to minimize issues with the mass deployment
of AMR meters. The policy should be reassessed as
AMR deployment nears completion.

Change CC&B configuration to avoid automatically
charging a fee with a Field Activity is returned indicating
missed appointment. The missed appointment will still
be tracked for historical purposes but the adjustment

Mitigate risk of customer complaints relating
to AMR deployment.

Jun 2012
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will not be charged.
Configuration / Fix / Application Fix; Billing
59

Resolve incorrect billing
of East Cleveland local
charges

Cleveland Water billed local service charges for East
Cleveland until April 2011. When that was terminated,
all service agreements being billed for the services were
meant to be stopped: 4,387 that could be stopped
through automation were. However a further list of 182
requiring manual updates were not updated. These
charges needed to be reversed and stopped on a goforward basis.

The two part solution for this problem was to:
1. Identify and remediate the impacted accounts. For
this, incorrectly billed amounts were canceled, and the
offending service agreement stopped.
2. Update the rate definition for east Cleveland local
charges so that, with an effective date of termination,
the go-forward charges would be $0 in case anyone
gets set up again.

Correct former incorrect billing on 182
accounts.
Prevent future incorrect billing for this
stopped charge.

Jun 2012

60

Resolve incorrect billing
of City of Solon local
charges

Cleveland Water billed local service charges for City of
Solon and Richfield Village until February 3, 2011. When
that was terminated, all service agreements being billed
for the services were meant to be stopped. The City of
Solon also took over A/R for these accounts. Accounts
that could be stopped through automation were;
however, a list of 151 requiring manual updates were
not updated. These charges needed to be reversed and
stopped on a go-forward basis.

The two part solution for this problem was to:
1. Identify and remediate the impacted accounts. For
this, incorrectly billed amounts were canceled, and the
offending service agreement stopped.
2. Update the rate definition for east Cleveland local
charges so that, with an effective date of termination,
the go-forward charges would be $0 in case anyone
gets set up again.

Correct former incorrect billing on 151
accounts.
Prevent future incorrect billing for this
stopped charge.

Jun 2012

61

Prevent meter readings
failing the “very low”
check result in
estimated bills

When meters registered very low usage, high/low
exceptions would be created and bills would be
generated based on estimates instead of the actual
read.

Changed system configuration to allow use of actual
reads even when they register very low consumption

Eliminate system estimates occurring when a
valid meter reading exists.
Eliminate need for CSRs to work unnecessary
Cancels and Rebills, as a result of the actual
reads having been replaced by too high system
estimates.
Increased accurate bills sent to customers.
Based on a sample of occurrences over 11
consecutive business days, estimated to
improve accuracy of billing for over 5,000
accounts per quarter.

Phase 1

62

Improve bill design to
resolve issue with multipage bills

Bill layout errors with multi-page bills caused customer
confusion:
- Headers not repeated on sections spanning multiple
pages
- Limited number of messages could print on bill, based
on the amount of space required by printing the charge
detail section
- Descriptions required two rows on the bill.

Change the bill print format to print messages across
the full length of the row, followed by charges also
printed across the full length of the row.

More clear and concise billing detail
presentment so that customers can better
read and understand the charges on their bills.
This should result in a reduced number of
customer inquiries.
Provided ability to print all bill segment
messages for which a customer is eligible.

Phase 1

"Cancel final read adjustment type" calculates charges

1: Make configuration change so go forward charges

Accurate adjustment amounts levied when the

Phase 1

63

Correct value on "Cancel

Bill print also changed to print header and related detail
information on the same bill page. If a page break is
necessary, the header information will be repeated on
the following page.

66

Category / Work Item Title
final read adjustment
type"

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

inaccurately, resulting in wrong charges to customer.
There can be different types of adjustments that are
meant to balance each other out, but they are for
different amounts so the account is not credited
enough.

are accurate.
2: Data repair to fix historical data and credit customers
if appropriate.

field activity to get a final read is updated with
the remark to cancel get final read and the
adjustment is generated.
31 accounts processed manually;
405 accounts corrected through automated
data repair.

After analysis and testing of the appropriate threshold
for manageable work volumes, the dollar threshold for
Severance Process was initially raised to a much higher
$750 limit, to focus collections on accounts with highest
balances. Process was established and tested to
periodically adjust the threshold as an operational task,
to keep the work volume at an appropriate rate in line
with changes in the debt portfolio.

Collections activity will focus on accounts with
higher past due balances
Reduction of uncompletable door hanger field
activities being created
Reduction of manual effort in canceling field
activities
Reduction or elimination of accounts that get
skipped from collection monitoring due to old
pending severance activities.

Mar 2012

Configuration / Fix / Application Fix; Credit & Collections
64

Change the $ threshold
for the Severance
Process

Configuration for accounts to go into Severance Process
is set at $100 for both residential and commercial
accounts. This amount creates too large a number of
Door Hanger field activities to be kept up with, and has
created a backlog of pending Severance Processes that
have not been completed or canceled, that prevents
these accounts from circling back into the Collections
process.

Configuration / Fix / Application Fix; Customer
65

Grant CSRs system
authorization to
complete to-dos for
corrected account
situations

CSRs could work to-dos for and correct targeted account
situations, but were not authorized to complete the todo, leaving it open and causing rework.

Configure security as well as train CSRs to complete todos for account situations they have corrected (such as
Cancel/rebill or bill adjustments)

Reduce the billing team backlog and allow the
billing team to spend time resolving
outstanding customer issues, and not
inefficiently research items that have already
been corrected.

Phase 1

66

Enable CSRs to stop “EZ
Pay” (bank drafts) at
both the account and
bill level

System prevented CSRs from removing EZ Pay at
account level, requiring a cumbersome work-around to
remove this service at a customer’s request.

Configure security and train CSRs to stop EZ Pay at both
the account and bill level (eliminate the existing workaround)

Allow CSRS to achieve first call resolution by
being to complete all tasks in the EZ Pay
removal themselves and thus reduce workload
from the billing team as well.
Reduce the number of errors that occur in the
daily EZ Pay extract batch job.

Phase 1

67

Enable CSRs to release
suppressed and pended
bills they have reviewed

CSRs could review suppressed and pended bills;
however they could not release them even if they were
qualified to do so.

Configure security to allow CSRs to release suppressed
and pended bills for the targeted scenarios that they
have been trained to review and resolve for billing
accuracy

Eliminate duplicate processing by billing team
to release pended bills
Increase first call resolution.

Phase 1

Changed security access so that only authorized users
can schedule D&M field activities.

Meter operations schedule will not be
overbooked, appointments will not be missed,
and workers will not be overextended
D&M Department Lead confirmed that the
Dispatch Schedule has not been updated since

Phase 1

Configuration / Fix / Application Fix; Meter
68

Distribution and
Maintenance (D&M)
overbooking

Unauthorized users could add appointments for D&M
crews, resulting in overbooking

67
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the security access adjustments were made
69

Correct Message to
Customer when an
appointment is required
to resolve a meter issue

The customer letter for Non-Working meters is triggered
when a Skip Code 11 is entered by a meter
reader. When uploaded, the skip code entry create a
customer contact indicating the skip reason and the
contact in turn creates a record for the customer letter
to be sent to SourceLink where the letter is printed and
mailed to the customer. The intent of the letter is for
the customer to then call Cleveland Water and schedule
an appointment for the non-functioning meter/register
to be fixed or replaced. In reality though the letter
actually states that Cleveland Water will contact the
customer to schedule the appointment when no such
outreach is actually performed. This WIC will be used to
correct the wording of the outbound letter to drive the
customer action desired, a call to Cleveland Water for
an appointment.

The decision was made to stop sending the letter to
customers based on the skip codes from meter reading
remarks. This decision was made in order to reduce the
volume of calls from customers requesting
appointments during AMR deployment. This is to allow
more time per appointment that is created due to the
increase time required to perform an AMR installation.
New correspondences for AMR Deployment are being
sent to all customers based on a pre-determined
deployment schedule. This letter requests the
customer to call and schedule an appointment for their
meter to be replaced with an AMR devise. The phone
number the customer is being requested to call is the
Clear Reads call center which will alleviate the increase
call volume in to the Cleveland Water call center as well
as the available appointments for Cleveland Water
installers.

Sending correspondence that accurately
describes the action required of customers
(calling to schedule appointment) will drive up
response rates.

Jun 2012

Eliminate the 'do not pro rate' customization and
restore base functionality of 'Override Pro-ration
factors'. Allowed use of new rate versions for Jan 1
2012 rate changes.

Proration will work as the business requires,
and the new Rate Versions effective 1/1/2012
will prorate correctly. System is more stable
and better prepared for future upgrades, by
having less customization.

Mar 2012

FDM requires parsed addresses (Street Num, Street
Name, Prefix, Suffix etc.) to be stored in separate fields.
CC&B stores unparsed addresses, and at conversion,
parsed addresses were stored as special characteristics.
However, as new premises have been created since
conversion, the characteristics for the parsed address
fields have not been populated so these fail on
attempted AMR installation.

Create an update script to populate the parsed address
fields where they are missing; and update P&S
procedures to populate these parsed fields on a goforward basis when new premises are created.

This will prevent exceptions that would occur
for AMR meter deployment (one time) and
meter read download/upload (quarterly)
This change will allow all accounts to flow to
FDM for mass AMR deployment.

Mar 2012

Billing receives large numbers of to-do requests daily
from other Departments that has resulted in a large
backlog. However, many of the to-dos have already
been worked, but were not closed. (In some cases, CSRs
working the to-do did not have the security to close it).

Identified and categorized billing to-dos for agreed
criteria when a to-do can automatedly be closed.
Created and executed data repair to close these to-dos.
(This work is in conjunction with separate Phase 1
initiatives that addressed root causes that contributed

Close approximately 10,000 Billing To Dos that
appear to already have been worked based on
specific criteria and determine additional To
Dos (potentially additional 2000 - 3000) that
should be closed based on age. Those

Mar 2012

Configuration / Fix / Application Fix; Rates
70

Eliminate invalid 'do not
pro rate' customization

At initial implementation, a customization was
implemented to prevent pro-rating that prevented new
rate versions from being implemented.

Data / AMR Enablement / AMR Enablement; Meter
71

Populate Missing Parsed
Addresses

Data / Fix / Data Fix; Billing
72

Design and implement
data repair / process to
remove stale/obsolete
CSR-created billing todos (Part 1)

68

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

to the accumulation of the billing to-do backlog)

remaining will become the backlog to be
addressed.

Completion
Timeframe

73

Design and implement
data repair / process to
remove stale/obsolete
Custom Billing To Dos
(Part 2 - Additional
Criteria)

After completing work item "Design and implement data
repair / process to address CSR-created billing to-dos
(Part 1)", the team reviewing the remaining to dos to
identify if an additional set could be mass closed based
on refined criteria.

Criteria were refined and the process re-executed to
close an additional 3,000 items.

Mass closed additional stale to-dos; at the end
of this process, the 'clutter' had been closed,
leaving only to-dos that actually required
manual intervention to research and resolve.

Jun 2012

74

Resolve billing
inaccuracies on
accounts with city codes
/ service agreement
type mismatch (Part 1 manual cleanup)

Mismatch between city codes and Service Agreement or
missing Municipal Charges caused Billing inaccuracies
(Part 1 - 330 accounts requiring manual intervention for
remediation)

Identify and implement manual process to update the
identified Accounts with mismatch between City Codes
and Service Agreement by adding a Service Agreement
or correcting the Premise City Code.
“Part 1” addressed 330 service agreements that
required manual intervention due to ambiguity of data.

Will result in correcting approximately 330
service agreements that are not set up
correctly based on the Premise City Code.
Service agreements set up correctly by city
code will appropriately bills services to
customers and ensure that the right entity
receives payments received.

Dec 2011

75

Resolve billing
inaccuracies on
accounts with city codes
/ service agreement
type mismatch (Part 2 automated data repair)

Mismatch between city codes and Service Agreement or
missing Municipal Charges caused Billing inaccuracies
(Part 2 – 1,800 accounts fixed through automated data
repair)

“Part 2” addressed 1,800 service agreements that could
be set up through an automated data repair:
1. Strongsville Admin Fee: service agreement will have
a start date equal to start date of water service
agreement.

Will result in billing approximately 1,800
service agreements that are currently not
billed, resulting in annual increases of:
Waste Collection Fees. $71,700;
East Cleveland Refuse, $63,000;
Strongsville Admin Fee, $7,000.

Mar 2012

1. District providing service will be identified
accurately.
2. Cleveland Water will provide better service
by properly billing and collecting for the

Mar 2012

2. Waste Collection Fee service agreements: service
agreement will have a start date equal to last bill date
for water service, if greater than 2009-12-31. If there is
no last bill date, the start date will be equal to start
date of water. If the start date of the water service
agreement is prior to 2010-01-01, the account will be
kicked out in an exception query that will be provided
to Department of Assessments and Licensing (DAL) to
address manually. There will be no back billing unless
there is a pended bill.
3. East Cleveland Refuse service agreements: service
agreement to be added will have a start date equal to
last bill date of water service agreement. If no last bill
date, the start date will be 2012-01-01. There will be no
back billing unless there is a pended bill.
76

Resolve Undefined City
Codes on Premise Data

Premises had been set up with undefined City Codes. As
a result, the system was unable to calculate sewerage
charges for accounts at these premises, resulting in

City Code will be corrected immediately by automated
cross reference with GIS where possible. Remaining
accounts that cannot be found in GIS will reviewed
manually to ensure that the appropriate service

69

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

under billing.

agreements exist for billing purposes.
Also add a query to BI so that new premises that get
created with an invalid city code can be identified and
remediated.

appropriate sewer district.

Completion
Timeframe

77

Resolve Undefined City
Codes on Premise Data GIS Refresh

After the first iteration of this correction was completed,
there was still a large number of incorrect premises left,
due to data missing in GIS.

The list of premises with invalid city codes was used as
a basis to identify areas in GIS that needed to be
updated. After GIS was updated, the process to correct
city codes in CC&B was re-run.

Initial run updated 1300 premises; after
updating GIS, the re-run was expected to
update an additional 3000 premises but it was
found that inactive addresses could not be
remediated; instead, these service addresses
that couldn't be updated were tagged to not
be reused in the future.

Jun 2012

78

Resolve Invalid
Distribution Code/City
Code

The combination of distribution codes and city codes are
used to determine how to disburse monies collected to
the appropriate entity. Invalid combinations were
found, and need to be corrected so accounting is
appropriately performed. A total of 2037 accounts with
this problem was found.

Resolve invalid combinations of distribution codes and
city codes in order to route monies collected to the
appropriate entity.
1952 were corrected by a change to a rate definition;
the remaining 85 will require manual investigation, a
list has been provided to Fiscal to investigate and
resolve.

Proper accounting and distribution of revenue
billed. Monies collected are remitted to
proper jurisdiction.

Jun 2012

79

Active service
agreements without
meters

Customers failed to be billed because of broken data
integrity between service agreement and meter, due to
active service agreements not being associated with
their meter

Develop and implement data repair and process to fix
link between service agreements and meters where
utility is being provided

Improved revenue recovery by starting billing
customers for service delivered (215 service
agreements)
Improved accuracy of billing to customers with
deduct meters.
Stopped unnecessary “to dos” (exceptions or
other work items requiring back office activity)
being generated for back office processing.

Phase 1

80

Active service
agreement with no bill
cycle or meter read
cycle

Active service agreements/meters existed with no bill
cycle or meter read cycle, causing these accounts to
never be billed or to never have their meters read (so
only bill on estimates), respectively.

Identify problem accounts;
Develop process to remediate active service agreement
with no bill cycle or meter read cycle.

By appropriately populating the Billing Cycle
for all accounts Cleveland Water will produce
Bills for customers who are currently skipped.
By populating the Meter Read Cycle for all
service points, reads will be obtained through
normal meter reading operations. This will
reduce the number of accounts that
consistently bill on estimated reads due to a
lack of actual reads.

Phase 1

81

Active service
agreements not
associated with Service
Points

Active service agreements were found that are not
associated service points, causing accounts not to bill.

Develop data repair / process to identify and establish
service points for active service agreements without
service points.

Improved revenue recovery by starting to
billing customers for service delivered (but
previously unbilled)

Phase 1

70

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

82

Resolve fireline
accounts not being
billed

Fireline accounts were found that were not set up to
bill.

Establish process for fireline accounts to identify
missing data, create the premise data, add the bill cycle
and meter read cycle, and start the service agreement.

Quarterly billing of Fire Line Accounts not
previously billed (potentially 151 accounts if
account-by-account research confirms that all
query results should have an active Fire Line
service agreement).
Revenue of at least $41.57 per quarter for
each Fire Line service agreement added.
Fireline charges are based on meter size and
range from $41.57 for 1 ½” fireline service to
$621.91 per quarter for 12” fireline service.

Phase 1

83

Active Meters with no
Account or SA

Customers failed to be billed because active meters
were not associated with an account or service
agreement

Identify and establish process to repair data for active
meters not associated with an account or service
agreement

Improve revenue recovery by starting billing
for meters previously not billed (1,421 meters)
Metered consumption based billing, instead of
estimates, on non-billed progressive meters
(773 meters)

Phase 1

Invalid values in both residential and business names
would cause National Change of Ownership (NCOA)
database interface for automated mailing address
corrections to crash, preventing CC&B addresses from
being updated.

Identify invalidly formatted name data causing the
interface to crash;
Develop and execute data repair to remove invalid
content from the person and entities name in CC&B.

CC&B will have name formats for all records to
allow the implementation of the NCOA
Address Update Interface to update mailing
addresses.

Phase 1

Active service points exist with invalid operations area
data, so that field activities fail to dispatch to them, and
meters will not download to be read.
There are over 1,700 of these and they are a mix of
metered, water service point (SP) types. If the check for
SP status is removed to include abolished SPs, the
number is 2,200.

Developed data repair to correctly populate operations
area data for all identified service points
Confirm configuration to so that new service points
added through CC&B avoid recreating the same
problem

Ensuring all active, connected service points
have the appropriate operational areas
defined will allow for work to be dispatched to
the correct groups in a timely manner:
Increased ability to dispatch field work to all
service points
Allow to bill accounts on actual reads rather
than estimates for accounts that previously
would not download

Mar 2012

The service points identified as being incorrectly
categorized were changed from “Add On” to “Deduct”.
Making the change in the system will be a manual
process (start/stop of the service points may be
required) due to the complications involved as well as
the relatively low volume of changes needed. The

Correct generation of inaccurate bills
Increase customer satisfaction

Mar 2012

Data / Fix / Data Fix; Fiscal
84

Invalid name formats for
residential and business
names

Data / Fix / Data Fix; Meter
85

Active, connected
service points, with no
operations areas
defined

There are also another 818 that have partial ops areas
defined. These have will receive some field activities,
but possibly not all that they may need.
86

Wrong meter types Sewer deduct meters
configured as "add on"

Incorrectly categorized meter types found: specifically,
meters were configured as add on meters that were
really sewer deduct meters, resulting in incorrect billing.

71

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

accounts needed to be investigated to see if any billing
corrections are needed or if further downstream
impacts will be encountered by making this correction.
Any service points that are determined to exist in error,
as a result of an incorrect data conversion process,
were manually abolished.
87

Close Meter Operations
To Dos not relevant to
Cleveland DPU's.

The CC&B "PSASPM" process is responsible, in some
CC&B installations, for creating FAs for pending
start/stop SAs just before the FAs are sent down to the
field. However, as implemented at Cleveland Water, the
system was configured so that Field Activities are
created immediately when a start/stop operation is
completed online. The CC&B PSASPM process has
been discontinued through work item 3687. There are
now To Do's associated with the CC&B PSASPM process
that needs to be examined and, where appropriate,
closed to eliminate irrelevant clutter in the system so
meaningful To Do's can be effectively managed.

Identify and eliminate obsolete To Do's that were
discontinued through WIC 3687.

Cleanup of database to remove unnecessary
To Do clutter, improving Cleveland Water's
ability to work meaningful exceptions
efficiently.

Jun 2012

88

Identify Duplicate Badge
Numbers for
remediation

There are currently instances in CC&B where the same
badge number is assigned to more than one meter
point. This was found to cause exceptions with AMR
meter replacements.

Identify the instances of duplicate badge numbers in
the system and deliver them to D&M where they will
be manually corrected. A manual solution was selected
due to the low expected volume of these instances.

Reduction of AMR deployment exceptions

Mar 2012

Correct the transfer of calls from the call center to
Permits and Sales in the Cisco IVR system.

There will be shorter hold time for customers
and quicker time in wrapping up the call for
the CSR.

Phase 1

Implement the NCOA Address Interface. Incorrect
addresses will be automatically updated in CC&B
through via a file received from Source Link.

The benefits will include:
Correct address on file so that mail send
directly from Cleveland Water as well as from
SourceLink will use the correct address.
No manual invention to update address

Phase 1

This work item is to identify and address situations
where badge numbers are duplicated in the system and
cause this error to occur.
Interface / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Customer
89

Expand IVR functionality

The routing of calls to Permits and Sales is not working.
The CSR needs to perform extra steps for calls to this
department which add to the customer’s hold time
while being transferred.

Interface / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Fiscal
90

Enable Source Link –
NCOA Address Update

Currently there are incorrect addresses recorded on
CC&B accounts. Source Link has the ability to correct
these addresses through its use of the post office's
National Change Of Address (NCOA) database before
mailing out any Cleveland Water correspondence,
however the correct addresses are not sent back and

72

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

• Analyze the identified root causes to determine the
level of business impact and to determine high-level
solutions.
• Initiate new work items for selected issues/solutions.

The individual follow-up work items created
can addressed to fix various root causes
identified on a cost/benefit prioritized basis.

Phase 1

This issue is being resolved by replacing Ellipse with
FDM as the go-forward field activity management
solution, rather than integrate Ellipse with CC&B and
maintain both systems.

Interfacing Ellipse and CC&B would allow for
the automated creation and completion of
Work Orders. This will keep the systems in
sync and minimize the loss of information due
to manual handoffs.

Jun 2012

Add CITYCODE to the premise record on the bill print
extract file and use it for printing local charges;
concurrently modify bill print extract file layout to
support new Kubra bill layout design tool for
maintainability going forward

Improved revenue recovery by starting to
billing customers for service delivered but
previously unbilled (354 service agreements)

Phase 1

Datamatic does not allow recording meter readings on
disconnects. When a disconnect field activity was
completed, a reading of 0 is uploaded to CC&B. This
caused either a billing error or a hi/low meter read
exception to be generated. When the exception was
worked incorrectly, incorrect bills were generated.

Corrected interface so that a read type “No Read” will
be entered into the meter read history, instead of the
(wrong) 0 read. This fix prevents any hi/lo exception
from being generated and eliminates the potential of
an inaccurate bill from being generated.

1. Prevent an inaccurate reading of 0 from
entering into Read History for accounts that
have been disconnected
2. Prevent potential of incorrect bills from
being created
3. Eliminate a source of value-detracting billing
exceptions

Mar 2012

A large number of addresses in CC&B are not compliant
with USPS standards. Due to the volume of exceptions
reported, the correspondence team is not able to

Mass corrections were made to the service address to
improve consistency with USPS database (e.g., for
street, replacing 'str' with 'st') reduce the volume of

1. Approximately 250,000 accounts will be
updated to have their service address
correspond with the USPS database

Mar 2012

corrected in CC&B.
Interface / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Meter
91

Implement process to
resolve order status
mismatch between
CC&B and Datamatic

There are various scenarios that either result in no data
returned from the Datamatic system or result in
inconsistently updated field activity / field order records
in CC&B.
As the System of Record, CC&B needs to be up to date
with all field information. This will allow better
decisions to be made by billing and collections as well as
allowing CSR’s to have the correct data in front of them
while speaking with a customer. Correcting the backlog
of supposedly pending FAs will also clear up screens in
the systems that are populated with what is in effect
inaccurate FA information.

92

Integrate Ellipse and
CC&B

Cleveland Water wants to develop automated
integration between Ellipse and CC&B including Service
Order download, Service Order upload, and operational
control reports.

Interface / Fix / Interface Fix; Billing
93

Modify bill print extract
file layout to use
citycode

Bill could print wrong local charges due to incorrect use
of default citycode under some conditions

Interface / Fix / Interface Fix; Credit & Collections
94

Fix Datamatic interface
to record turn offs
correctly

Interface / Fix / Interface Fix; Fiscal
95

Correct service and
mailing addresses to
correspond to USPS
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Category / Work Item Title
database

Issues

Solution

Benefits

complete the needed research and corrections
generated on a daily basis. A related process uses the
NCOA address validation interface to update mailing
addresses to correspond with the USPS database, but
will not update the service address.

exceptions to a more manageable level.
A data repair will mass update CC&B service addresses,
so the update Output file generated by the NCOA
validation interface will produce a more manageable
number of accounts that are in need of legitimate
research and correction. This will improve the overall
address exception handling process to reduce the
amount of returned mail received by Cleveland Water.

2. Programmatically updating these addresses
will save manual time and effort of manually
updating these accounts individually; updating
each account manually would take
approximately 3 minutes per account, or a
total of approximately 12,500 hours. Without
the mass update the output file generated by
the NCOA interface would never be worked.
3. The NCOA Interface output file will now
generate a list of legitimate address
corrections that can be researched and
corrected in a more timely manner
4. End result will increase the accuracy of the
customers address and successful mail
delivery rate for Cleveland Water bills and
other correspondence.

Completion
Timeframe

Interface / Fix / Interface Fix; Meter
96

Fix custom meter read
download process to
support compound
meters

The custom meter read download interface for
Datamatic did not support compound meters accurately,
causing meter read upload failures and creation of “TDMRUPL” to do exception errors when corresponding
reads were uploaded.

Remediated the custom meter read download interface
to check for compound meters.

Correction of the download process will result
in a reduction of meter reading upload
failures. 345 meters with these errors have
been identified and will be corrected by this
fix, eliminating this inflow of exceptions; these
meters formerly created to-dos each time they
would go through the download/upload cycle.
Not creating the upload exception will allow
for more actual reads to be used for billing
purposes, reducing the use of estimated
consumption for billing. In addition, this will
reduce the effort staff spend to work
exceptions on cycle.

Mar 2012

97

CC&B Orders Go Uncanceled, When Work Is
Not Accepted by
Datamatic

Currently, FOs are not accepted by Datamatic if
scheduled within two days of the current day. This is
due to the practice of downloading orders three days
out, and preparing the batch of work in Datamatic for
the 3rd day. If orders are taken on following days for
that day or earlier, they are not pulled in by Datamatic
and made part of the work schedule. No follow-up is
done in CC&B to cancel or reschedule the order. This
means we may miss-communicate with the customers
about the status of their work order, and that they may
need to call back to reschedule work that wasn't

This Datamatic issue was resolved by replacing
Datamatic with FDM as the go-forward field activity
management solution, rather than remediate and
maintain both systems.

Reduced missed customer appointments
which result in unsatisfied customers
reduce customer miscommunications
increase first call resolution

Jun 2012
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Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

This Datamatic issue was resolved by replacing
Datamatic with FDM as the go-forward field activity
management solution, rather than remediate and
maintain both systems.

Reduced missed customer appointments
which result in unsatisfied customers
reduce customer miscommunications
increase first call resolution

Jun 2012

This Datamatic issue was resolved by replacing
Datamatic with FDM as the go-forward field activity
management solution, rather than remediate and
maintain both systems.

Reduce the number of customer initiated
follow ups required when work cannot be
completed by scheduling any additional work
necessary before a customer calls
• Increase accuracy in CC&B by determining if
work done in the field needs to be updated
into the system and performing the updates

Jun 2012

dispatched properly.
a. CSRs see the order as pending and dispatched, when
in reality the order is not going to be worked.
b. Appointments are missed by Cleveland Water and
customer needs to initiate follow-up through a second
call.
98

Work Goes Un-canceled
in CC&B if Canceled
Locally in Datamatic

Work is never canceled in CC&B if it is dispatched to
Datamatic and canceled locally in that system. This
means we may miss-communicate with the customers
about the status of their work order, and that they may
need to call back to reschedule work that wasn't
dispatched properly.
a. CSRs see the order as pending and dispatched, when
in reality the order is not going to be worked.
b. Appointments are missed by Cleveland Water and
customer needs to initiate follow-up through a second
call.

99

Work Is Not Updated /
Re-Initiated, If FA is
Updated While FO is
Dispatched Status

Field work is not updated in the CC&B system, when an
FA is manually canceled or completed while its FO is
dispatched. Even though the system creates To Dos (TDFAUPL), there is no follow-up done to update the system
with the results of the field work and/or to schedule
follow-on work.

Improve detection / resolution of meter
changes not reflected in the system.
100

Address inflow of To Dos
for "Number of Meter
Registers Doesn’t
Match"

In some cases, the number of registers being uploaded
for a meter doesn’t match what’s in CC&B. The full
message is “Number of registers (X) is not matched to
the sequence information on the staging record (Y)” and
X will be the number of registers in CC&B and Y will be
the number on the staged read.

Analysis found that the cause of this issue is a logic
problem in the download process that occasionally
causes a single meter to be downloaded as if it’s a
compound meter. This was corrected through WIC
3853, which updated the processes that format the
download file to be sent to Datamatic. After that WIC
was completed, the inflow of this type of To Do was
monitored and confirmed to have been eliminated.

Decrease in the required billing estimates due
to "unusable" reads
increased accuracy of bills due to the use of
actual readings

Jun 2012

101

Correct field activity
downloads when
multiple orders were
pending for the same

If multiple field activities existed for on a premise, none
would be successfully dispatched; this was made worse
by a large backlog of obsolete field activities that

Corrected field activity download routine when two
field activities are scheduled for the same premise for
the same day (previously neither field activity would
downloads);

Data clean up canceled 7600 pending field
activities that were more than 60 days old and
were unnecessarily in the system
This cleared the way for any new orders

Phase 1
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

premise

prevented new field activities for the related premises.

Executed a data repair to eliminate obsolete FAs;
Updated CC&B batch schedule to stop executing the
related obsolete job “PSASPM”.

created for the affect accounts to be
dispatched on time to be worked by the field,
and eliminated clutter that would otherwise
require manual cleanup.
Reduction of missed customer appointments
will lead to a decrease of calls to the call
center, and an improvement in customer
satisfaction.

102

Correct handheld meter
reading validation beep

Meter reading handhelds are configured to beep when a
meter reader enters improbable data so it can be
verified.
The meter read download extract interface passed read
limits incorrectly, causing hand held high/low validation
to be useless - instead of beeping when invalid reads
were entered, handhelds would beep 99% of the time
(whether the read entered was valid or not).

Update the extract interface logic to correctly pass the
hi-lo range in the file sent to Datamatic

Cleveland Water meter readers can now more
readily rely on the built in High/Low audit
check within the Handheld units.
This information improves the ability of meter
readers to obtain accurate meter readings as
they can now use the High/Low alert as
intended.
Cleveland Water will be able to reduce meter
reading errors that result in meter
investigations and pended bills.

Phase 1

103

Correct problem of
remark code canceling
field activities

Each time a field activity remark code was entered by
Datamatic users in the field, the field activity upload
process would cancel the CC&B field activity rather than
complete it.

Fix interface between Datamatic and CC&B. Develop
rescheduling procedure to use when necessary.

Accurately reflect all work that is done
Allow for follow up action to be issued as
appropriate
Reduce the amount of data inaccuracy that
must be found and corrected manually

Phase 1

104

Resolve Field Activities
that would fail to be
dispatched

Field activities would fail to be dispatched due to several
conditions, including creation of orders without
scheduling an appointment, and existence of multiple
field activities for the same premise; and would not be
detected or acted on

Designed and implemented reports to monitor for field
activities that would fail to be dispatched, and
established procedure to follow-up with these to
resolve conflicting data and schedule appointments

Established ability to manage field activities,
identifying and fixing those that will not be
dispatched to the field.
This information improves the ability correct
the field activity prior to the date the activity
is scheduled to be completed, and deliver
customer service on the date they expect it.
Reduction of missed customer appointments
will lead to a decrease of calls to the call
center, and an improvement in customer
satisfaction.

Phase 1

105

Design and implement
process to remediate
unprocessed meter
replacements

Meter changes had been exchanged in the field but the
information never updated in CC&B. This caused the
actual meter reading to be rejected as it was out of the
system high/low validation range for the premise (based
on its former meter). The account would either billing
based on estimates, or be pended; with this cycle

Design and implement process to identify and
remediate service points with unprocessed meter
replacements, and monitor going forward.

Cleveland Water now has a method of
Identifying when a Meter Exchange has
occurred in the field but is not reflected in
CC&B
Fixing these missed exchanges in the system
allows the actual reads obtained by meter
reading to be used for billing instead of

Phase 1

76

Completion
Timeframe

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

recurring each billing period.

Completion
Timeframe

estimates, allowing for more accurate billing
of the customer.

106

Correct Datamatic
system problem of Field
Order FA Remark code
canceling Field Activities

Correct System process of Field Order FA Remark code
canceling Field Activities rather than completing them.
Develop rescheduling procedure when necessary.
Limited to changes that do not require modification of
Datamatic.

This issue is being resolved by replacing Datamatic with
FDM as the go-forward field activity management
solution, rather than remediate and maintain both
systems.

accurately reflect all work that is done
allow for follow up action to be issued as
appropriate
reduce the amount of data inaccuracy that
must be found and corrected manually

Jun 2012

107

Correct Brick Vault work
flow - route to Ellipse

There are currently instances where Brick Vault- and
Sewer Pipe-located meter work is being dispatched from
CC&B incorrectly through Datamatic.

This issue is being resolved by replacing Ellipse with
FDM as the go-forward field activity management
solution, rather than integrate Ellipse with CC&B and
maintain both systems.

Allow BV work to be dispatched as appropriate
by the system reducing the reliance on
emailed orders

Jun 2012

Management Support / N/A / Management Support; Billing
108

Audit & enforce
adoption of Phase 1
process changes (Billing)

During phase 1, multiple process changes were
identified and implemented by the turn-around project.
In order to ensure that the benefit of these changes is
realized, department managers must monitor that they
are being performed accordingly, and follow-up with
reinforcement where necessary.

Turn Around consultants will work with Billing
management to monitor that users are following the
process changes implemented in Phase 1, and provide
remedial reinforcement as necessary.

Progress made previously will not be
jeopardized by users falling back into old
habits or reverting to processes found to be
flawed during Phase 1 Turn Around efforts and
had resulted in an unmanageable work
volume.

Jun 2012

109

Flag AMR High/Low todos in CC&B

High/Low To-dos related to AMR meters required
differentiated treatment from other to-dos: both in how
they are resolved and in their prioritization. It is
important to the credibility of the AMR program that
Cleveland Water stay current with these exceptions
rather that issue estimated bills for AMR meters, which
would detract from the credibility of the AMR program.
CC&B as configured did not easily segregate these todos so CSRs would need to open each account to
recognize if it was AMR related.

The AMR interface creating to-dos was updated to
populate a characteristic indicating it was AMR-related.
This allowed users to filter on this characteristic and
work on AMR to-dos as a priority.

Enable CSRs and managers to stay current
with AMR-related exceptions and help ensure
timely and accurate billing for AMR meters
going forward.

Jun 2012

In addition, reports were developed to list all of the
open AMR-related Hi-Lo and custom to dos, to help
manage the AMR exception work load.

Management Support / N/A / Management Support; Credit & Collections
110

Reduce the backlog of
outstanding Collection
To Do’s

There is a backlog of outstanding Collections To do’s
which contribute to system batch errors and
unprocessed field activities

Review the outstanding To Do’s and systematically
clean out as many as possible. Institute new processes
for Collection’s CSR to begin working these To Do’s as
part of their daily work.

Clearing out the backlog of To Do’s and
instituting them as part of their daily work
flow will allow the CSR’s to work more
efficiently and reduce the number of
unprocessed field activities and system batch
errors.

Jun 2012

111

Audit & enforce
adoption of Phase 1
process changes (Credit

During phase 1, multiple process changes were
identified and implemented by the turn-around project.
In order to ensure that the benefit of these changes is

Turn Around consultants will work with Credit &
Collections management to monitor that users are
following the process changes implemented in Phase 1,

Progress made previously will not be
jeopardized by users falling back into old
habits or reverting to processes found to be

Jun 2012
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

& Collections)

realized, department managers must monitor that they
are being performed accordingly, and follow-up with
reinforcement where necessary.

and provide remedial reinforcement as necessary.

flawed during Phase 1 Turn Around efforts and
had resulted in an unmanageable work
volume.

112

Design a process to
handle dismissed
bankruptcy cases

Accounts that have had the bankruptcy cases dismissed
by the courts are not going back into the collections
process.

Document the appropriate procedure to ensure that
dismissed bankruptcy cases have the debt re-instated
for collections. There should be identified employees
assigned to this task full time in order to complete the
backlog and work the inflow. These employees should
be kept at adequate staffing levels.

Accounts with delinquent debt will be
collected against and not written off as a
bankruptcy. This new policy & procedure will
prevent a loss of revenue for Cleveland Water.

Phase 1

113

Euclid Wastewater
Collections Process

Assess Options for Euclid Wastewater Collections
Backlog Process

After extensive dialog on alternatives to handle the City
of Euclid's receivables, it was agreed to develop a
process to transfer the debt on City of Euclid identified
list of inactive customers to that City, and generate the
data file in the defined excel format for transfer for its
own collection initiatives on a one time basis.

Compliance with request from City of Euclid
for them to manage their inactive receivables.

Jun 2012

114

Work certification of
sewer accounts

2500 accounts were received from the Sewer District
that need a certification processed. These accounts
have a past due balances with no payment made. In
order for Cleveland Water to collect money a
certification needs to be processed.

The recommendation is to have the Collections Skip
Trace work the 2500 accounts that have been received
from the Sewer District. This work will take priority
over all other work until completed.

Processing the certification transactions will
allow Cleveland Water to collect on past due
debt for the Sewer district when the property
is sold. This will also reflect more accurate
picture of revenue by moving this debt to a
Lien SA until property is sold.

Phase 1

Management Support / N/A / Management Support; Customer
115

Develop communication
process for all changes
that can impact CSR

One of the observed issues is that many of the
departments operate in ‘silos’. Changes can be made in
one department that can impact the processes or
volume of another department. Communication is not
standard or regular between the teams although the
department leads appear to have regular meetings. A
process should be developed to regularly assess impacts
to other areas before changes are implemented and to
communicate those changes to the other departments.

Developed a regular standing meeting to discuss
upcoming initiatives and projects across all five CAS
departments. For upcoming initiatives, the department
lead in charge should discuss the intent of the initiative
and see if anyone else believes it could impact their
team. If anyone states there will be an impact, the
owner of the initiative needs to ensure that
department lead is consulted as the initiative proceeds
to assess the level of impact and prepare for the
impact. For initiatives and projects that are nearing
completion, the department lead will inform the leads
prior to the completion of the expected roll-out date
and develop a communication(if warranted) to
summarize the project to the department teams.

CSR awareness has increased to the point of
better servicing and supporting Cleveland
Water customers.

Phase 1

116

Audit & enforce
adoption of Phase 1
process changes

During phase 1, multiple process changes were
identified and implemented by the turn-around project.
In order to ensure that the benefit of these changes is

Turn Around consultants worked with Customer Service
management to monitor that users are following the
process changes implemented in Phase 1, and provide

Customer Service will follow the process
changes implemented in Phase 1 as designed
and required.

Jun 2012
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Category / Work Item Title
(Customer Service)

Issues

Solution

Benefits

realized, department managers must monitor that they
are being performed accordingly, and follow-up with
reinforcement where necessary.

remedial reinforcement as necessary.

Completion
Timeframe

Progress made previously will not be
jeopardized by users falling back into old
habits or reverting to processes found to be
flawed during Phase 1 Turn Around efforts and
that had resulted in an unmanageable work
volume and inaccurate billing.

117

Contact Center
Optimization
Assessment

A contact center optimization assessment will be
performed at Cleveland Water to develop
recommendations and a potential roadmap for
continuing to improve the call center.

Primary findings from the assessment include:
Cleveland Water should select / appoint supervisors
that (first and foremost) have strong people skills.
Establish a separate “back office” work group that has
primary responsibility for work required as a follow-up
to a phone call. (Note that this is not to replace existing
functions that reside in the Billing or other
departments.)
All work items should be controlled and managed. A
supervisor should allocate work and track the status of
each category of work, always knowing the size of the
backlog and the age of items growing stale.
Consideration should be given to creating additional
CC&B To Do workflows for some of the back office
work.
While Quality assurance exists at Cleveland Water
today, its focus should be changed to effectively
evaluating calls, identifying improvement opportunities
and being a key champion of changes.

Call floor supervisors & team structure –
creates accountability for performance
management and improvement and a
framework for coaching and developing CSR
skills and behaviors.
Workforce management – allows more
accurate forecasting of call volume and
related staffing needs. It can also schedule
(both in advance and dynamically during the
day) resources to move between call taking
duties and back office work.
Effective supervisors will have a measurable
and material impact on team performance as
they help improve CSR skills.
The results will be improved customer service
and more efficient operations.
This initiative will have a major impact on
customer satisfaction. Many of these work
items today go uncontrolled and get stale
resulting in call-backs from angry customers.

Phase 1

118

Redesign Call Center
Layout

A plan needs to be developed to reorganize the call
center to address the existing issues.

The Cleveland Water call center operation is currently
in three locations (1st floor, 3rd floor and the
Nottingham facility. The existing floor plans are
inefficient as are the cubicles. Black & Veatch makes
the following recommendations:

The call center operation will be much more
efficient to manage.
Paper clutter can be reduced.
The results will be improved customer service
and more efficient operations.

Phase 1

All CSRs should be together in the1201 Lakeside
building and in one contiguous space (ideally open
without walls);
Cubicles should be smaller, ergonomically designed,
and use glass for visibility;
Noise abatement is vital and should be included in both
the cubicle design and in acoustic treatment of the
floor space;
The Department Lead should be in an office.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Support staff such as Call Monitors and workforce
administrator should be on the same floor (consider in
offices);
Supervisors/CSRs should be organized into teams with
Supervisor sitting with their team in larger cube than
CSRs and ideally with visibility to the CSR’s on their
team;
Private coaching rooms are needed for coaching and
other confidential conversations.
The plan to complete consolidation of the call center is
proceeding as part of the DPU's on-going
improvements.
Management Support / N/A / Management Support; IT
119

Oracle 11gR2 upgrade
Oversight

A technical upgrade to Oracle 11gR2 was scheduled to
stay supported by the product vendor. This issue was to
provide oversight to that work to avoid disruption to the
business, both in production operations and in
prioritized development work.

• Reviewed need and priority for Oracle 11gR2 upgrade
with IT management.
• Developed schedule for deployment of the upgrade
to development and prod environments to meet IT
deadlines of implementation this year, while mitigating
risk of impact to the work on CC&B turn-around.
• Implementation to UAT and production environments
scheduled to start after completion of core TurnAround Phase 1 on November 4.

Avoid disruption is service for CC&B
application during Oracle database upgrade.

Phase 1

120

Ellipse Interface
Estimation (Add-On)
Oversight

Ellipse Interface Estimation (Add-On) Oversight

On-going work had been performed by Cleveland
Water to integrate one of the work management
systems in use, Ellipse, with CC&B. No automated
integration had been implemented between the two
systems.

Improved cost/benefit effectiveness of IT work
delivered by contractors

Phase 1

Avoid disruption is service for CC&B
application during Oracle database upgrade.

Phase 1

The original intent of this work item was to provide
oversight to the estimation and planning of effort.
Instead, as a result of the strategic decision to replace
use of Ellipse and Datamatic with Itron's FDM, work
was halted.
121

CC&B Service Pack 7
Installation Oversight

A technical upgrade to CC&B, with installation of a CC&B
Service Pack, was scheduled to stay supported by the
product vendor. This issue was to provide oversight to
that work to avoid disruption to the business, both in
production operations and in prioritized development

Reviewed Cleveland Water’s plans to implement CC&B
2.1 Service Pack (SP) 7. Cleveland Water IT
commissioned an assessment of which features from SP
7 needed to be installed. Black & Veatch consulted
with Cleveland Water to define the plan and schedule
for deployment, including as key criteria
• Selection of the SP 7 components of relevance
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

work.

• Deployment of the SP 7 after Phase 1 turn-around
activity and Oracle 11gR2
• Deployment prior to comprehensive regression
testing implicit in the Independent Verification Team’s
testing of rate changes, scheduled to start December
5th

Turn Around consultants worked with Distribution &
Maintenance and Meter Reading management to
monitor that users are following the process changes
implemented in Phase 1, and provide remedial
reinforcement as necessary.

Fixes and progress made previously will not be
jeopardized by users falling back into old
habits or reverting to processes found to be
flawed during Phase 1 Turn Around efforts and
had resulted in an unmanageable work
volume.

Jun 2012

Management Support / N/A / Management Support; Meter
122

Audit & enforce
adoption of Phase 1
process changes (Meter)

During phase 1, multiple process changes were
identified and implemented by the turn-around project.
In order to ensure that the benefit of these changes is
realized, department managers must monitor that they
are being performed accordingly, and follow-up with
reinforcement where necessary.

Management Support / N/A / Management Support; PMO
123

Manage completion of
Collections backlogs

Manage completion of Collections backlogs - skip trace,
bankruptcies, etc. As of 9/23/2009, the primary backlog
items were 3,580 changes of ownership, and 1092
bankruptcy cases.

These backlogs need to be organized and prioritized by
the appropriate staff with the appropriate skill set to
work these accounts to completion. The backlog was
completed by April 2012.

1. Increased accuracy of customer bills
2. Increased Cash Flow from billing to correct
customers.
3. Reduction of customer inquiries and
complaints
4. Inflow of daily work will be more
manageable and completed in a timely
manner
5. Elimination of need to cancel/rebill future
billing to catch up on backdated changes of
ownership.

Jun 2012

124

Manage completion of
Non-Collections
backlogs

Manage completion of Non-Collections backlogs - billing
exceptions, adjustments, incorrect account statuses, etc.

Management tools, processes, and attention was put in
place to work down backlogs to essential completion so
not accounts were pended over one year.

Improve customer satisfaction and billing
accuracy by eliminating the back logs of
material issues causing pended bills.

Jun 2012

125

Document key
operational issues &
solutions

Over the course of the turn-around project, key
operational issues & solutions need to be documented
in order to keep DPU / Cleveland Water executive
leadership apprised of significant developments and to
align operational activities with the direction this
leadership provides.

Operational issues and solutions were documented in a
weekly briefing, and discussed in a weekly two hour
leadership meeting combining AMR project, TurnAround project, and DPU Customer Account Services
executive leadership. These issues were synthesized
and presented to the Oversight Committee and City
Council in periodic briefings.

Maintain alignment between business
operations and project work, leading to more
effective and efficient execution among all
parties.

Jun 2012

126

AMR and CC&B
Integration oversight

Significant integration is required between Cleveland
DPU’s back office systems and AMR – especially, but not
limited to, the CC&B billing system. The intent of this
work item is to provide overall guidance so that

The program has been able to achieve both AMR and
Turn-Around integration objectives during this period.

1. Reduced need for rework for decisions
made outside of the strategic plan.
2. Reduced cost of throw-away interim
solutions.

Jun 2012

Illustrative examples of decisions include:
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

individual decisions are taken within the go-forward
strategic framework, rather than out of context.

• Selection of work to be performed through Itron’s
Field Deployment Management system. This was
allowed replacement of the Ellipse and Datamatic
systems previously used for field work management;
and eliminated the planned cost to integrate Ellipse /
fix integration issues with Datamatic, with CC&B.
• Integrated testing of AMR processes across CC&B and
Itron systems. Interfaces and processes were originally
planned, but the plan was made more robust to
included end-to-end testing including CC&B and Itron
internal processes as well as the integration between
them through interfaces.
• Initiating procurement of an FDM Test Environment,
to support a sustainable test strategy after Itron
deployment started. (The original procurement only
included a single instance of FDM, which was used for
test until AMR deployment started, but after that point
the instance was used as the production system so
there was no longer an environment for training or
testing).

3. Increased reliability of operational systems.

Completion
Timeframe

This discipline needs to be maintained on an on-going
basis to keep new IT developments appropriately
focused.
127

Provide oversight to
installation of CC&B
Service Pack

Oracle CC&B service pack updates have not been
routinely applied since implementation, and in order to
stay in support targeted patches need to be selected
and applied.

Applying these patches will maintain Oracle CC&B
vendor support with “Premier Support” through May
2012, and “Extended Support” through May 2015.
This maintains CC&B in compliance with Oracle
Support, but does not bring it up to date with current
releases: new installs are currently using CC&B version
2.3.2, Cleveland Water uses CC&B version 2.1 which
was already not leading edge at the time of go-live. A
technical and functional upgrade to a current release
should be budgeted for, planned, and started within
the next 1 – 2 years, as will be recommended in the
Turn-Around Closeout report. This upgrade will be a
major endeavor which should not be embarked on
while other significant changes are underway in the
application or its operational use.

128

AMR Planning Oversight

Cleveland Water is on the front end of a multi-year AMR
program including integration of the Itron meter system

Black & Veatch provided external review and advice re.
AMR, including:

82

1. Supportability: retain Oracle support for
Cleveland Water’s version of CC&B.
2. User impact: several moderate annoyances
for users will be eliminated, e.g. an error
message and delay that occurs each time a
user opens an account with Cleveland Water’s
standard web browser (IE 8).

Jun 2012

Based on this assessment and risk
management discussions with the program

Phase 1

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

data collectors and work management application
(FDM) to the CC&B system, and deployment of 400,000+
meters on an automated communications network. Due
to the significant interdependencies that exist between
the Itron AMR and Oracle CC&B systems, Black & Veatch
was requested to provide Phase I oversight and
consulting advice for this initiative.

1) Review and provide feedback regarding AMR
deployment plan
• Participate in AMR planning sessions
• Participate in all day, “all hands” AMR Stakeholder
review
• Review of actions needed and project plan
2) Review AMR Integration designs

office, the AMR deployment project was
postponed approximately 6 months to avoid
negative impact to Cleveland Water’s meterto-cash stabilization.

Completion
Timeframe

B&V Management team, with the assistance of a B&V
AMR subject matter expert, performed an adequacy
assessment of the IBM team’s AMR integration designs
and ‘black box’ development plan. A written report
with findings and recommendations was provided to
Cleveland Water in July 2011.
129

AMR Back Office
Integration

See description under "AMR Planning Oversight", which
addresses both work items.

See description under "AMR Planning Oversight", which
addresses both work items.

See description under "AMR Planning
Oversight", which addresses both work items.

Phase 1

130

Dedicate a Test Team

Organize a dedicated business Test Team. Black &
Veatch advised Cleveland Water to form a dedicated
business test team to replace the ad hoc approach
previously being followed. Upon agreement to this
approach, Black & Veatch defined expectations for the
team, and the time and resource estimate required to
complete the body of work in scope.

Seven (7) individuals were assigned and confirmed to
the business test team for the duration of Phase 1. To
maintain productivity during any ‘down time’ for the
team, a set of backlog initiatives were also planned for
this team during Phase 1.

Delivery of Phase 1 work items with adequate
quality confirmed by testing.

Phase 1

Rework the TMG weekly CC&B break/fix meetings/
process. Implement a process for controlling work
assignments for the turnaround team to improve
performance and reduce time to benefits recognition.

Within the context of overall program and project
management, Black & Veatch instituted a structured
process for managing scope and work plan for work
items in the business area.

Implement a process for controlling work
assignments for the turnaround team to
improve performance and reduce time to
benefits recognition. This should be
maintained in the long term to sustain the
benefit of the discipline instilled.

Phase 1

131

Implement Weekly WIC
Control Process

Black & Veatch provided on-going guidance and
oversight of the test team after it was established.

Black & Veatch scheduled and executed three periodic
sets of meetings as vehicles to support this:
• WIC Review Board, to control scope – keeping focus
on work items estimated prioritized by the business, to
avoid work being added or dropped on an ad hoc basis
• WIC Control Meeting, to track status of progress of
work items and maintaining transparency to allow
coordination between the turnaround team, CC&B
support, the business, and the test team.
• Architecture Review Board, to maintain a quality
control on solution approaches being designed (ARB 1)
and subsequently readiness for deployment (ARB 2)
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

132

Reset Business & IT
Focus

Previous lack of structured planning, inconsistent
prioritization, and rapid switching of priorities, had led
to both inefficiency and ineffective solutions. Focus IT
resources/ organization/ planning horizon on Phase I
Correct Actions. In order to achieve the desired
outcomes of Phase 1, it is necessary to reset the focus of
IT and Business resources on:
- root cause analysis and
- corrective actions at an accelerated rate

Black & Veatch took control of the IT CIS Customer
Support operation and all resources (Cleveland Water,
Five Point, IBM, other) assigned to it. Black & Veatch
directly managed all relevant IT teams, led the
assessment, scoping and prioritization of 126 WICs for
Phase 1 based on their impact to business operations.
One the WICs were defined, Black & Veatch managed
their execution to completion, and on-going scope
control to adjust course when appropriate due to new
business circumstances and root cause discoveries.

Reset the focus of IT and Business resources to
root cause analysis and corrective actions at
an accelerated rate and order of success.

Phase 1

133

Calibrate IT Contractors
to Phase I Support
Needs

A number of IT contractor resources were found to be in
unnecessary or unproductive roles. Skill assessments
were completed and non-vital staff were realigned to
meaningful roles or released from service.

Skill assessments were completed and non-vital staff
were realigned to meaningful roles or released from
service.

Improved cost/benefit effectiveness of IT work
delivered by contractors

Phase 1

134

Manage Cross Workstream Dependencies

Need to manage parallel activities with a unified plan to
provide visibility to cross Workstream issues and
resource constraints.

As part of the effort to introduce execution discipline
and structure to the process of addressing work items,
introduced both a process and communication vehicles:
• The work plan was developed and maintained on a
shared location with status, team, and key dates for
each work item.
• The entire team delivery participated in a weekly WIC
Control Meeting, to maintain awareness of status and
inter-work item (WIC) impacts and dependencies. This
was held in the common working area so staff could
continue productive work when their attention was not
required.
• The team working area was configured with a white
board to show the status and dates of all WICs as they
were active. This was maintained up to date during the
WIC Control Meeting.

Improved cost/benefit effectiveness of IT work
delivered by contractors

Phase 1

135

Implement Metricsbased CIS Scorecard

Include Business Area Metrics - improved operational
scorecard throughout phase 1

Metrics were introduced to focus the larger teams’
efforts on operational impact to the business. The
current metrics are attached on the next page.

Additional focus of business on activities
required to drive improvement in key
performance metrics aligned with department
strategy.

Phase 1

This included:
• Assessing and defining metrics that appropriately
summarize operational business effectiveness, relative
to the current circumstances in which the business
finds itself
• Developing mechanisms to gather supporting data,
including queries from CC&B and other tallies from the
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Black & Veatch provided observations and feedback on
Cleveland Water’s organizational in two reports,
delivered on June 17, 2011 and September 19, 2011.
These reports provided information on typical industry
customer service and IT structures. Comparing these
practices with Cleveland Water’s current organizational
structure, the reports identified potential issues and
opportunities for improvement.

Improved cost/benefit effectiveness of
Cleveland Water work delivered by permanent
and temporary employees.

Phase 1

Guiding principles were articulated and used to
organize the billing department. The primary
organizational changes were:
- to consolidate meter high/low exception CSRs into
billing;
- to move revenue assurance related responsibilities e.g., tampering - into Credit & Collections;
- to move customer service related functions - e.g.
commercial call takers - into the call center
With that accomplished, the CSRs in the new billing
department were organized to work inflow of daily
exceptions as they come in, to avoid new backlogs; and
to assign accountability and responsibility for billing
cycles to individual CSRs.

Organization consolidated
Routine processes standardized
Pended Bill Inflow exceptions closed in timely
manner resulting in timely bills to customers
Sufficient staffing for operations – on-going
(permanent) and backlog (temporary)

Jun 2012

Institute a new policy that allows the Collections Field
Staff to only perform Door Hangers, Turn Offs and Turn

Completing only Collection related field
activities will increase the daily number of Cut-

Phase 1

business
• Defining and building weekly trend charts to
communicate the metrics in a CIS Dashboard, providing
feedback to business management on the state of
business operations
• Instituting and conducting a weekly meeting to
review impact of work and focus effort appropriately
• Refining the metrics on an on-going basis
appropriately as operations evolve.
To sustain the benefit of this focus, Cleveland Water’s
customer service management should continue to
gather, analyze, and react to these metrics on a goforward basis.
136

Organizational
Assessment

Organizational Reviews/ Recommendations by Business
Area and IT (Phase 1+)

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Billing
137

Evaluate Billing Team
responsibilities for
reorganization aligned
with industry standards

The Billing Department is not currently organized
according to Utility Industry Standard Practices,
resulting in unnecessary hand-offs of responsibility and
difficulty for management. This team needs a
reorganization to be aligned with industry standards.

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
138

Eliminate non-collection
activities from

Collection Field Staff is working on tasks that do not
involve door hangers or turn off/ons (meter sets, meter
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Category / Work Item Title
Collection Field staff

Issues

Solution

Benefits

exchanges, etc.)

On for delinquent accounts.

no-pay field activities completed. This will
reduce number of delinquent customers and
increase payments from past due customers

Completion
Timeframe

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Customer
139

Develop process to
support incoming Call
Center correspondence
processing

Call Center does not have a process for incoming
customer correspondence, which can come in by mail,
email, or fax. Consequently it is not treated consistently
and on a timely basis.

The process will define how to handle the incoming
correspondence for Customer Care.

This will increase customer satisfaction by
providing timely responses to inquiries or
requests they submit by mail, email, or fax.

Jun 2012

140

Implement CSR call
monitoring process

No automated CSR Call Monitoring process and
software is in use to provide call center management
effective monitoring.

Developed monitoring processes, procedures, and
objectives, initially leveraging systems that are
currently in place at Cleveland Water.
After call center reorganization is stabilized (which is
expected to be after phase 2 is complete), establish
automated CSR Call Monitoring process which will
Include installing a new third party SW call monitoring
system if this is still deemed appropriate.

The monitors will have greater flexibility in
selecting when they perform their monitoring
with a greater variety of calls to choose from.
Screen captures will assist them when
including technical competency as part of their
phone assessments. Effective call monitoring
will allow targeted remedial improvements for
CSRs and improve consistency of customer
service.

Jun 2012

141

Develop plan to better
utilize staff to assist with
reporting, CSR
monitoring, call trending

Calls would take longer to be answered than they should
when CSRs are working on special projects; when call
volume necessitates, they should work the call queues
instead.

The work shifts changed to consist of 4 shifts instead of
the prior 3. The newest shift would occur from 11am8:30pm and those working on that shift would answer
calls until the call center closes and then assist with
working special projects after that time. The other
shifts will change in time so that there will be better
coverage throughout lunchtime and especially between
4:00pm-6:00pm where is has been noticed there is an
increase in the call abandonment rate compared to the
rest of the day.

Better utilization of the CSRs will allow the
customer care department to consistently
meet their service levels which includes
answering 80% of their calls in 30 seconds and
lowering their call abandonment rate.

Phase 1

142

Improve staffing levels

Cleveland Water needs a review of, and solution on how
to improve staffing type (perm vs. temp) and levels
(increase staff) for CSRs

The staffing issue for the call center is currently being
addressed by the department lead and HR.
As of the end of July 2011, 28 of the 30 temp positions
have been filled with permanent employees. This
leaves the department 2 FTE short to replace the
temporary staff. In addition the department lead has
identified the need for five additional FTE to fill the
need for additional staff required to maintain the
newer service levels dictated by management.

Increased staffing levels and the replacement
of temporary employees with permanent staff
will provide internal stability within the
customer care department. In additional it will
allow the customer care department to meet
its service level agreements and provide more
consistent service to customers.

Phase 1

Currently the department lead is reviewing candidates
from the civil service list and identifying candidates for
interview to fill these remaining 7 positions.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

143

Improve training on
types of billing cases
and specific scenarios

Some CSRs do not always create the correct type of
billing case when a customer calls in. This causes the
wrong department to be assigned the work order,
resulting in extra hand-offs of work.

Provide training and job aids to ensure CSRs can
accurately determine if they can resolve the issue
themselves and if not ensure they create the correct
type of billing case.

CSRs will be able to resolve more calls, reduce
the number of unnecessary billing cases
created for the billing team, and reduce the
number of hand-offs between different
groups.

Phase 1

144

Improve training for
level of detail in CSR
comments

CSRs put too much information in the comments for
meter readers - readers can only see the first 25
characters, and can miss important information if it is
later in the comments.

Provide training and job aids to ensure CSRs provide
information, including the customer’s phone number,
in the first 25 characters.

Meter Readers will be have the information
they need to get in contact with the customer
and will not have to spend time calling back to
the office to get this information.

Phase 1

The Meter Reading Team should define how the
comments field should be filled out and a job aid/SOP
should be created to ensure all CSRs follow these
guidelines.
Also create a SQL to measure the performance.
Determine if users are keying in comments within limit.
145

Targeted training on
cancel/rebills

There are several issues with how many of the CSRs in
the customer care department handle cancel/rebill
scenarios, and if they have the necessary system
authorization to perform them.

Develop a comprehensive training plan to go over the
cancel/rebill process, and assess CSRs' competency
before and after training. In addition, cancel/rebill
transactions should be randomly audited for accuracy
by the supervisors during monitoring.

Customers calling with valid concerns will
receive their corrected bill with 5-7 days
instead of waiting for billing to perform the
Cancel/Rebill (which can take months
currently).
The customer's concern can be handled on the
first call, without transferring the call to
another department.
Improved consistency in accuracy of billing
corrections.

Phase 1

146

Consolidated New
Account Setup process

Develop process to address New Account
Cancellations/Missing Meters. Historically, new premise
setup involved hand-offs between multiple
organizations - call center, permits and sales, billing,
meter reading, and field operations. Errors were often
injected during the process.

Define and design the process for new account set up.
This will be a step by step process which will need to be
followed to be successful at set up.

Minimize the need for multiple team
involvement in this process.
Improved data accuracy and revenue from
establishment of new service.

Phase 1

147

Develop Job Aid for Field
Activity Types

Some CSRs create field activities and cases and assign
them to the wrong team for resolution. This is an issue
which crosses all departments.

Provide training and job aids to help CSRs to
understand which types of field activities to create for
other departments and in what scenarios.

This will increase the efficiency of the other
departments as they will be spending time
working on the appropriate activities for their
area and not on work that belongs to other
departments.

Phase 1

148

Improve training on
payment plans

There is a lack of consistency of setup of payment plans
and payment extensions needs; procedures for

Develop training and job aids to ensure that CSRs place
accounts on hold when the customer makes the first
payment on a 50/50 payment plan, to prevent it from

Prevent customers from being sent to
collections who have been approved for a
payment plan. It will also allow CSRs to

Phase 1

87

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

performing these activities are not well documented.

going to collections. In addition provide additional
training and assessment to allow CSRs to offer and
enroll customers in extended payment plans.

improve their First Call Resolution rates by
being able to offer extended payment plan
types.

Completion
Timeframe

149

Improve training on
checking for final billing

There is a lack of consistency in processing final pay
statements. In particular, there needs to be a check for
final billing, before requesting final pay statements.
Procedures for performing these activities are not well
documented.

Develop training and job aids to ensure CSRs are
checking that a customer who is requesting a final pay
statement has final billed. If the customer has not, the
CSR should inform the customer of this and let them
know that until the bill is issued and paid they cannot
receive the statement.
If customer can provide final read, then the CSR can
enter that and have the account final billed while
helping the customer.

Reduce work spent by the collections
department on accounts they cannot issue the
letter to since it hasn’t final billed. It will also
help to increase the accounts we can final bill,
and increase payment of their final amounts.

Phase 1

150

Train CSRs on how to
accurately read meter
reading history/next
read date

Some CSRs are not aware that the next read date
information for a customer is available to them in the
system, nor is there a verification step to validate that
the information provided by customers is complete.
This lead to failure to communicate status accurately to
customers, and to the creation of unnecessary field
activities.

Provide training and job aids to ensure CSRs can
accurately read meter reading history and locate the
customer’s next read date.

CSRs will provide more accurate information
and reduce the # of unnecessary work orders
created for the meter reading team.

Phase 1

151

Train CSR on the
information available on
the Cleveland Water
website for various
customer needs

Many CSRs are not aware of all of the information and
services a customer can access via the Cleveland Water
website. They need this awareness in order to refer
customers to it for self-service features available.

Provide training and job aids to ensure CSRs are aware
of the services and data available on the website. When
a customer calls in and their question/issue could have
been resolved via the website, the CSR should point this
out to the customer so they can utilize the website the
next time. This will be accomplished by the
development of an SOP.

CSRs will provide the customers with
information which will allow them to handle
some issues on their own and thereby
increase customer satisfaction. This will in turn
reduce the number of calls into the call center.
In addition, by providing basic assistance when
customers call in with problems with the
website, the CSRs will help improve first call
resolution.

Phase 1

152

Consolidate Call Centers

Consolidate Cleveland Water's 3 physical call centers
into one location

This initiative has been taken over from the Turnaround team by DPU Management for implementation;
no further action was required of the Turn-Around
project team.

Improve operations and staffing efficiency,
given size of call center

Jun 2012

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Fiscal
153

Dropped call percentage
below 5% of total calls

See description under "80% of calls in 30 seconds",
which addresses both work items.

See description under "80% of calls in 30 seconds",
which addresses both work items.

See description under "80% of calls in 30
seconds", which addresses both work items.

Phase 1

154

80% of calls in 30
seconds

Establish call center targets:
• To achieve 80% of calls within 30 seconds
• To drop less than 5% of calls.

In line with defining these targets, Black & Veatch
helped manage implementing changes to achieve them.
The following is an illustrative sample among many
changes implemented to impact CSR productivity and

The revised targets were achieved through
'quick hit' initiatives, and have generally been
sustained except for on an exception basis
during very high call volume days.

Phase 1

88

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

January 2011 actuals observed were 16 minute speed to
answer, less than 20% answered within 30 seconds, and
call abandonment rate over 30%.

effectiveness:
• Tracking and reporting metrics of day to day activities
(which were not previously measured)
o % calls answered < 30 s
o Average calls per CSR, per day
• Daily management monitoring of reported metrics
• Training CSR staff
• Adding permanent staff to replace less effective
temps
• Focusing staff activity on handling incoming calls
when call volumes were high (diverting them from
other miscellaneous projects)
• Review and improve daily call monitor forms

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Meter
155

Consolidate
investigators in business
organization

It was discovered that field investigators existed within 6
different organizations without inter-coordination. It
has occurred that investigators from different groups
would visit the same premise at the same time without
knowing about each other.

Firstly, this work item was resolved by consolidating
meter-related field investigators into the Meter
Operations group.
Secondly, system configuration changes were
performed to eliminate the discrepancies that currently
exist between the Meter Reading Operational Area
definitions (based on Meter Reading Route) and the
D&M Operational Area definitions (based on Zones). To
accomplish this, the FA Class for all orders types that
route to Meter Reading Ops Areas will be updated to
route to the D&M Operational Areas. This will allow for
the dispatching of work from different locations to be
accomplished in conjunction with the investigator
consolidation.

1. Reduction in customer complaints, and
improved efficiency, by coordinating
investigation across CAS.
2. Consistent application of work zones for all
meter reading and D&M field staff to improve
dispatch effectiveness and simplify
maintenance of the configuration.
3. Ability to work load balance across a larger
pool of resources resulting from the
organizational consolidation.

Jun 2012

156

Master Meter Field
Activities

Currently no Field Activities can be issued for Master
Meters. Field work that needs to be done on a master
meter is handled manually, and then the information
then has to be manually entered into the CC&B system.

To avoid the manual manipulation that must occur to
update Mater Meter information, configuration was
changed to allow Field Activities to be created for
Master Meters. This will allow completion of work
through the FA which will then update the meter and
account information appropriately.

1. Increase work force efficiency
2. Reduce errors from manual work, to
improve billing accuracy and timeliness.

Jun 2012

Standard FAs types were configured to work on the
master meter and emergency backup Service Point
types. This will also allow use of the system managed
master meter replacements for the AMR deployments.
Organization / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Customer

89

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

157

Reorganize Customer
Care Department; put
new Customer Care
structure in place

The Cleveland Water Customer Care Department
performance is impaired by the small number of the
senior managers per the number of direct reports
assigned.

Established resources in supervisory leadership
positions and assign direct reports to each so to have
an effective line of accountability across the
department.

More supervisors will be put in place and CSRs
placed into teams. This will help with
reporting, coaching, and increase the
accountability of the supervisor role as well as
team performance.

Jun 2012

158

Provide experienced
CSRs with refresher
training

Many changes to user processes have been
implemented over the last year to fix sources of billing
and customer service failures. These have been
integrated into new hire training. Changes have been
communicated to users as they were implemented, but
CSRs who already worked in the department before this
period year have not consistently demonstrated the
new processes.

Designed and established the training method which
will provide the refresher training to all CSRs with more
than 1 year experience. This training was based on
current 3 week module for new hires and advanced
training

CSR refresher training will enforce module
knowledge in the daily activities the CSRs
perform.

Mar 2012

159

Develop CSR assessment
process before
upgrading security level

CSRs security access to CC&B functionality is not always
aligned with their demonstrated proficiency. Some
more skilled resources are limited from functionality
they should have access to; other less skilled resources
have access to functionality they have demonstrated
they are not capable of using accurately.

Perform 'TIER' assessments to review the current
access levels of CSRs, and assign permissions based
upon a defined consistent set of criteria.

TIER assessments will enable a planned
validation of CSR access, and ensure the
applicable security levels are set according to
that access on a consistent basis. This will
reduce system errors by less qualified CSRs
and also allowing more qualified CSRs to more
efficiently perform their duties.

Jun 2012

The following guidelines were established based on the
adjustment policy:
• As part of Cleveland Water’s initiative to bill
accurately, given the volume of historical issues, focus
on establishing a reliable basis for going forward, rather
than on precise accounting for every drop of water ever
served
• In case of doubt, give benefit to customer
• Control amount of manual effort required to process
exceptions
• Identify exceptions as soon as possible to maximize
window of opportunity to resolve it
• If a customer has an issue, they should call the
contact center

It is estimated that this policy will reduce the
number of high/low and cancel/rebill
exceptions that require manual rework from >
50,000 to < 10,000, with correlated reduction
in billing inaccuracies and customer
complaints.

Mar 2012

Policy / AMR Enablement / AMR Enablement; PMO
160

Consult to assist with
resolution of meter
exchange out-read trueup policy

Cleveland Water plans to replace all approximately
440,000 meters in the field over the time frame of mid2012 to early 2014. There are extensive field
operational issues with meters in the field; the
organization is scaled to handle them effectively at low
volumes, but will not be able to handle the volume of
exceptions that will occur at this rate.
A true-up policy is needed to deal with these cases,
balancing the city’s need to get through the process and
use AMR to establish a clean baseline for going forward
without unmanageable levels of exception, while not
unfairly harming customers that have been paying their
bills in good faith.

A decision tree based on these guidelines has been
developed, extensively reviewed, and pre-processor
logic in the “to host” interface between FDM and CC&B
was revised to incorporate these changes.

90

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

A clear policy defining Adjustment Types and
Adjustment Reasons is needed in order to consistently
apply corrections or adjustments to customers'
accounts, regardless of how the request is received or
the scenario leading to the adjustment. Develop a
policy that covers both the criteria for how much a
customer is qualified for as well as the mechanism to
apply the change (cancel/rebill vs. adjustment).

Consistent application of Cancel/Rebill and
Adjustment decisions by all departments
within CAS.

Jun 2012

The results are being monitored actively early in the
AMR deployment; the decisions may need to be
reopened based on actual conditions observed.
Policy / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Billing
161

Develop Adjustment
Policy

Previously adjustments were applied inconsistently at
the discretion of the user addressing the customer's
complaint. Depending on how the adjustment is
applied, it can lead to billing errors.

Policy / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
162

Design a process for
Multi-Dwelling
properties prior to
disconnection

There is not a formal documented procedure that guides
the Collections department on how to properly notify
tenants of multi-unit properties about upcoming
disconnection of services when owners become
delinquent, although the governing ordinance does
articulate special handling requirements for these cases.

Establish and document a procedure that ensures that
all ordinance rules are being followed. Tenants and
owners will receive the proper warning of
disconnection and all parties will be made aware of the
date the disconnection is scheduled.

A uniform procedure will ensure collection
activities on multi-tenant properties are in
alignment with city ordinance. Both owners
and tenants will receive the proper
notification of potential water disconnection
due to the owners delinquent balance.

Jun 2012

163

Improve Door Hanger
Policy

Currently the Collections Field Staff completes an
abundant amount of Door Hanger field activities. The
number of these field activities is too much that the
Field Staff cannot follow up and complete disconnects if
customers do not pay making the action ineffective. By
spending resources on too many door hanger field
activities, not enough resources are available to
complete disconnections.

The City municipal code only requires 15 or 30 day
notice (depending on owner/renter status) by mail OR
door hanger. There is no requirement to do the door
hanger and this could be eliminated. The City has two
options. 1. Improve the door hanger process so that is
efficient and reasonable for the workload capacity of
the field staff. Only hang door hangers for accounts
that can be reasonably turned off in the prescribed
timeframe. 2. Eliminate the door hanger policy to allow
field staff to concentrate on turn offs. City code does
not require this practice and there is a cost to send staff
out to do the work.

Reducing the number of door hanger’s
completed the Field Staff can increase
efficiency by reducing the number of
ineffective door hangers. The time saved by
completing less door hangers can be spent on
completing disconnections increasing revenue
for the city and reducing the number of past
due accounts.

Phase 1

164

Submit only "Finalled"
(i.e., no active) accounts
to collections

The City submits active accounts to the Collection
Agency rather than using the disconnection process.

Develop a report that will identify inactive accounts
past due more than 180 days. This report will be used
by the Collections Department to submit accounts to
the Collection Agency. The Field Staff will increase the
number of disconnections performed rather than
submitting active accounts to the collection agency.

There will be a reduction of payments made to
the collection agency by allowing Cleveland
Water to use the disconnection method for
active accounts and allowing the Collection
Agency to focus on collecting revenue from
inactive accounts.

Phase 1

Policy / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Customer
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

165

When a customer calls the call center and their call is
handled by the call center, a contact should be created
for that interaction. Currently not all calls are tracked to
a customer contact.

This will be addressed by developing SOPs on customer
contact creation and review. The CSR monitors must
also verify that a contact is created when reviewing CSR
calls. This will be handled in WIC4136.

Documentation of all customer phone
interactions with customers will aid in
monitoring, call trending, investigations, and
improve auditability.

Phase 1

Establish mandatory
customer contact
creation for all calls

Policy / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; PMO
166

Develop New Backbilling Policy

Prepare for the wave of legitimate large bills that will be
released to customers in Phase 1 as corrective actions
are completed

The following back billing policy was adopted:
• Customers that have not been billed for water
services shall be billed as of the date their account is
established is CC&B, (no back billing).
• Customers’ that have not received a quarterly bill for
at least two consecutive billing cycles, but were
previously billed, shall receive the following
adjustment, for the back billing covering the period
since their last billing:
o Residential customers will receive a one-time 50%
reduction off the water back billing.
o Commercial customers will receive a one-time 20%
reduction off the water back billing, which shall not
exceed $30,000.

Consistent treatment of customers, reduction
in customer complaints, improved ability to
manage through completion of backlogged
items.

Phase 1

167

Forgiveness Policy for
Water Board Complaints

Develop Forgiveness Policy for remediated bills that are
disputed/ water board complaints.

Several actions were taken to address this requirement.
• Reviewed order creating Water Review Board (WRB)
to understand the objectives and constraints impacting
Cleveland Water
• Conducted a series of meetings with WRB staff and
customer service leaders to define an appropriate role
for the WRB
• Clarified WRB adjustment authority, clarifying the
policy for “moral adjustments” and aligning WRB
policies with the back-billing adjustment policy
described in related document PMO 1.06.

Consistent treatment of customers, reduction
in customer complaints, improved ability to
manage through completion of backlogged
items.

Phase 1

Developed a process for all FA Investigations and Meter
Read requests that includes an Emergency procedure.

Having a consistent process to trigger field
work that is needed will allow for better
scheduling of field services and the ability to
set expectation with customers about problem
resolution timelines

Jun 2012

Policy / N/A / Org / Process / Policy; Meter
168

Consistent process for
all Field Activity
Investigation and Meter
Reading Requests

Currently work requests come in to Meter Reading and
D&M through various channels (fax, email, phone calls)
from various sources and individuals without the
creation of the proper FA in CC&B. There is a need for a
consistent process for all FA Investigation and Meter
Reading Requests to flow into the proper work queue
with the proper priority. The purpose of this WIC is to
develop a process for all FA Investigations and Meter

92

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Read requests including an Emergency procedure.
Process / AMR Enablement / AMR Enablement; Meter
169

Create Return-to-Utility
reporting to support
contractual timelines

A new report will be created to identify accounts that
have had their AMR installation orders returned to
Cleveland Water from Itron because they were unable
to complete installation of the appropriate AMR device
("Returned-to-utility" FAs, or "RTU’s".) This is required
to help Cleveland Water resolve issues allowing the
install to be reissued to Itron within contractual
timelines.

The report will capture information for all RTU accounts
including a count of days since the account became an
RTU. In addition, the report will pull accounts which
are RTU but have since had a new FA scheduled for
Cleveland Water completion. The report can be used
to determine if Itron is still installing close to the
account location and if they could efficiently perform
the meter change.
This report will be run by the AMR team throughout the
project deployment phase.

Maintain processing SLAs so Itron's expected
contractual responsibility is held to: volume of
RTUs is to be determined but each of them
that is not completed by the business on a
timely manner would result in at least one
field order needed to be performed by
Cleveland Water.

Jun 2012

170

Investigate impact of
Meter Dial Config
Mismatch

Approximately 5,800 meters appear to have the wrong
dial configuration in CC&B based on the actual meter
size versus the number of dials left and right that are
shown in CC&B. An example of this is a 5/8 in meter
that is configured to have four digits to the left of the
decimal when it is expected that all 5/8 meters should
only have 3 digit to the left of the decimal. These
meters may exception out during AMR
deployment. This work item is to research if exceptions
would truly be generated and if so to fix as many of the
meter dial configurations as possible in order to reduce
the AMR exceptions.

Due to the fact that the dial configuration is NOT
causing FDM or CC&B exceptions, combined with the
possible negative impacts to the field staff and the risk
inherent with the difficulties of correctly identifying the
various combinations of meter manufacturer, model,
and size with dial configurations, the decision has been
made to not proceed with an automated data repair to
change any meter dials either left of decimal or right;
any exceptions found will be addressed through manual
investigation.

Manual intervention will be required to
address exceptions during AMR deployment,
but will provide higher confidence in data
accuracy going forward.

Jun 2012

171

Create process for AMR
Outbound
Communications
Extracts - Manual

There is a need for data file extracts to be given the
AMR Clear Reads print vendors. Due to the quick
turnaround needed from when this need was identified
by the AMR team, this work item will create a quick,
manual process for delivery of these extracts.

The work will be broken down into 3 distinct deliveries.
The first delivery will be due Friday April 13, 2012. The
need was identified with a very short timeframe, so the
data extract was created using "hard coded" meter
reading routes (routes list to be provided by AMR
team.) The second delivery will be developed with the
ability to process an input file containing a list of service
points. This extract will need to be a repeatable
process that is run on a regularly scheduled interval.
The third extract will be for the auto-dialer outbound
calling list.
This extract again will be built to accept and process an
input file containing a list of service points and will be a
repeatable process that is run on a regularly scheduled
interval.

Cleveland Water will be able to send the
required Clear Reads Guide and customer
letter

Jun 2012

172

Create process for AMR

There is a need for data file extracts to be given the

The work will be broken down into 3 distinct deliveries.

Cleveland Water will be able to send the

Jun 2012

93

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Outbound
Communications
Extracts - Automated

AMR Clear Reads print vendors. This work item will be
to track the automated creation and delivery of these
extracts.

The first delivery will be due Friday April 13, 2012. The
need was identified with a very short timeframe, so the
data extract was created using "hard coded" meter
reading routes (routes list to be provided by AMR
team.) The second delivery will be developed with the
ability to process an input file containing a list of service
points. This extract will need to be a repeatable
process that is run on a regularly scheduled interval.
The third extract will be for the auto-dialer outbound
calling list.
This extract again will be built to accept and process an
input file containing a list of service points and will be a
repeatable process that is run on a regularly scheduled
interval.

required Clear Reads Guide and customer
letters without the need to run a manual
process. The mail files will be available at the
same time that the FA’s are created for each
service point.

173

Develop AMR SOPs RTU

Update SOPs in the area of RTU to accommodate new
procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

174

Develop AMR SOPs Inventory

Update SOPs in the area of Inventory to accommodate
new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

175

Develop AMR SOPs Customer Service

Update SOPs in the area of Customer Service to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

176

Develop AMR SOPs Field Operations

Update SOPs in the area of Field Operations to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

177

Develop AMR SOPs System Reporting

Update SOPs in the area of System Reporting to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

178

Develop AMR SOPs Obtaining Billing Reads

Update SOPs in the area of Obtaining Billing Re to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

179

Develop AMR SOPs - QA:

Update SOPs in the area of QA: Field & Office to

Review / update SOP documents and make additional

Prepare business to operate in this area after

Mar 2012
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Completion
Timeframe

Category / Work Item Title

180

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Field & Office

accommodate new procedures required for AMR

edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

AMR meter deployment begins.

Manage AMR Daily
Exceptions

A high volume of exceptions are expected during the
AMR deployment. The organization needs to prepare
for this by:
• Preparing in advance for expected exceptions,
including projecting expected volumes and
implementing both system changes and manual
processes to handle them.
• Controlling a slow ramp up of AMR installations,
monitoring performance and avoiding speeding up
deployment that beyond a level where exceptions are
manageable.
• Iteratively refining exception management processes
to adapt to conditions found in the field.

A summary of projected exceptions was developed, and
procedures have been developed. These were all
reviewed with field operations, meter reading, billing,
credit and collections, and the call center to prepare for
deployment. The initial summary of the types and
volumes of exceptions expected is attached.

1. Keep exceptions at a manageable level to
avoid injection of inaccurate data, billing
inaccuracy, customer complaints, etc.
2. Implement processes to minimize the level
of manual effort required, to be able to get
through AMR deployment as quickly as
possible within staff’s capacity.
3. Increased reliability of operational systems.

Mar 2012

Now that deployment has started these procedures are
being refined and will continue to need to do so.

Completion
Timeframe

As of the time of completion of Turn-Around project,
the biggest discrepancy observed so far is the
unexpectedly low level of AMR meters that are
reporting over the air; this will lead to a
correspondingly higher than expected need for manual
meter reads of AMR meters. In addition, the field
deployment staff is incurring more exceptions and
taking longer to clear them than expected. These will
continue to be monitored aggressively.

181

Develop AMR SOPs Acceptance Criteria

Update SOPs in the area of Acceptance Criteria to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

182

Develop AMR SOPs Releasing Work

Update SOPs in the area of Releasing Work to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

183

Develop AMR SOPs Invoice Approvals

Update SOPs in the area of Invoice Approvals to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

184

Develop AMR SOPs Returned Mail

Update SOPs in the area of Returned Mail to
accommodate new procedures required for AMR

Review / update SOP documents and make additional
edits upon review with the Cleveland Water and TAT
business teams, for use in preparing Cleveland Water
personnel for AMR deployment.

Prepare business to operate in this area after
AMR meter deployment begins.

Mar 2012

This SOP was incorporated under
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Issues

Solution
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185

Cleveland Water needs the ability to obtain and record a
meter reading manually in the field through the use of
the FC300 handheld if the meter data is not transmitted
over the fixed communication network.

Define process details capturing the following high level
steps:
1) Run a report of meters that are a part of future Bill
Cycles in order to have enough time to obtain the read
for use on a scheduled bill
2) Generate a list of meters for which reads are needed
3) Create Field Activities to get the readings based on
list.

Timely billing using actual read after AMR
meter has been deployed even if it is not
successfully communicating with the AMI
network
Reading will be obtained for non-reporting
AMR meters in time for scheduled billing.

Mar 2012

Create process to
Manually Read AMR
Meters that fail to
communicate remotely

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Billing
186

Review and implement
policies & procedures
for "Customer Contact
Callback" (CCCB) to-do.

This to-do is an electronic reminder for follow-up on an
account. This work item will review the necessity of the
To Do type to see if process changes are needed to
allow completion of customer requests more efficiently;
evidence points to multiple customer contact records
being created when only one is needed.

Develop SOP and communiqué to users to provide
guidance on how to consistently and efficiently use the
Customer Contact Callback to do, reducing the number
of duplicate records created.

Utilize a more efficient electronic follow up
system vs. all the manual paper-based process
used now. This will also replace some of the
To Do Types currently in use to simplify
processes.

Jun 2012

187

Review & revise
procedures for issuing
adjustments

Concerns exist related to the reason and frequency that
specific Adjustment Types are used, e.g. Legacy Bill
Adjustments, Moral/Discretionary Adjustments, and
Credit Refund Adjustments. An adjustment policy exists,
but is not consistently implemented.

Updated SOPs in line with Adjustment policy. Specific
changes include:
1. Rules for how backdated final bills should be
charged;
2. Define a process to eliminate credit refund
adjustments made in error as a result of duplication in
Adjustments/Cancel and Rebills.
3. Monitor for reoccurrence of inappropriate
adjustments on a periodic basis (initially weekly), and
remediate data and reinforce policy as appropriate
when exceptions occur.

Improve consistency of adjustments granted
to customers. Eliminate a source of error to
improve billing accuracy.

Jun 2012

When the adjustment policy was updated for clarity and
consistency, various SOPs needed to be updated to
comply with it.

188

Eliminate dependency
on the AS400 billing
system that preceded
CC&B, and
decommission that
system.

Procedures throughout the organization still contain
references instructing CSRs to reference the AS400 to
view old data. Users still use the AS400 to calculate
billing amounts for periods prior to CC&B's
implementation in September 2009. The DPU needs to
define why users go to the AS400 and establish policies
& procedures that eliminate that need, enable
decommissioning of the AS400 by end of June 2012.

With elimination of very old backlogs of pended bills or
change-of-ownership, the need for use of the AS400
should be eliminated by the end of this project.
Procedures have been updated to eliminate use of the
AS400 for business-as-usual. Research was performed
to identify what data from the AS400 might still be used
and the data behind 4 key screens was loaded into the
business intelligence database in case it is still required,
e.g. in the case of legal challenges; and end user access
to the AS400 itself has been eliminated.

Increased efficiency in resolving billing issues.
Training of new CSRs will be for one system
only.
Eliminate cost of maintenance of, and
licensing related to, the AS400.

Jun 2012

189

Procedure to handle
Jurisdiction Customer
Rate Change Requests

Develop and implement procedure to handle
Jurisdiction Customer Rate Change Requests; and to
review/recommend a process once the rate change

This solution is procedural and involves interaction with
all jurisdictions for whom Cleveland Water is a billing
agent.
1. Cleveland Water establish new policy to cover the

Cleveland Water will have the appropriate
time needed to plan/design rate changes,
assign resources, make the rate changes, test,
and implement with some contingency built

Phase 1
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190

Review and update
prioritized Billing SOPs

Issues

Solution

Benefits

request is received by Cleveland Water.

life cycle of jurisdictional rate change requests including
establishing a single point of contact for such requests.
2. Policy should require three (3) months notification be
given for simple bill factor changes such as increasing
an existing charge from $2.00 to $2.50.
3. Policy should require a minimum of six (6) months
notification be given for changes requiring new rate
versions or other more complex types of system
configuration that will require extensive testing, e.g.
introduction of fixed charges or tiered rates.
4. Cleveland Water communicate new Policy to
jurisdictions.
5. Policy should address the process to review the
request, validate details of request, schedule resources,
make rate changes, test, communicate change to
jurisdiction, and migrate change to Production.

into the process.

The Billing department updated 12 prioritized SOPs the
use within the department and training of new hires.
These were focused on handling exceptions, and the
"EZ Pay"/Homestead Instructions. These will be used
for training new CSRs joining the billing department.

New CSRs joining billing will be trained in a
consistent fashion in core Billing Department
procedures.

Jun 2012

A set of core processes in Billing that need to be
performed reliably and consistently on a high volume
basis. Some of these processes are documented but the
documentation is not necessarily complete or up to
date. The documentation is required to train new users
as well as to provide reference guide for existing users.

Completion
Timeframe

Jurisdictions will see a smoother transition
from one effective rate to the next which will
have a positive impact on revenue and on
customer service.

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
191

Identify and process
discharged bankruptcy
accounts converted into
CC&B incorrectly

Accounts with discharged bankruptcy debt converted
into CC&B as "Stopped" accounts with inactive debt
associated with the customer

The discharged debt with "Stopped" SA’s need to be
identified via query and isolate the $ value of these
Service Agreements to reflect a more accurate picture
of inactive debt. Fiscal is using this information to
correct reported write-offs. Post Phase two a
procedure will be developed that will systematically
write off the debt from the system.

Identifying the amount of discharged debt
associated with the "Stopped" bankruptcy
accounts will reflect a more accurate picture
of Cleveland Water's financial position by
removing uncollectible debt from the inactive
A/R

Jun 2012

192

Investigate
disconnected Service
Points in CC&B and
determine if meter has
been reconnected in the
field

Prior to Phase 1 of the Turn-around Project the
Collections department did not utilize FA’s to reconnect
delinquent customers after payments were made.
When the Field Staff performed a reconnect in the field
the dispatcher updated the account with a customer
contact but the Service Point was not consistently
reconnected in CC&B. This has resulted in inaccurate
information in CC&B and prevents accounts from
becoming eligible for disconnect in the future, and also
can contribute to system batch errors.

Update CC&B to reflect the correct status of the Service
Point if account analysis proves that meters have been
reconnected in the field. A report will be developed to
enable the Collections Manager to monitor
disconnected Service Points in the future.

Updating CC&B to have the correct Service
Point status will allow repeat delinquent
customers to cycle back through the
Severance Process and become eligible for
disconnect if payment is not received. 3,000
accounts were updated to show their status
was on. The correction will also reduce
system batch errors.

Jun 2012
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193

Prevent Accounts with
total account balance of
$0 but individual SA's
with outstanding
balance from going into
Collections

An estimated 1,500 accounts have a total balance of $0,
but even so can enter into the Collections process and
received reminder notices. These accounts have one SA
with a credit balance and one or more SA's with an
outstanding balance. If one SA has a credit the system
does not automatically distribute the credit balance to
other SA's that have a debit balance. CC&B (as
configured) treats the SA with an outstanding balance
as an overdue amount to be collected.

Accounts have gotten into with a $0 total account
balance, but non-$0 balances on individual SAs that
comprise the account. This has happened for a variety
of reasons, including conversion errors and cancelling
bills and stopping service agreements but not
redistributing payments previously applied. As an
immediate fix, postpone credit review dates on these
accounts to prevent these accounts from being
subjected to meaningless collections activities; under a
separate work item, source causes are researched and
data is remediated.

1. Prevent customers from going into
collections when total balance is paid in full
(interim solution)
2. Reduce customer complaints

Jun 2012

194

Evaluate and Improve
Tampering Process for
Collections

There is a need to improve the current process of
identifying customers suspected of tampering and
become more aggressive with their treatment. One
indicative measure confirming there is a problem is that
Collections Field Staff are reconnecting less than half the
meters that are disconnected for nonpayment.

Identify customers through AMR reports with
suspicious account activity and initiate field
investigations to confirm. The policy should be updated
to apply fees to customers where field investigations
have confirmed tampering.

Updating the policy and process to be more
pro-active and aggressive will reduce the
amount of lost revenue from tampered meters
and increase payments from delinquent
customers

Jun 2012

195

Design process
supporting service for
Tenant Occupied
Property with
delinquent property
owner

Cleveland Water requires a process and policy within
CC&B for Tenant Occupied Properties that aligns with
the city ordinance and allows the tenant to receive
entitled services.

Document the policy so that it aligns with the city
ordinance and test the process which will support the
policy.

A uniform procedure for all CSR's to follow
that will be in compliance with the city
ordinance. Tenants will be able to retain
services and not be subjected to disconnection
for the owner's unpaid debt

Jun 2012

196

Develop effective
process for handling
Bankruptcies

The Bankruptcy process is cumbersome, taking
inordinate time to complete each case; and the resulting
data (including bills) were confusing leading to customer
complaints

Update bankruptcy process to use CC&B native
functionality for cancel / rebill and balance transfer to
create clean auditable trail and more clearly
understandable bills for both the post- and pre-petition
debt.

Improved customer satisfaction from clearer
bills.
Reduced error by use of automation instead of
manual calculation and transferring
Improved efficiency: save 10 - 15 minutes
effort per case.

Jun 2012

197

Eliminate Credit Score
from severance
prioritization.

The current amount of accounts in the active
“Severance Process” is affecting the ability for Field Staff
to receive and complete their work through automated
means. Many accounts generated in their daily work
are accounts with small past due amounts that are of
lesser priority.

Feed the Collections Department a report that will
allow them to target high dollar accounts with a past
due balance. Ensure that correct information is created
in CC&B to continue with the Severance Process.

Prioritizing turn off based on the larger past
due accounts will increase the efficiency of the
Collection field staff and increase their
productivity.

Phase 1

198

Define and implement a
process to improve
effectiveness of turn off
past due accounts over

There are a number of accounts over 10K past due for
over 150 days that have been through the severance
process that should be turned off for non-pay. These
are not currently prioritized in the collection process.

Identify commercial accounts with past due balances
greater than $10,000. Validate these accounts for bill
accuracy and begin contacting customers for payment
via phone and letters. After a reasonable amount of
time with no payment the turn off process will be

Focusing on active accounts with large
balances will increase revenue from
commercial accounts.
Targeting large balanced accounts for
disconnection will reduce amount of past due

Phase 1
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

10K

Solution

Benefits

implemented for these accounts.
Reduce this threshold after these accounts are
addressed but continue to prioritize high value
balances.

accounts and increase revenue for the same
amount of collections effort

Completion
Timeframe

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Customer
199

Establish process for
business to use
outbound dialer

Cleveland Water has an outbound dialer, but there is
currently not a process in place for the business to use
it. Having such a process would allow for customers to
be called automatically by the phone system and a
message relayed to them.

Established a process for the business to use the
outbound dialer. Provided necessary training /
knowledge transfer for familiarity and exposure to this
product and process.

The benefit of this WIC can be to reduce costs
by having customers contacted automatically
via the dialer to remind them of
appointments, to contact them about
collections issues (according to set guidelines
about contacting customers regarding
collection efforts), and other examples instead
of being contacted directly by CSRs which
lends to increased CSR efficiency.

Dec 2011

200

Develop process for
Refund, Transfers of
Funds & Processing of
Missing Payments

The current process for these activities is very
cumbersome and inefficient, and requires a high level of
manual effort. A more streamlined process is needed to
effectively handle this activity.

Developed processes for Refund, Transfers of Funds &
Processing of Missing Payments.

Improve efficiency of manual activities
required to accomplish these processes.
Improve consistency of customer service and
reduce inaccurate billing.

Jun 2012

201

Reduce Cancel/Rebills to
lowest practical level

There are a combination of issues relating to the
performance of Cancel/Rebills that need to be
addressed:
- Incorrectly following procedures, CSRs create
situations that repeatedly trigger exceptions and lead to
multiple cancel/rebills on the same account
- Adjustments are externally calculated and entered on
bills, which can lead both to errors in manual calculation
and leaving accounts subject to billing errors in the
future
- Working the backlog of unprocessed changes of
ownership leads to the need for cancel/rebills to correct
historical billing of the wrong customer.
- There is no consistent reporting on the adjusted bill
transactions performed by the collections, billing, and
customer care CSRS.

The intent of this WIC was to make sure policy and
procedure decisions align with performing cancel/rebill
transactions when and only when needed, and to make
sure that historical data issues driving the need for
cancel/rebills are cleaned up.
Several solutions being implemented through multiple
WICs are being implemented that will complete
historical data clean up and drive down the rate of
future cancel/rebills. This clean up itself will lead to an
temporary increase in that rate however.
Primary changes include:
- Clarification, implementation, and consistent
enforcement of the adjustment policy
- Eliminate creation of adjustments that should be
addressed through cancel/rebills leave billing history in
a stale state
- Completion of backlogs of pended bills and changesof-ownership so that future issues are fixed as they
occur rather than requiring backdated cancel/rebills
- Improve cancel/rebill process to stop creating multiple
cancel/rebills to resolve a single historical incident
covering multiple billing periods.

Improved customer satisfaction from timely
accurate bills instead of corrections through
cancel/rebills
Improved billing accuracy for using
cancel/rebills rather than adjustments when
historical changes are required
Operational efficiency from reduced need for
the laborious manual process to perform
cancel/rebills

Jun 2012
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202

If a customer calls into the call center due to a missed
appointment, there is not a consistent process for the
CSR to contact the dispatcher to determine how to
resolve the issue.

When a customer calls in about a missed appointment
that should have occurred that same day, the CSR will
work with either the Meter Reading or Distribution &
Maintenance (D&M) departments to determine if it is
possible for the field personnel to return to the
customer’s property.

It will increase customer satisfaction because
when possible, Meter Operations and D&M
will work to send someone out to that
customer again and if not possible, reschedule
for the next day.

Phase 1

Develop process for
CSRs to contact
dispatchers for missed
customer appointments

This includes development of an SOP for this scenario,
training, and communication of this change.

This will also provide the call center CSRs with
a clear process to follow each and every time
this occurs.

203

Develop plan to address
Fixed Rate Change
inquiries/complaints

The change to a Fixed Rate implemented on 7/16/2011
will increase the amount a customer pays on their bill
for their customer charge. The CSRs need training on
how to explain the purpose of the change, describing
what is entailed in the charge, and how to perform bill
adjustments and cancel/rebills across the rate change.

Update the Customer Care Billing SOPs to reflect the
changes due to the Fixed Rate Change
Review the scripts developed by Public Relations

CSRs will be able to explain the Fixed Rate
change and provide a consistent message to
all customers who call in.
CSRs will be able to handle the influx of calls
expected in October as the charge begins to
appear on customers’ bills.

Phase 1

204

Provide map
measurements to field
collections team

Service points in CC&B display the map measurements
for connections under the characteristics tab. Many
CSRs are not providing this information in the work
orders, so field workers need to call back into the office
for this information.

The most effective solution identified to address this
need was to provide laptops to field crews to ensure
they can access the fields and systems they need to
obtain the map measurements while they are in the
field.

FCS field crew efficiency will be increased, and
frustration will be reduced, by making this
information available through a consistent
process.

Phase 1

205

Develop call scripts for
the highest volume call
types (Part 1)

Currently only one call script exists in the call center. It is
a generic script that does not provide language the CSR
should use based on the type of call they receive. (Part
1)

Call scripts should be developed for customer care. The
scripts will cover the necessary information that the
CSR must ask and collect to successfully resolve the call.

CSRs will deliver consistent messages to the
customer and they will ensure they receive all
of the information they need from the
customer.

Phase 1

CSRs will deliver consistent messages to the
customer and they will ensure they receive all
of the information they need from the
customer.

Phase 1

Call scripts will be developed, training delivered on how
to use the scripts, and the call monitoring assessment
will be modified to account for the use of the script
during a call.
Part 1 of this solution addressed the first two call
scripts:
Mailing Address Update
Payment Plan Offering
206

Develop call scripts for
the highest volume call
types (Part 2)

(see part 1)

Part 2 of this solution addressed the second prioritized
set of call scripts:
High Bill Dispute
Fixed Rate Change
January Rate Change
Start/Stop
Meter Investigations
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207

Resolve Customer issues prior to Water Review Board
(WRB); between April and early August 2011 there have
been approximately 500 letters sent in request a
meeting with the Water Review Board.

An existing WIC dealing with Outgoing Correspondence
will impact this WIC since part of the problem is that no
outgoing letters to customers for daily inspection
results are being mailed to customers.

Increased customer satisfaction by addressing
customer concerns without their needing
recourse to the WRB .(many customers
request WRB hearings because their previous
calls/letters to Cleveland Water had not been
answered in a timely manner)

Phase 1

The SOPs will be more straightforward and will
allow CSRs to better understand how to
perform their tasks and ensure they are done
in the correct manner. New SOPs will provide
guidance on existing or new processes so that
all CSRs follow the same steps and processes.

Phase 1

Resolve issues before
coming before Water
Review Board

Other changes include training CSRs to fully address
customer requirements instead of referring them to the
WRB. Specific changes to facilitate this include:
WRB Brochure Update:
Update the existing brochure to emphasize the
message the WRB is a potential option only for people
facing termination and who meet the other criteria.
Cleveland Water Website:
Update the WRB message on Cleveland Water website
to emphasize the message the WRB is a potential
option only for people facing termination and who
meet the other criteria.
Lobby form:
Update the existing WRB Lobby form to include a
review of the eligibility criteria of the customer with the
CSR prior to accepting the request for a WRB meeting.
CSR Checklist:
Develop a checklist for Front Counter personnel and
call center CSRs to ensure that they verify a customer
meets WRB eligibility criteria prior to accepting lobby
form/providing customer with WRB address.
Delinquent and Final Notices:
Update messages on notice letters to correspond with
the WRB message. Remove WRB info from delinquent
notice and place on final notice.
208

Update Customer Care
SOP's

The current version of the Customer Care SOP's needs
to be reviewed and updated for accuracy, efficiency, and
completeness. They currently contain inconsistent
process descriptions that lead to process and data
accuracy issues.

There were 33 Customer Service SOPs. Of these, the
team updated 18 SOPs, and added 6 more:
Control Central Information
Create Customer Contact
Review/Search Customer Contacts
Add a Meter Read
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Completion
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Review Meter Read History
Change of Ownership: Premise with Multiple Accounts
Alert
209

Update SOP to check
valid SA's on Start/Stops

There is a billing issue (WIC4205) to resolve billing
inaccuracies from missing service agreements. This is
related to that issue. This deals with updating the
Customer Care SOP to ensure CSRs are verifying that all
of the correct service agreements exist on new accounts
(Starts) based on the customer’s municipality.

Develop a document and include in the overall
Customer Care manual with the most up to date city
codes and their associated Service Agreements.

CSRs will be able to ensure that all new
accounts that are set up are done with the
correct Service Agreements which will help
with accurate and complete billing of the
customers and the collection of all necessary
charges for Cleveland Water and the
municipalities.

Phase 1

210

Investigate & Quantify
benefit of providing
CSRs access to Ellipse

The CSRs cannot access to Ellipse and they are not
allowed to and they have not been trained to use it.

It is uncertain what benefit access to Ellipse would have
for the Call Center staff. The recommendation at this
point is to investigate what additional information
Ellipse access would provide to the CSRs, the cost of
this access(technical as well training), and also if the
upcoming AMR roll-out would render this access
irrelevant.

CSRs would be able to access and action items
in Ellipse.

Jun 2012

Determine and develop procedures to best research
and update account with correct address information.
Assemble a team of resources that will utilized the
developed procedures, stop billing for properties found
to be vacant and process change of addresses
requested by customers.

Team will work returned mail strategically and
stay ahead of AMR deployment plan to
increase efficiency of the AMR Deployment
activities, and get bills / other correspondence
to the intended recipients on a timely basis.

Mar 2012

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Fiscal
211

Improve procedures for
processing returned
mail

There are approximately 7,000 pieces of mail returned
back to Cleveland Water per month. Currently there is
not a dedicated group of resources that focus on
researching and correcting addresses in CC&B.

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Meter
212

Users Leaving FOs uncanceled, when
canceling FAs

Users manually complete or cancel an FA without
updating the related FO. If the FA is a severance-related
FA, accounts can get stuck in severance due to related
FOs being left in Dispatched status. The accounts do not
re-enter collections for more recent bills.

This Datamatic issue was resolved by replacing
Datamatic with FDM as the go-forward field activity
management solution, rather than remediate and
maintain both systems.

Reduce the number of accounts stuck in
severance and not re-entering collections for
more recent bills
• Improve collectability of these accounts

Jun 2012

213

Ensure Workaround is
followed for Compound
Meter Registers
returning out of
sequence

When compound meters are read and the reads
returned through Datamatic the registers can be
returned out of proper sequence. This results in
high/low exceptions or inaccurate bills as the reads are
loaded to the wrong registers and do not line up with
true consumption amounts. The registers look to be
downloaded from CC&B in the proper order but when
uploaded from Datamatic the upload file can either
reverse the order of the registers or separate them

After analysis, system changes were not found to be
cost/benefit justified, so meter reading operations will
continue to follow the compound meter reading
process until AMR deployment is complete, which will
finally resolve the issue.

Reduced billing exceptions resulting from to
inaccurate uploading of meter reads
Improved accuracy billing

Jun 2012
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Issues

Solution
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Completion
Timeframe

making the meter appear as two single register reads.
The root cause will be eliminated with the AMR
deployment, but until that is complete a manual process
needs to be consistently followed to avoid inaccurate
billing.
214

Reduce Estimations to
lowest practical level

This item is to develop a strategy for the proper use of
estimated reads. This will include legitimate scenarios
when an estimated read is appropriate, definition of
targeted volumes of acceptable use of estimated reads,
and monitoring capabilities for tracking the use of
estimated reads. Situations have been discovered in
which actual meter readings for a meter are available
yet the account has been billed on an Estimated reading,
and this needs to be remediated.

Stopping the practice of “office estimating” to clear
Hi/Lo exceptions when an actual read is available is
now being enforced. A system generate estimate or an
office estimate is the appropriate action when an actual
reading from the meter is not available. In the situation
such as Trace meters that are no longer functioning, it
is not possible to obtain actual meter readings; for
these meters it will be necessary to estimate usage
(either system generated or office generated) for billing
until access is gained to the property and an actual
reading can be obtained from the base meter register,
or the meter is replaced by the AMR program.

Increase accuracy of billing by using estimated
reads only when appropriate.
Increasing the use of actual reads instead of
estimations now will decrease the rate of
exceptions that need to be worked during
mass AMR deployment

Jun 2012

215

Mechanism to create
missing meter charges

Currently when field reps go out to replace a meter and
the meter is missing, there is not a consistent process
for charging the customer for the missing meter.

Due to policy decisions governing the AMR rollout,
Cleveland Water will not charge these fees during the
initial AMR rollout. The business will assess the need for
the charges after the first group of meters has been
implemented to evaluate both the need for the charge
as well as customer reaction to the AMR rollout. If at
that time it is decided to proceed with creating the
missing meter charge, assess whether only the newer
meters that would have been retrofits (but now are
meter installs since the meter is missing) should be
assessed the missing meter charge (since the older
meters would have been scrapped anyway).
One possible approach is to configure new meter
remarks that map to the various missing meter
adjustments already configured. Entering the remark
code on an FA would cause the adjustment to get
created during the nightly batch.

Consistent application of Cleveland Water
business practices.
Increase cost recovery when customers
tamper (remove) their water meter.

Jun 2012

216

Review existing
procedures for
improvements to daily
Meter Reading
operations work

Meter Reading CSRs are trained based on the SOPs and
also reference the SOP document when they have
questions on how to perform certain tasks. The purpose
of this work item is to review SOP beyond changes
specifically called out in other work items to identify and
correct significant items that were not been updated by
the Phase 1 WICS.

Reviewed all Meter Reading SOPs not updated/created
by Phase I WICS, and identify and implement changes
required to fix prioritized issues impacting operations.

1. Increase efficiency
2. Reduce errors in daily work

Jun 2012
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217

There was a list of 43,000 Non-Progressive meters
(based on one period of no consumption) and of 1,600
accounts with Out of Order meter alerts which will
require a full data analysis of non-functioning meters.

Confirm the criteria for defining a Nonprogressive/Non-functioning meter. Examples of
additional factors to consider are looking for zero
consumption over multiple read cycles rather than just
a single cycle, removing any known vacant premises
from the list and also looking for meters where actual
reads aren’t being received at all.

With a true list of Non-Functioning meters the
Meter Operations group will be better
equipped to take corrective action. This will
mean less field visits to locations that do not
actually require a meter change or repair.

Phase 1

Improve process to
remediate nonprogressive meters

Provide the list, and a remediation procedure, to the
business.

These lists were reduced to approximately
20,000 and 1,200 respectively, which require
field work for remediation. After several
attempts to contact customers, the strategy
has been adopted to use AMR replacement to
address these premises.

218

Improve process for
targeting true skipped
meters

Target true Skipped meters for remediation - on second
consecutive occurrence. (Skip 11 and 12 data is
currently unreliable), change the letter process so that
only consecutive skip 11s, 12s and 13s trigger the
creation of the letter requesting an appointment be
made.

To allow for a more reliable target for field visits,
reconfigure the system to only send a customer letter
requesting an appointment if the premise has received
a skip 11, 12 or 13 more than one time in a row (most
recent 2 reads have been skips.) This configuration
should also apply to Skip Code 11 right away and Skip
Codes 12 and 13 once they begin sending customer
letters.

This change will result in an overall decrease in
the number of customer letters sent and
appointments generated requiring field visits.
While the number of visits will decrease, the
hit rate of premises where problems are
actually occurring and require a fix will
increase, saving unnecessary visits to premises
with no issues.

Phase 1

219

Implement procedure
and system remedies to
resolve backlog of nondispatched field
activities

There are currently a number of Field Activities created
in CC&B that do not get picked up by the nightly batch
run to have a Field Order ID associated to them. This
causes the Order to never be sent to the field for work;
clean up cancelled backlog (3915)

A series of technical changes will be implemented:
1. Remove PSASPM (pending start/stop monitor) from
the nightly batch. In our configuration, where FAs are
created in real-time, this job is not needed. Its purpose
is to batch-generate FAs for utilities that don’t want FAs
created in real-time.
2. Add an execution of FOD just before SAACT. FOD will
then dispatch orders before the system has a chance to
batch-generate start/stop orders.
a. Note, this is needed until we fully work backlogged
To Dos and accounts. The new execution of FOD could
be removed in the long-run, but causes no harm by the
extra run.
3. Clean up obsolete FAs that were both generated and
canceled by the start/stop system processes. This will
get rid of the ‘clutter’ but for some service points allow
the CSR to see valid pending FAs on screens where they
aren’t visible due to volumes of invalid FAs for that SP.

Applying these solutions/clean ups will allow
Field Activities to be dispatched automatically
by the system and worked by the field as
scheduled, thus decreasing the number of
‘missed’ appointments which leads to
customer dissatisfaction issues.

Phase 1

• Confirm the criteria for identifying a service point
where Ellipse work orders may have not been updated
in CC&B. Run queries and provide to the business for

As the System of Record, CC&B needs to be up
to date with all field information. This will
allow better decisions to be made by billing

220

Implement process to
resolve order status
mismatch between

There are various scenarios that in the past have
prevented Ellipse work activity from being updated into
CC&B which leads to inaccurate and incomplete
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21,000 undispatched FA's were resolved by
this process.

Dec 2011

Category / Work Item Title
CC&B and Ellipse

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

information in CC&B and miscommunication with
customers if/when they call in the future. .

resolution.
• The business will remediate the identified work
orders. Actions include:
o researching available Ellipse data and/or paper
records of field work
o where the field work has been completed, completing
existing field activities in CC&B, creating and
completing new field activities in CC&B

and collections as well as CSR’s to have the
correct data in front of them while speaking
with a customer.

Determine the criteria and facilitate a policy on when
the Credit & Collections department should review bills
prior to disconnection as well as criteria for the bill
reviews should stop. At the conclusion of phase 2,
reviews will only be performed by special collections
team who is personally contacting top dollar debtors.

1. Increased efficiency of the Credit and
Collections time
2. Increase the number of disconnections
completed with the existing pool of resources

Jun 2012

This required a two part solution:
1) to research and remediate the root causes behind
the inflow of the issue.
2) to put in place processes and manage resolution of
the backlog of pended bills;

Resolve backlog of 1137 pended bill segments
(as of 9/23/2011), and subsequent inflow, to
resume timely billing. Inflow of exceptions per
billing cycle will be manageable so that bills
are mailed to the customer on schedule. Will
result in improved cash flow and reduction of
customer inquiries and complaints.

Mar 2012

Resolve backlog of 1137 pended bill segments
(as of 9/23/2011), and subsequent inflow, to
resume timely billing. Inflow of exceptions per
billing cycle will be manageable so that bills
are mailed to the customer on schedule. Will
result in improved cash flow and reduction of

Mar 2012

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; PMO
221

Develop plan to address
practice of reviewing
bills before issuing
CONP

When Cleveland Water resumed assertively collecting
on active accounts, CC&B data was unreliable enough
that collections would review large accounts for
accuracy before attempting to collect on them. As the
reliability of data in the system improves, the practice of
reviewing it for accuracy should be reduced
commensurately.

Process / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Billing
222

Resolve backlog for
Exception 13732:
Pending Stop Read
Needed

This exception was one of the top four causing the
backlog of pended bills:
CC&B Exception 13732 – A closing bill segment may not
be created for SA because the SA has not been stopped
(Pending Stop Read Needed)which then prevents
accounts from billing.

While some 13732 excepts are expected, the primary
root cause of the high volume was human error by CSRs
in both the call center and billing, during the start/stop
process or as a result of incorrectly completed bill
inquiries. To address this, training was developed to
make the correct way of performing the task, and
system audit fields were enabled to identify who was
still causing the problem. After this training was
deployed, managers monitored for human error and
returned the item to the originating individual to
reinforce correct behavior.
223

Resolve backlog for
Exception 14627: Start
Meter Read Not Usable

This exception was one of the top four causing the
backlog of pended bills:
CC&B Exception 14627 - This exception prevents
accounts from billing. It is generated when CC&B
attempts to begin billing for a new customer, but the
initial reading does not agree with readings history.

This required a two part solution:
1) to research and remediate the root causes behind
the inflow of the issue.
2) to put in place processes and manage resolution of
the backlog of pended bills;
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

While some 13732 excepts are expected, the primary
root cause of the high volume was human error by CSRs
in both the call center and billing, during the start/stop
process or as a result of incorrectly completed bill
inquiries. To address this, training was developed to
make the correct way of performing the task, and
system audit fields were enabled to identify who was
still causing the problem. After this training was
deployed, managers monitored for human error and
returned the item to the originating individual to
reinforce correct behavior.

customer inquiries and complaints.

Completion
Timeframe

224

Resolve backlog for
Exception 21210: "AutoCancel Not Allowed. MR
Type vs. Good Read
Type"

This exception was one of the top four causing the
backlog of pended bills.
The end meter read for the bill segment being
generated has a read type less than the minimum good
read type.

This required a two part solution:
1) to research and remediate the root causes behind
the inflow of the issue.
2) to put in place processes and manage resolution of
the backlog of pended bills.
The root cause of this issue was a collection of others,
but primarily a result of accumulated use of estimates
when actual reads were available. By stopping that
practice the inflow of this exception decreased.

Resolve backlog of 1279 pended bill segments
(as of 9/23/2011), and subsequent inflow, to
resume timely billing. Inflow of exceptions per
billing cycle will be manageable so that bills
are mailed to the customer on schedule. Will
result in improved cash flow and reduction of
customer inquiries and complaints.

Mar 2012

225

Resolve Incorrect SAs
based on City Code

Resolve Accounts that have an incorrect Service
Agreement based on City Code. (This is a more granular
view than the missing SA issue in 4218; for example,
while 4218 identified accounts in areas that should have
wastewater but didn't have it, this review will confirm
that, for accounts being charged for wastewater, the
specific wastewater jurisdiction is appropriate for its
address, looking for invalid combinations between city
codes and the premise location)

Design and develop query to identify accounts for
manual research and confirmation by the Fiscal office.

Correct rates and billings will be provided to
customers and revenue properly accounted
for.

Jun 2012

226

Implement process for
Title Transfers where
previous owner has WCF
exemption

During a Title Transfer, some new customers would
receive an unqualified exemption for Waste Collection
Fee because Solid Waste Dwelling Code characteristic
values and Vacant Dwelling exemptions were not
changed.

The start/stop process for title transfers was updated
to include reviewing Solid Waste Dwelling Code
characteristic values and Vacant Dwelling exemptions.
The new process was reviewed with business teams to
ensure its adoption as intended.

Consistently Waste Collection Fees to new
customers at Premise.
Reduction in revenue leakage.

Jun 2012

A process for identifying addresses as being vacant lots,
confirming the fact, and stopping billing for them was
established.
This solution included multiple points of integration
with Cleveland Water processes:

Discontinue attempting to bill vacant lots, and
stop falsely calculating revenue that is not
realizable.
Write off erroneously billed arrears that are
uncollectable.

Jun 2012

Process / Fix / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
227

Policies & Procedures to
Handle Vacant Lots

It was found that Cleveland Water had a backlog of
vacant lots, from which meters have physically been
removed and water service abolished, but that
continued to be billed regularly. A consistent set of
policies and procedures is required to identify and
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

remediate these cases and stop billing for revenue that
will never be realized.

- Returned mail was historically tallied but not acted on.
A returned mail team was created to investigate
returned mail and, where a premise was found to have
been demolished, CC&B was updated to reflect that
and stop future billing. Past bills would be canceled if
- Data returned from and processing various sources
including Cleveland Water meter reading and city lawn
mowing was used to characterize premises in the
system as vacant, simplifying the research required
when processing one of these addresses.

Stop attempting to read meters that don’t
exist
Avoid trying to replace meters that don't exist
in the AMR deployment process.

Completion
Timeframe

Reporting / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Billing
228

Improve delivery of
Consumption Data
Reports solution for
communities who bill
themselves

Cleveland Water provides data consumption reports to
communities where Cleveland Water reads the meter,
but the community bills itself. There is no one standard
format for this data presentment and Cleveland Water
manipulation is required to meet different community
requirements. Also:
- the existing reports did not include compound meter
or main/deduct meter data, and
- if there were multiple bills for one premise within the
billing period, only one of the bills is report
Consequently these communities would under bill
customers on the basis of these reports.

1. Provide data files in a standard format which
communities can manipulate as necessary to meet their
system requirements.
2. Automate the process to create data files at specified
intervals with minimal intervention required.

Cleveland Water will provide accurate data to
other entities that do their own billing, with
decreased need for operational effort.

Jun 2012

229

Define controls and
KPI's (Billing)

In order to help the Billing department continue to
improve their performance, the team will develop and
recommend KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) and
metrics based on industry best practices.

Modify the current statistics to align with strategic
objectives. These will be used to report on the status
of organizational performance to senior management.

Cleveland Water will have visibility into their
performance and efficiency measured against
past performance and on industry standards.
This will also provide visibility into new issues
as they occur and allow those issues to be
addressed efficiently and timely.

Jun 2012

Modify the current statistics to align with strategic
objectives. These will be used to report on the status
of organizational performance to senior management.

1. Available information to accurately run the
business and view priority issues as they arise
2. Managers will be better aware of
workloads, problem areas, etc.

Jun 2012

Modified the current statistics to align with strategic
objectives. These will be used to report on the status
of organizational performance to senior management.

Enables a view of how the Cleveland Water
customer is being serviced and provides a
metric on how to improve that customer
experience which lends to the opportunity of

Jun 2012

Reporting / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Credit & Collections
230

Define controls and
KPI's (Credit &
Collections)

In order to help the Credit & Collections department
continue to improve their performance, the team will
develop and recommend KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators) and metrics based on industry best practices.

Reporting / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Customer
231

Define controls and
KPI's (Customer)

In order to help the call center continue to improve their
performance, the team will develop and recommend
KPIs(Key Performance Indicators) and metrics based on
industry best practices.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

achieving the goal of customer satisfaction.
Reporting / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; IT
232

Provide CC&B data to
NEORSD for reporting &
analysis

In accordance with City policy, NEORSD does not have
direct access to CC&B data. NEORSD needs extracts of
key data for wastewater accounts and transactions
provided to allow NEORSD to analyze their data in
support of their business objectives.

NEORSD has requested extract of their data in format
that allows them to analyze it. This includes the
following categories:
Person/Account/SA/Premise data
Meter Read data
Billing Data
Payment Data
Adjustment Data
Queries were developed and run against CC&B tables to
provide the data extract to NEORSD in the requested
format. Future activity will be requested for a more
complete solution, dependent on agreement between
Cleveland Water and NEORSD.

Provide NEORSD access to their data, to allow
them to perform data analytics

Jun 2012

Reporting / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Meter
233

Improve Skip Code Data
Retention to assist with
process efficiency

"Skip codes" are returned by manual meter readers
indicating exception field situations such as vacant lots,
removed meter, etc. Not all of this data is available for
analysis. This WIC will Improve Skip Code Data
Retention to assist with process efficiency (such as
billing exception clearing and meter reading high/low
exception processing). Currently, two skip codes are
filtered out by the meter reading upload custom
program. Skip 07s are important because they can be a
factor in determining if a premises is vacant or not, in a
more real-time fashion than the data that is fed to us on
request from GIS. Skip 08s are also filtered out. This
data will support analysis in multiple other WICs.

Changed system to load additional skip codes into
CC&B for information in cases where the meter is
unable to be read which allows for documentation of all
meter activity. This will be used in prioritization of
meter replacement and in processing vacant lots.

Including additional skip codes will allow
action to be taken when meters cannot be
read (such as updating "Vacant Lot" alert, and
providing additional information for CSR's if a
customer calls)
This will enable full end-to-end reconciliation,
and assist in differentiating between a missing
meter vs. a meter that was unable to be read.
This will result in improved field operations
efficiency, better customer service, and
improved targeting for AMR meter
replacement.

Jun 2012

234

Define controls and
KPI's (Meter Reading &
Operations)

In order to help the call center continue to improve their
performance, the team will develop and recommend
KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) and metrics based on
industry best practices.

Modified the current statistics to align with strategic
objectives. These will be used to report on the status
of organizational performance to senior management.

Prepare business to operate in this area,
especially after AMR meter deployment
begins.

Jun 2012

235

Enhancement of
'Customer Contacts for
D&M' report to monitor
process compliance

The Customer Contacts for D&M report is a part of the
D&M performance monitoring process as previously
implemented. The report tracks the number and type of
customer contacts created by D&M staff. Procedurally a
contact should be created for each FA that is manually
completed by D&M staff but the report does not count

Created an additional contact report for the Pipe Repair
division as well as add the counts per user of FA’s
completed. To provide the completed FA’s counts
auditing will be enabled on the FA Status field of the FA
table. This will allow the capture of who completes an
FA and when it was completed (if done by a user online,

Ability to monitor individual performance and
enforce process adoption
More comprehensive Performance monitoring
and management of D&M staff

Mar 2012
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

the number of completed FA’s so it only tell one side of
the equation. This WIC provides technical enablement
to monitor enforcement of the process.

this will not capture information for system completed
FA’s.) The two Customer Contact reports will then be
updated to count and display this information so that
the full equation can be seen.

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

Reporting / Fix / Application Fix; Customer
236

Correct billing history
Report

System generated billing history report was inaccurate,
so CSRs would manually produce a report when
requested by customers.

Correct design of automated billing history report

CSRs will be able to quickly and accurately
handle these requests and spend more time
answering calls instead of manually preparing
these reports.

Phase 1

237

Improve reporting for
CSR monitoring

Inadequate data was captured to allow CSR
performance to be monitored and managed effectively.

Improve data collection, along with related documents
and processes, for evaluation of CSR's call performance.

Effective quality evaluation provides
important input to the coaching and skill
development process and should result in
improved customer service and higher
efficiency levels. The assessments will now
encompass more of the CSRs performance on
a call-technical, customer relationship
management, first call resolution
effectiveness, as well as their communication
skills. This will help them to continue to grow
in their experience and knowledge.

Phase 1

1. Modify the report to pull financial transactions even
if they are not linked to a citycode through FT
characteristic or the city code does not have a
corresponding description.
2. After the issue was identified for the R010 report,
decision was made to proactively modify this report in
the same manner instead of waiting for the issue to be
reported by Cleveland Water.
3. Turned on the Main Customer switch in the code to
prevent multiple entries of data for each person
associated with an account. Fixed the issue where some
grand totals were totaling up the Offset amount rather
than the Arrears amount. Changed the report to use
Arrears amount. Fixed the issue related to citycode
(same issue as reported in the R010 report)
4. The changes made to R013 will also be reflected in
the results of this report
5.The report was modified to handle multiple bill
headers as in the case of rate changes.

1. Clear, concise, accurate reports that provide
Fiscal Control the information they need to
audit Cleveland Water’s financial activities,
measure the Cleveland Water’s financial
results, and report accurately to regulatory
agencies.
2. Ability to provide timely and accurate data
and financial information to the business so
financial decisions can be made.
3. Improved service to entities for which
Cleveland Water is a billing agent to have
accurate reports available to meet their needs
in addition to Cleveland Water’s needs.
4. Improvement in processes and efficiencies.

Mar 2012

Reporting / Fix / Application Fix; Fiscal
238

Address Financial Report
issues - Group 1

Set of 7 top reporting issues raised by fiscal office.
(Titles and codes refer to specific report names and
fields contained in them).
1. R010 - totals do not match to CM_FTINFOGLDT. Some
financial transactions were either not linked to a
citycode through FT characteristic or the city code does
not have a corresponding description.
2. Although no issues were reported, this report had the
same issue as the R010 report.
3. Grand totals do not match each other consistently
(signs are not consistent) and the totals do not match
the CM_FTINFOGLDT report.
4. This report is a monthly version of the R013 report
and has the same issues as reported in R013 (see
4242.3)
5.Totals do not match the CM_FTINFOGLDT report for
some days.
6. Develop report of unbilled revenue for Water
Pollution Control.
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Category / Work Item Title

239

Address Financial Report
issues - Group 2

Issues

Solution

7. Query that is run monthly does not pick up
transactions where there are missing or incorrect
citycodes.

6. Created a report by renaming the existing
CM_UBLREV for Water to CM_UBLREV_WPC, changing
the Service Type to Wastewater and including only
Local charges service types. Also fixed the issue related
to missing citycodes, no citycode description, and a
BOD surcharge issue.
7. Modified the query to pick up accounts in the event
of incorrect or missing citycodes. The modified query
was sent to the offshore IBM team that executes it
operationally.

Set of 3 next highest priority reporting issues reported
by fiscal office (Again, titles and codes refer to specific
report names and fields contained in them).
1.ADJ_MON_LIST does NOT agree with R026 Transfers
or ADJTYPE = XFEROVPY
2. Fiscal needs the ability to run a report in the same
format and including the same details as the
CM_AAL_REMIT report, but for Water service.
CM_AAL_REMIT reports on all service agreements that
have a characteristic of ‘RemitPmtSA’ and is used to
remit payments to other entities. Since Water
customers do not have this service agreement
characteristic, this report will not capture them.
3.Does not include Distribution Codes: WIN-GOV1N,
WIN-GOV2N, WWIN-GOVN, WWOT-GOVN

1. CM_ADJ_LIST (R013) Turn on the Main Customer
switch in the code to prevent multiple entries of data
for each person associated with an account. Fixed the
issue where some grand totals were totaling up the
Offset amount rather than the Arrears amount.
Changed the report to use Arrears amount. Fixed the
issue related to citycode (same issue as reported in the
R010 report in 4242.1.
2. Clone the CM_AAL_REMIT report and name it
CM_RECPT_ACT (receipt activity), remove the service
agreement characteristic criteria, and add a parameter
for Service Type. Also, modify the report to fix the
missing and incorrect citycode issues.
3. After analysis, it was determined that this report was
returning results as expected. For service agreements
where the charges are $.00.
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Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

1. Clear, concise, accurate reports that provide
Fiscal Control the information they need to
audit Cleveland Water’s financial activities,
measure the Cleveland Water’s financial
results, and report accurately to regulatory
agencies.
2. Ability to provide timely and accurate data
and financial information to the business so
financial decisions can be made.
3. Improved service to entities for which
Cleveland Water is a billing agent to have
accurate reports available to meet their needs
in addition to Cleveland Water’s needs.
4. Improvement in processes and efficiencies.

Mar 2012

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Completion
Timeframe

240

Last prioritized reporting issues reported by fiscal office:
4242.12 Differences in R016 (SUMCANBS) and R017
(CAN_BL_SG) consumption amount AND dates of
transactions within month. (Money amount agrees) –
R016 ran out of BI: R017 ran from BO.

Research found the discrepancy was due to a the R017
report, which was corrected.

1. Clear, concise, accurate reports that provide
Fiscal Control the information they need to
audit Cleveland Water’s financial activities,
measure the Cleveland Water’s financial
results, and report accurately to regulatory
agencies.
2. Ability to provide timely and accurate data
and financial information to the business so
financial decisions can be made.
3. Improved service to entities for which
Cleveland Water is a billing agent to have
accurate reports available to meet their needs
in addition to Cleveland Water’s needs.
4. Improvement in processes and efficiencies.

Mar 2012

Address Financial Report
issues - Group 3
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Work Items Remaining to be Completed After June 30, 2012
This table lists the work items that were begun during the Turnaround Project, but which remain to be completed after June 30, 2012.
Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Status & Future Work

Application / AMR Enablement / AMR Enablement; Meter
1

Enable use of FDM to
perform Turn-Ons/Offs
and Door Hangers field
activities

Itron's FDM system will be used as the field
order management system for meter related
work through at least the end of AMR meter
deployment. FDM as originally configured
supports many order types, including
investigations and replacements, but needs
additional integration with CC&B to support
turn-ons, turn-offs, and door hangers.

Develop workflows with FDM to support these
additional types of orders. Configure CC&B to
route these field activity types to FDM. Update
the CC&B/FDM to-host and from-host interfaces
that were implemented as part of the AMR
project to also support these types of field
activity. This will complete the implementation of
the part of the work management strategy that is
required during the AMR deployment project.

Allow users to complete all orders
with the FDM application and FC300
handheld units, rather than using
Datamatic or Ellipse for some field
activity types.
Simplify complexity of systems to
maintain
Eliminate need to train CWD users
on use of Datamatic or Ellipse for
meter-related orders.

Work in progress; schedule is being
adjusted iteratively, with prioritization
in light of other AMR-related activities.

2

Integrate Itron's FDM
into CWDs test
environment

Itron's FDM system will be used as the field
order management system for meter related
work through at least the end of AMR meter
deployment. This application is hosted at Itron
rather than installed within CWDs data center,
and as originally procured only one instance
was installed. This was used for training and
testing before deployment started, but now is
used as the production system. This leaves no
integrated test environment that can be used
for end to end testing of changes that impact
FDM.

Procure use of one additional instance of FDM
hosted at Itron, and integrate with CWDs existing
test environment of other applications, notably
CC&B.

Mitigate risk of software or process
errors impacting field activities

Work in progress; schedule is being
adjusted iteratively, with prioritization
in light of other AMR-related activities.

Review the issues that lead to bill suppression.
Utilize existing CC&B base functionality to make
process improvements to comply with best
practices and make full use of automation.
Eliminate the need for bill suppression except
under rare circumstances.

Will eliminate need for manual work
being done outside CC&B using
spreadsheets and custom tables to
keep track of suppressed bills and to
update CC&B to prevent accounts
with suppressed bills from entering
the collections process. The new
process will almost eliminate the
need for suppressing bills by moving
the investigation ahead of billing.
Instead, bills will be pended for
investigation based on maximum
threshold amounts.

Bill suppression has been reduced to a
manageable level. Completing
implementation of this work will
simplify operations and maintainability
of the system, but was deferred as a
lower priority than other work items
the team was working on.

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Billing
3

Redesign bill
suppression process
and integrate in CC&B

The bill suppression process should be
redesigned for integration into CC&B, rather
than through an external process that requires
on-going manual reviews.
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Status & Future Work

After the updated write off policy is determined,
and identify alternatives for implementation Evaluate Account Eligibility Requirements.
Configure CC&B in line with new write-off criteria
determined by the DPU.

1. Increase accuracy of AR
2. Compliance with DPU policy

This is a prioritized work item that was
started in June 2012, timing based on
having put in place higher priority
collections related initiatives.

Implement updated BF Values, as appropriate, to
support documented changes.

Enablement of NEORSD's
Stormwater billing services.

This is an 8 month project scheduled
for go-live in December 2012.

Data analysis was performed to isolate data in
question. This required comparison between data
in CC&B and data in external P&S databases.
Most of initial set of possibly 17,000 missing
service points was found not to be a problem. At
the end of the project, two sets of service points
totaling 500 remain to be confirmed. These will
overlap with accounts being fixed through work
item 1910 ("Active Meters with no Account or
SA"); so after the end of Phase 2, after WIC 1910
has been completely analyzed, these should be
reviewed again to see if any problem service
points remain to be resolved.

Potentially reduce revenue leakage
by billing for additional utility
services being provided.

Waiting for completion of other work
to avoid duplication of effort. After
other known backlogs are complete,
this can be re-run to confirm if there is
anything further to be resolved.

Created a correspondence sub-team in Call Center
to work on all processing all daily inspection
reports and repair notices, all incoming faxes, online inquiries, and letters. Develop SOP and
training for correspondence team processes.

For repair notices, Cleveland Water
will save money lost in unrepaired
leaks due to failed correspondence.

Completion assigned to call center
manager; postponed to reassess after
call center reorganization; currently
planned for Q3 2012.

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Credit & Collections
4

Write off finaled
accounts that meet
new write off criteria

As the DPU determines new write off criteria,
CC&B needs to be configured to align with it.
The system does not write off accounts for 7
years.

Application / Enhancement / Application Enhancement; Rates
5

NEORSD Stormwater January 1, 2013

Complete the implementation of Stormwater
billing for NEORSD after litigation has cleared

Implement "do not prorate base algorithm" and
test across new rate version.
Implement a new rate version for all water rates
that use rate steps. Also update all bill factor
values for water rates that have changed per the
approved ordinance.
Data / Fix / Data Fix; Billing
6

Resolve apparently
Active Service Points
without Service
Agreements

A concern was raised by Permits & Sales (P&S)
that there appeared to be Service Points that
had never had an active Service Agreement, but
should have one - because they were not in the
known categories where (i.e., they were not
Abolished, Disconnected, and did not have a
Vacant Property Alert). If this was confirmed, it
would be an additional set of service points that
need to get set up for billing.

Organization / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Customer
7

Set up process for
outgoing
correspondence not
worked in timely
manner

Customer Service could be improved by
proactively sending outbound correspondence
in targeted scenarios; no process is in place to
do so.
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For inspection notices, this will
increase customer satisfaction by
providing inspection results in a
timely manner and setting

Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Status & Future Work

expectation regarding adjustments
that may arise out of the inspection
results. This will also decrease the
number of calls from customers to
the call center since the customers
will not need to call in to follow up
on the results of their inspection.
8

Establish High Level
Complaints Unit

Customers currently can contact various
different Cleveland Water representatives to
address issues which are not formally tracked to
resolution. When complaints are escalated,
they can be treated differently and achieve
different outcomes depending on who from
Cleveland Water is contacted.

Developed a commercial/high level complaints
unit which will be comprised of members from
the Cleveland Water staff. Assign resources and
communicate the intent of its existence, with
processes so that other parts of Cleveland Water
know when and how to transfer issues to this
group. Provide knowledge transfer to ensure that
the members of this unit can provide the
information necessary to resolve issues.

This complaint unit, 'Customer
Account Maintenance Group', will
be a very important key in helping
manage the response and resolution
to high profile customer issues and
complaints. The resources assigned
to this unit will have the training
and accesses necessary to resolve
the reported issues. This will
provide customers with a consistent
outcome and improved customer
service.

Completion assigned to call center
manager; postponed to reassess after
call center reorganization; currently
planned for Q3 2012.

9

Security analysis for all
CAS CSRs

CSR security profiles in CC&B are inconsistent
and are not aligned with job responsibilities.

Reviewed the current CSR CC&B profiles and
related groups as applicable. Consistently align
and assign the individual or group access to
Workstream or assignment needs.

1. All CAS CSRs will have the
consistent set up access and system
authorization will be aligned with
their demonstrated capabilities.
2. Access will be managed at the
groups and roles level.
3. This will resolve communication
gaps across the security teams.
Consistent access will improve
consistency of both front office and
back office customer service.

Completion assigned to call center
manager; postponed to reassess after
call center reorganization; currently
planned for Q3 2012.

Evaluate the current practice and develop
eligibility requirements for the future write off
policy, including account balance thresholds
(immediately write off inactive accounts with very
low balances - e.g., not more than $5) and time
(write off all inactive accounts after, e.g., 3 years).

1. Increase accurate of financials

This is a prioritized work item that was
started in June 2012, timing based on
having put in place higher priority
collections related initiatives.

Policy / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
10

Determine write off
policy and procedure

The DPU is reassessing its write-off policy.
Write-offs have not been actively performed
across the board since the implementation of
CC&B; previously, accounts were written off
after being inactive for 7 years. This has
resulting in an overstatement of receivables,
including amounts that are not practically
collectable, though this is offset by reserves that
have been established for uncollectable debt.

Process / Enhancement / Org / Process / Policy; Credit & Collections
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Category / Work Item Title

Issues

Solution

Benefits

Status & Future Work

11

While in general, inactive collections are not a
prioritized area for targeted activity, there are
owners such as the Department of Housing &
Urban Development (HUD) or large banks that
have many inactive accounts with collectively
large balances, and are known entities on which
collections can be pursued.

Develop mechanism to identify all the accounts
for top entities with large balance on a collection
of accounts; and obtain overall statements and
the set final bills for their set of inactive accounts;
in order to enable collections to be pursued on
them on a case by case basis.

1. Efficient and effective collections
activity on large inactive accounts
with good possibility of collections
2. Decrease inactive A/R

This is a prioritized work item that was
started in June 2012, timing based on
having put in place higher priority
collections related initiatives. This will
be an on-going initiative.

Targeted collections on
large, inactive accounts
for known customers
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Appendix B – Oversight Committee Members
Sharon A. Dumas, Director, Department of Finance
Ricky D. Smith, Director, Department of Port Control
Barry A. Withers, Director, Department of Public Utilities
Darnell Brown, Chief Operating Officer, Office of the Mayor
Natoya J. Walker Minor, Chief of Public Affairs, Office of the Mayor
Ollie Shaw, Assistant Director, Department of Public Utilities
James Cochran, Assistant Director of Law, Department of Law
Alex Margevicius, Interim Commissioner, Division of Water, Department of Public Utilities
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Appendix C – System Fix Report, March 31, 2012
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